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Abstract
Semiconductor quantum dots exhibit many advantageous properties that are highly
valued in atomic quantum optics, but in contrast to atoms they can also be easily integrated in solid state devices. This makes these nanostructures very attractive for
numerous applications in quantum information processing, quantum cryptography and
for the realization of innovative photon sources. The interaction with light is fundamental for almost all these technologies, and thus the diverse characteristics of optically
driven quantum dots are nowadays studied across many topical elds of research.
A major challenge from a theoretical point of view is a correct treatment of the coupling of quantum dots to their solid-state environment, which can have a pronounced
impact on the driven system dynamics. Of particular importance is the interaction
with lattice vibrations of the surrounding semiconductor crystal, because it is always
present and often leads to a severe reduction of the maximal available coherence times.
This cumulative thesis contributes to the active discussion of the impact of phonons
on the dynamics of optically driven quantum dots. More specically, it deals with an
elaborate real-time path-integral method that allows for numerically exact simulations
of the system evolution under the inuence of the pure dephasing coupling to longitudinal acoustic phonons. As a prominent result, the existing path-integral approach
is generalized to account homogeneously for both Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian
dynamics, making it possible to calculate the eects of both the phonon coupling and
additional processes that can be suciently described by phenomenological rates. This
is an important methodological advancement, parts of which can potentially be carried
over to related systems where similar techniques are being used. The generalization of
the method removes a signicant previous limitation, because on the one hand a number
of relevant dissipative processes, like the radiative decay of excited quantum dot states
or photon losses of coupled quantum dot cavity systems, could previously not be dealt
with when using the path-integral method. On the other hand, many alternative techniques that are able to deal with these processes rely on approximations for either the
optical coupling or the phonon interaction and are thus valid only to a limited extent.
The extended path-integral formalism presented here combines the exact treatment of
the non-Markovian multi-particle phonon coupling of optically driven quantum dots
with the exibility of adding phenomenological dissipation as it is given for example in
many master equation approaches. Moreover, this thesis introduces a crucial technical
optimization of the method that makes it possible to apply the path-integral approach
to situations, like the radiative biexciton cascade, that previously were thought of being
inaccessible due to their large numerical cost.
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As an important application of the path-integral simulations, this thesis also discusses optical excitation protocols that are targeted at the controlled manipulation of
the quantum dot states, which is a necessary prerequisite for many quantum dot based
devices. To this end, the discussion rst focuses on quantum dot state preparation using
adiabatic rapid passage protocols. It is analyzed how the acoustic phonon interaction
aects the quality of the preparation and advantages and disadvantages of dierent excitation schemes targeted at the creation of the biexciton state using frequency-swept
picosecond laser pulses are discussed. The second possibility of state preparation that is
studied extensively is fundamentally dierent to previous protocols, as it makes active
use of the carrier-phonon interaction and performs the better the stronger the phonon
coupling is. This phonon-assisted preparation method is rst investigated theoretically
and very promising protocols oering a robust, high-delity, and fast preparation of
both the exciton and biexciton states are proposed. The discussion includes the experimental verication of the proposed schemes using extensive experimental data provided
by collaborating groups. In these studies it is explicitly shown that the phonon-assisted
preparation of the quantum dot states can be achieved using pulsed laser excitation and
a very close agreement between the theory and experimental observations is achieved.
Importantly, this exact comparison also allows making general conclusions about the
nature of the exciton-phonon coupling with a higher accuracy than it was possible
before. The underlying dynamics of the phonon-assisted state preparation is theoretically studied in detail and is found to be best analyzed using the picture of the laser
dressed states. It is shown that the preparation process is not only dominated by the
phonon-induced relaxation between the dressed states, but that a crucial role can be
also attributed to the character of the switch-o phase of the applied laser pulses. The
importance of this adiabatic undressing process becomes most obvious when varying the
shape of the laser pulse and it is demonstrated that the delity of the preparation can
be unfavorably reduced when using, e.g., rectangular pulse shapes. This analysis is also
extended to the possible case of negative biexciton binding energies and it is analyzed
how the target state of the phonon-assisted preparation can be selected by varying the
laser energy, the biexciton binding energy and the pulse length. In another study about
the phonon-assisted state preparation, the depopulation of an excited quantum state
by phonon-induced processes is demonstrated both theoretically and by using photo
current measurements provided by experimental collaborators. It is also shown, that by
using alternating blue- and red-shifted pulses the quantum dot exciton can be switched
on and o making use of the dynamic nature of the phonon coupling, which becomes
enhanced by raising the optical excitation intensity.
Finally, this thesis contributes to the topical discussion of QD-microcavity systems
in the strong coupling regime. As a main result, it is shown by comparing theoretical
simulations with provided experimental data that, despite the detrimental eects of
the phonon interaction, strong QD-cavity coupling at increased temperatures can be
achieved using QDs which hold the special property of a temperature-dependent lightmatter coupling strength.

ii

Kurzfassung
Halbleiter-Quantenpunkte verkörpern zahlreiche positive Eigenschaften, die sich in der
Quantenoptik von Atomen als sehr nützlich erwiesen haben, lassen sich darüber hinaus
jedoch auch äuÿerst gut in Festkörper-basierte technologische Anwendungen integrieren.
Diese Nanostrukturen eignen sich daher äuÿerst gut für zahlreiche Einsatzmöglichkeiten
in der Quanteninformationsverarbeitung, der Quantenkryptographie und für die Realisierung neuartiger Lichtquellen. Bei so gut wie allen dieser Technologien ist die Wechselwirkung mit Licht von zentraler Bedeutung, weshalb die vielfältigen Eigenschaften
von optisch getriebenen Quantenpunkten heutzutage in mehreren hochaktuellen Forschungsgebieten studiert werden.
Eine der gröÿten Herausforderungen aus theoretischer Sicht ist die korrekte Behandlung der Kopplung von Quantenpunkten an ihre Festkörperumgebung, die einen stark
ausgeprägten Einuss auf die getriebene Systemdynamik haben kann. Von spezieller Bedeutung sind hierbei Wechselwirkungen mit den Gitterschwingungen des umgebenden
Halbleiterkristalls, da diese immer auftreten und häug zu einer starken Beschränkung
der maximal möglichen Kohärenzzeiten führt. Die vorliegende kumulative Dissertation liefert einen weiteren Beitrag zur aktuellen Diskussion des Phononeinusses auf die
getriebene Quantenpunktdynamik. Im engeren Sinne wird eine aufwändig ausgearbeitete Echtzeit-Pfadintegralmethode, die eine numerisch exakte Simulation der getriebenen
Quantenpunktdynamik unter Einussnahme der rein dephasierenden Kopplung an longitudinal akustische Phononen ermöglicht, weiter erforscht. Als eines der Hauptresultate dieser Arbeit wird der bestehende Pfadintegralzugang so verallgemeinert, dass eine
homogene Behandlung von Hamiltonscher und nicht-Hamiltonscher Dynamik ermöglicht wird. Dadurch können die Eekte der Phononkopplung und zusätzliche Prozesse, die in ausreichender Weise durch phänomenologische Ratengleichungen beschrieben
werden können, simultan berücksichtigt werden. Dies stellt einen erheblichen methodischen Fortschritt dar, der teilweise auch auf verwandte Systeme, die mit ähnlichen
Methoden behandelt werden, übertragbar ist. Die hier gefundene Verallgemeinerung
behebt eine starke bestehende Einschränkung der Anwendbarkeit der Methode, da einerseits eine Vielzahl von wichtigen dissipativen Vorgängen, wie z.B. der strahlende Zerfall angeregter Quantenpunktzustände oder Photonverluste gekoppelter QuantenpunktMikroresonator Systeme, bisher nicht mit der Pfadintegralmethode behandelt werden
konnten. Andererseits beruhen viele alternative Simulationstechniken, die diese Prozesse
einschlieÿen könnten, auf Näherungen der optischen Kopplung oder der Wechselwirkung
mit der Phononumgebung und sind daher nur in beschränkten Parameterbereichen gültig. Der hier vorgestellte erweiterte Pfadintegralformalismus vereint die exakte Behandlung der nicht-Markovschen Vielteilchen-Phononkopplung optisch getriebener Quanteniii

punkte mit der Möglichkeit phänomenologische Dissipation einzubeziehen, wie es z.B.
in vielen Mastergleichungszugängen gegeben ist. Darüber hinaus wird in dieser Arbeit
eine technische Optimierung der Pfadintegralmethode vorgestellt, die es ermöglicht den
Zugang in Situationen anzuwenden, die aufgrund des hohen numerischen Aufwands
bisher noch nicht im Pfadintegralformalismus behandelt werden konnten. Ein wichtiges Beispiel hierfür ist unter anderem die Simulation der strahlenden QuantenpunktBiexzitonkaskade.
Eine zentrale Anwendung des Pfadintegralformalismus, die in der vorliegenden Arbeit
ausführlich diskutiert wird, liegt in der Analyse von optischen Anregungsprotokollen zur
kontrollierten Manipulation des Quantenpunktzustands, die für viele Quantenpunktbasierte Anwendungen notwendig sind. Diesbezüglich wird zunächst die Präparation
des Quantenpunktzustands mittels adiabatisch geführter Dynamik studiert. Dabei wird
untersucht welchen Einuss die Wechselwirkung eines Quantenpunktes mit akustischen
Phononen auf die Qualität der Präparation haben kann. Hierbei werden die Vor- und
Nachteile verschiedener Anregungsschemata, die auf die Erzeugung des Biexzitonzustands mit Hilfe von pikosekundenlangen Laserpulsen mit zeitabhängiger Frequenzmodulation abzielen, herausgearbeitet. Die zweite Möglichkeit der Zustandspräparation,
die im Detail diskutiert wird, unterscheidet sich in grundlegender Weise von bisherigen Protokollen, da die Ladungsträger-Phononkopplung hierbei aktiv ausgenutzt wird
und die Qualität der Präparation mit der Stärke der Phonokopplung steigt. Diese sogenannte Phonon-assistierte Methode wird zuerst rein theoretisch untersucht, wobei
sehr vielversprechende Schemata, die eine robuste, höchst eziente und schnelle Präparation der Exzitonzustände und des Biexzitonzustands erlauben, vorgeschlagen werden. Die Diskussion schlieÿt auch die experimentelle Bestätigung dieser Protokolle mit
ein, die anhand von umfangreichen von kollaborierenden Gruppen zur Verfügung gestellten Messungen erfolgt. In diesen Studien wird explizit der experimentelle Beweis
erbracht, dass eine Phonon-assistierte Präparation des Quantenpunktzustands durch
gepulste Laseranregung möglich ist und dass die theoretischen Vorhersagen sehr genau mit den gemessenen Daten übereinstimmen. Ein wichtiger Aspekt dieser genauen
Vergleiche zwischen Theorie und Experiment ist auch, dass sie erlauben allgemeine Aussagen über die Natur der Exziton-Phononkopplung in Quantenpunkten in einer Form
zu treen wie es anhand bisheriger Messungen nicht möglich war. Die zugrundelegende
Dynamik der Phonon-assistierten Präparation wird ebenfalls im Detail studiert, wobei
sich herausstellt, dass diese am besten im Bild der bekleideten Zustände interpretiert
werden kann. Es wird gezeigt, dass der Präparationsprozess nicht nur von der viel diskutierten Phonon-induzierten Relaxation zwischen den bekleideten Zuständen bestimmt
wird, sondern dass auch der Abschaltvorgang des verwendeten Laserpulses eine wichtige
Rolle spielt. Die Bedeutung des Auftretens eines adiabatischen Entkleidungsprozesses
wird am besten ersichtlich indem die Pulsform des Lasers variiert wird und es stellt sich
heraus, dass sich die Genauigkeit der Präparation deutlich verschlechtern kann, wenn
die Pulse sich z.B. einer Rechtecksform nähern. Die Analyse der Phonon-assistierten
Präparationsmethode wird ebenfalls auf den möglichen Fall einer negativen Biexzitonbindungsenergie ausgeweitet und es wird untersucht wie der Zielzustand durch eine
Variation der Laserenergie, der Biexzitonbindungsenergie und der Pulslänge selektiert
werden kann. In einer weiteren Studie wird die Abregung eines vorher präparierten Exzitonzustands durch Phonon-induzierte Prozesse anhand von theoretischen Simulationen
iv

und experimentellen Photostrommessungen, die von einer kollaborierenden Gruppe zur
Verfügung gestellt wurden, demonstriert. Es wird auch gezeigt, dass durch die Verwendung von abwechselnden blau- und rot-verschobenen Pulsen ein An- und Abregen des
Exzitonzustandes möglich ist und dass die Phonon-assistierte Präparation stark mit der
dynamischen Natur der Phononkopplung, die durch die Intensität der optischen Anregung verstärkt werden kann, verknüpft ist.
Schlieÿlich trägt diese Dissertationsschrift auch zur aktuellen Diskussion der starken
Kopplung in Quantenpunkt-Mikroresonator Systemen bei. Als eines der Hauptergebnisse wird hierbei durch einen weiteren Vergleich simulierter Ergebnisse mit zur Verfügung
gestellten experimentellen Daten gezeigt, dass eine starke Kopplung trotz der schädlich
wirkenden Phononeinüsse auch bei erhöhten Temperaturen auftreten kann. Dies setzt
voraus, dass die verwendeten Quantenpunkte die spezielle Eigenschaft einer temperaturabhängigen Licht-Materie Kopplungsstärke aufweisen.

v
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Introduction

1

1

Motivation

Quantum dots (QDs) [14] are nanometer sized manufactured structures in semiconductors that conne electrons and holes in all spatial directions. The restricted carrier
mobility gives rise to a discrete energy spectrum, that, in principle, can be controlled by
the details of the fabrication method. This opportunity to articially create quantum
systems with an atom-like energetic structure embedded in a solid state environment
makes QDs highly useful for the development of numerous innovations in technology
and continues to inspire active research into the fascinating properties of these special
systems.
With respect to technological applications, QDs are for example proposed candidates
for the implementation of qubits [59]. Qubits are the basic units of information in
quantum computation [10, 11], which holds out the prospect of, e.g., very ecient data
searches [12]. There are many more systems that are being discussed as possible qubits,
like ions trapped in electromagnetic elds [13] or isolated electron spins associated with
the nitrogen vacancy center in diamond [14], but so far it remains unclear which of
these systems will be best suited to fulll the dicult requirements for constructing
a quantum computer [15]. Furthermore, the optical transitions between the discrete
QD states can be exploited to realize triggered sources of single photons [1622] and
entangled photon pairs [2329], which are also highly useful for quantum information
processing [30] and are needed for quantum cryptography [31, 32]. Additional possible
uses of QDs can be found, e.g., in the topical elds of nano lasers [3335], display technology [36] and even in medical research, where QDs are used as biological markers [37, 38].
In the majority of these and other technological applications a detailed knowledge of
the optically driven behavior of a single QD is required. QDs are thus typically studied
under external excitation by a laser eld or in terms of a coupling to quantized eld
modes of a surrounding optical cavity. An important result of these studies is the experimental verication of a resonant coherent response that manifests itself in, e.g., Rabi
oscillations between the QD levels [3942] or an anti-crossing of the dispersion relations
of the cavity mode and an excited QD state [43, 44]. For a profound understanding of
the QD dynamics and the inuence of dierent system properties and excitation conditions it is also highly desirable to nd a functional theoretical description of these
systems. In this respect, simulations of the time-dependent evolution of the QD state
allow deep insights into the complex dynamics of QDs and can be used to explain and
predict experimental observations. This thesis focuses on both the theoretical calculation of the driven QD dynamics and the comparison with experimental data.
An important dierence between atoms and QDs, that are often seen as articial
3

counterparts of atoms, is that QDs are intrinsically aected by their solid state surrounding and thus can often not be treated as isolated systems. On the one hand, such
environmental interactions lead to a dephasing of the QD states and can spoil any kind
of coherent dynamics that many applications rely on. On the other hand, such dissipative processes in QDs can also provide a fantastic opportunity to study fundamental
aspects of open quantum systems [45, 46], and in some rare cases can even be of direct
practical use [4749], which we shall also see here. For strongly conned QDs, as they
are discussed in this thesis, a major contribution to the environment coupling is given
by the interaction with lattice vibrations of the semiconductor crystal, i.e. acoustic
phonons. Amongst many other eects, the phonon coupling can lead to a damping
of resonantly driven Rabi oscillations [50, 51] or an enhanced QD-cavity coupling for
cavities that are detuned from the QD transition [52]. Further dissipative processes
that can play an important role include the radiative decay of excited QD states, which
is due to a coupling to external electromagnetic eld modes [53], or tunneling eects,
where electrons and holes are absorbed by an external voltage [41].
Calculating the driven QD dynamics under the inuence of environmental interactions is generally not an easy task. This is especially true when the important pure
dephasing coupling to acoustic phonons [54, 55] is considered. An exact modeling of
this coupling involves a microscopic treatment of an innite number of phonon modes
and due to the non-Markovian nature of this coupling it cannot be fully captured by
rate descriptions. Typically, such an interacting many-particle system [56] is not exactly
solvable and instead can only be dealt with by using approximative methods. However,
for a certain class of system-bath type models it has been found that despite this complexity the dynamics can be calculated in a numerically exact way using an elaborate
real-time path-integral method [57, 58]. This elegant and highly practical approach
takes into account the inuence of the surrounding via so called inuence functionals [59] and yields the dynamics in terms of a reduced system where the environmental
degrees of freedom have been traced out. The method has also been successfully applied
to account for the phonon coupling of optically driven QDs [50, 60, 61] and, notably,
does not require further approximations to the model commonly used for these systems.
So far, a major drawback of the path-integral method for QDs has been that it did
not allow for a homogenous inclusion of any kind of non-Hamiltonian contributions to
the equations of motion. Most importantly, this prohibited a phenomenological treatment of additional interactions between the QD and the environment, except in a very
restricted border case [62]. This is problematic, because many of the environmental
couplings, like the radiative decay, are very hard to include in a strictly Hamiltonian
way. Therefore, in practice the path-integral approach has been mostly limited to account only for the phonon coupling and so far could not be used to deal with any
other relaxation processes relevant for QDs in many important situations. This stands
in sharp contrast to many other methods like, e.g., master equation approaches [63],
where environmental eects that can be suciently described by simple rate equations
can be easily incorporated next to the phonon coupling. One of the most important
achievements of this thesis is a reformulation of the path-integral approach that lifts this
restriction and thus drastically extends the range of applicability of the method. The
modication makes it possible to calculate the driven QD dynamics under the combined
4

1

Motivation

inuence of the phonon coupling and other relaxation processes without restricting the
accessible parameter range and thus allows for very detailed theoretical studies and a
close comparison with corresponding experiments.
Besides the new possibility to combine Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian dynamics when using the path-integral approach, another important accomplishment of this
thesis is a technical optimization of the method that under certain conditions makes it
possible to deal with systems that are considerably larger than the maximum of four
electronic levels that previously could be dealt with [64, 65]. An important class of
systems that fulll these conditions are QDs coupled to quantized cavity modes, where
many product states between the QD levels and the Fock states of the cavity mode need
to be considered. It is assumed that this technical advancement will pave the way for a
complete microscopic investigation of the inuence of the phonon coupling on systems
that previously have been out of reach when using the path-integral approach. The
most prominent example, which is also briey discussed in this thesis, is the biexciton
decay cascade of a QD that is most interesting due to the possible creation of polarization entangled photon pairs.
Many QD-based devices rely on a specic manipulation of QD states, which is often achieved by pulsed laser excitation. The dierent optical control protocols can
be roughly distinguished by the chosen laser energy. Non-resonant pumping schemes,
like excitation above the band gap or p-shell excitation, require subsequent relaxation
processes, that follow the excitation by the laser pulse, to obtain the desired state.
In contrast, resonant or almost resonant schemes involve laser energies that are very
close to the lowest QD transition and, for example, can be advantageous for the production of photons as they can provide a considerably higher photon indistinguishability [21, 29, 66]. A large part of this thesis deals with this latter kind of optical state
preparation schemes for QDs where a special emphasis lies on the role of the acoustic
phonon interaction. This includes a study of the eects of the carrier-phonon coupling
on adiabatic rapid passage protocols for biexciton state preparation. While adiabatic
rapid passage is commonly known for state manipulation in atomic systems, in the
present work also a novel method that is specic to QDs is presented in detail. This
new phonon-assisted method makes active use of the phonon coupling and works the
better the stronger the coupling is, which stands in sharp contrast to other protocols
where the phonon-induced dephasing is considered to be detrimental to the delity
of the state preparation. The state manipulation process is studied extensively using
numerical calculations and the obtained QD state is also analyzed using dierent experimental observations provided by collaborating research groups. The measurements
are closely reproduced by according simulations and verify the practical applicability
of the phonon-assisted method. The dynamical behavior during the preparation is also
studied in depth in terms of the dressed state picture. The detailed analysis reveals an
interesting multi-phase character of the dynamics that makes it possible to explain how
phonon-assisted state manipulation can be achieved on the timescale of ultra fast pulses.
This work also contributes to the topical discussion of temperature eects on strong
coupling phenomena in QD-cavity systems [67, 68]. By analyzing an extensive set of
photoluminescence spectra of strongly coupled QD-micropillars, it is found that the
phonon-induced decoherence, which is typically assumed to prevent strong coupling at
5

elevated temperatures, can be overcompensated by a temperature-dependent increase
of the light-matter coupling strength. This latter property is attributed to a unique
characteristic of the connement potential of the QDs used in the measurements.
The present cumulative dissertation is organized as follows. Part I gives an introduction to the publications belonging to this thesis. It provides some common background,
explains the relation between the presented articles and summarizes the most important results. After a brief motivation in Chapter 1 the model used for a single optically
driven semiconductor QD is presented in Chapter 2 along with the necessary theoretical background. Chapter 3 introduces the numerical path-integral method that is
used throughout this work along with the modications that make it possible to combine Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian dynamics while keeping the exact treatment of
the phonon coupling. Chapter 3 also discusses some important technical advances of
the method, some future applications and a brief comparison with perturbative methods. The following two chapters introduce the publications dealing with state preparation (Chapter 4) and temperature-dependent eects of QDs embedded in a microcavity
(Chapter 5). Finally, Part II collects the nine papers belonging to this thesis.

6

2

Optically driven semiconductor

quantum dots
The three-dimensional connement of charge carriers in a QD can be achieved in a
variety of ways [2, 3]. One particularly widespread method, that is especially useful to
produce defect-free samples for QD-based devices and that allows a strong electronic
connement, is the self-assembly Stranski-Krastanov growth technique [6971]. Using
this method, a smaller band gap material, such as InAs, is deposited on a clean substrate
of a larger band gap material with a small lattice mismatch, such as GaAs. This is typically achieved using molecular beam epitaxy and initially leads to the growth of a thin
wetting layer. In the process, the lattice mismatch builds up to an increasing strain
and eventually induces the assembly of small nanometer sized islands of the smaller
band gap material. These islands, which minimize the energy in the layer similar to
the formation of water drops on a surface, form the QDs. To conne the carriers also
in the growth direction the QD layer is nally capped by an additional epitaxial lm of
the wider band gap material. Some important properties such as the thickness of the
wetting layer or the energy and size distribution of the QDs can be inuenced by the
details of the manufacturing process and the chosen material composition.
In this thesis such self-assembled GaAs-based InAs QDs with a strong connement
potential, that leads to a clear energetic separation of the electronic levels, provide the
foundation for the theoretical modeling. Similar to an atom, the discrete states of a QD
are connected by optical transitions obeying the spin selection rules. The QD dynamics
is also aected by the unavoidable phonon coupling of the surrounding crystal and,
possibly, by additional interactions with the environment. Here, the Hamiltonian of an
optically driven QD is written generically as

b =H
b dot-light + H
b dot-ph .
H

(2.1)

b dot-light describes the electronic structure of the QD including
The rst contribution H
b dot-light in
the optical coupling and is introduced in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 reviews H
the so called dressed state picture, which is frequently used in this thesis. The second
b dot-ph represents the phonon environment and the QDterm in Eq. (2.1) given by H
phonon interaction and is introduced in Section 2.3. Further possible QD-environment
interactions are accounted for in an approximative, non-Hamiltonian way by direct
phenomenological modications of the equations of motion and are briey reviewed in
Section 2.4.
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2.1

Electronic few level model and optical driving
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(a) Photoluminescence (PL) emission spectrum of a single QD under non-resonant
above band gap excitation (1.51 eV) taken from Ref. [73] with the kind permission of the authors.
The two peaks correspond to the optical transitions from the biexciton state |Bi to the exciton
states |σ± i (labeled by XX) and the transitions from the exciton states to the ground state
|Gi (labeled by X), respectively. The spectral peaks are separated by the biexciton binding
energy ∆B . (b) Energy level diagram of the four QD states, which are optically coupled by the
circularly polarized components of a laser eld Eσ± (illustrated by the left- and right-rotating
arrows). The biexciton binding energy ∆B is equal to the distance between the energy of the
biexciton state |Bi and twice the amount of the exciton energy ~ωσ .
Figure 2.1:

Electronic few level model and optical driving
Dierent to bulk semiconductors, the strong electronic connement in QDs leads to a
clear energetic separation of the single particle states. Therefore, an optical excitation
that is close to the transition energy between the topmost valence band and the lowest
conduction band states can yield a maximum number of two electron-hole pairs with
dierent spin congurations due to Pauli's exclusion principle. In the limit of strong
connement the Coulomb interaction between the electrons and holes does not lead
to a mixing of dierent single particle states, but only leads to an adjustment of the
resulting energies [72]. The relevant electronic states of an optically driven QD are
thus typically written in terms of the excited electron-hole pairs, which are referred
to as excitons. These include the optically active exciton states |σ+ i and |σ− i, the
biexciton state |Bi, where both these excitons are present, and the ground state |Gi
without any electron-hole pairs. The excitonic states |σ± i dier in the congurations
of the electron spin σ and the angular momentum of the hole state m, which is given
by (σ, m) = (+1/2, −3/2) and (−1/2, +3/2), respectively. There exist other possible
excitonic states, such as charged excitons, dark exciton states, that do not couple to
an external light eld due to the spin selection rule, and excitations that involve energetically higher lying single particle states. For the optical excitations discussed in this
thesis, these additional states can be safely neglected.
A typical photoluminescence emission spectrum of a strongly conned single QD can
be seen in Fig. 2.1(a). The sharp peaks labeled as 'X' and 'XX' are due to photons
that are emitted from the exciton to ground state and biexciton to exciton transitions,
8
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respectively. As it appears, the biexciton energy is below the combined energy of the
two exciton states. This energetic dierence, called the biexciton binding energy ∆B ,
originates from the Coulomb interaction between the electrons and holes and, like here,
is typically on the order of a few meV. Interestingly, the biexciton binding energy can
have a positive or negative sign depending on the QD geometry [4].
Considering these properties, the QD-light Hamiltonian can be written in the basis
of the four states |Gi, |σ+ i, |σ− i and |Bi as
X
 X
b dot-light =
~ων |νihν| + ~ωex |σ+ ihσ− | + |σ− ihσ+ | +
~Mνν 0 |νihν 0 |.
(2.2)
H
ν,ν 0

ν

The rst term accounts for the energies ~ων of the four basis states that are indexed
by ν . The energies strongly depend on the details of the connement potential and,
as already mentioned, are also aected by the Coulomb interaction. However, for the
purpose of this thesis it is sucient to treat the energies simply as input parameters
to the model. The biexciton energy can be expressed as ~ωB = 2~ωσ − ∆B with
~ωσ = ~ωσ+ = ~ωσ− , and the ground state energy ~ωG is set to zero. The relative
values of the energies are shown in the schematic energy level diagram in Fig. 2.1(b).
The second term in Eq. (2.2) represents a possible exchange interaction ~ωex between
the exciton levels that is typically on the order of only a few tens of µeV . For the
studies in this thesis the exchange interaction plays a very minor role and with a single
exception in Section 3.4 it is neglected.
The matrix elements Mνν 0 in the last term in Eq. (2.2) describe optical transitions
that are due to external light. The following presentation will rst focus on the coupling
to a classical eld as, for example, it is realized by an intense laser pulse. The modeling
of the interaction of a QD with a quantized eld mode, that is also relevant for this
thesis, is presented thereafter. To describe the interaction with laser light, it is useful
to split the electric eld vector into its two circularly polarized components. These are
denoted by Eσ± and couple separately to the QD transitions due to the spin selection
rules, as it is also indicated in Fig. 2.1(b). When the common dipole and rotating wave
approximations are employed, the only non-vanishing elements of the coupling matrix
are given by

1
∗
MGσ+ = Mσ∗+ G = Mσ− B = MBσ
= fσ+ (t)eiωL t
−
2
1
∗
MGσ− = Mσ∗− G = Mσ+ B = MBσ
= fσ− (t)eiωL t ,
+
2

(2.3)
(2.4)

where ωL denotes the central frequency of the laser and the quantities fσ± (t), which
are referred to as eld strengths, are dened by

−d · Eσ± =

~
fσ (t)e−iωL t .
2 ±

(2.5)

The dipole matrix element d is assumed to be equal for all transitions as it is justied
in the limit of small QDs with a strong connement [74, 75]. Experimentally, it is very
challenging to control the exact eld strength that is applied at a given time. Therefore,
the so called pulse area α, which is proportional to the much more accessible square
9
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root of the laser power, is frequently used throughout this thesis. The pulse area for a
pulsed excitation is dened by
Z ∞
f (t)dt,
(2.6)
α=
−∞

where f (t) denotes the total eld strength f (t) = fσ+ (t) + fσ− (t). The pulse area is
typically given in units of π .

There are two limiting cases for the polarization of the laser that are worth mentioning. First, if one of the circularly polarized components Eσ± vanishes, and in case
the size of ~ωex is negligible, the model reduces to a driven two-level system consisting
of the ground state and a single exciton state. For resonant excitation this system performs well known Rabi oscillations between the two levels [76] and the Rabi frequency
is given by the eld strength f . Second, for linearly polarized light, i.e. fσ+ = fσ− ,
the model reduces to an eective three-level system. In this case, only one of the linear
combinations |XH i (H for horizontal) and |XV i (V for vertical), dened by the relation


1
|σ± i = √ |XH i ± i|XV i ,
(2.7)
2
can be optically addressed, while the other decouples from the system dynamics.
Some studies in this thesis also deal with QDs that are kept within a small optical
cavity [43], which makes a quantized description of the light eld necessary. In the
simplest case, the photon modes are energetically well separated and the QD only
couples to a single cavity mode. Under these conditions the QD can again be modeled
as a two-level system comprising the QD ground state |Gi and an exciton state |Xi
that corresponds to the polarization of the cavity mode. The light-matter interaction
of the QD-cavity system is described by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian

b JC = ~ωX |XihX| + ~ωc â† â + ~g â† |GihX| + â|XihG| ,
H
(2.8)

where again the dipole and rotating wave approximations have been applied. The
symbols ~ωc and ~ωX denote the energy of the cavity mode and the exciton state,
respectively. The destruction and creation operators â and â† correspond to the photons
within the cavity mode and g is the light-matter coupling strength that depends on both
QD and cavity properties. In the rotating wave approximation the optical coupling only
allows a coherent exchange of energy between the QD and the cavity mode, but not
the creation of additional photons. If initially only a single excitation of the QD-cavity
system is present, the Hamiltonian can therefore be rewritten in the basis spanned by
the states |Xi, now representing the exciton state without additional photons, and |P i,
representing the QD ground state with a single photon inside the cavity. In this basis
the QD-light Hamiltonian reads

b dot-light = ~ωX |XihX| + ~ωc |P ihP | + ~g |P ihX| + |XihP | .
H
(2.9)

Dressed state picture

The optically driven QD dynamics can often be best interpreted using the so called
dressed state picture [77]. The dressed states can be thought of as the bare QD states
10
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that are additionally dressed, i.e. modied, by the light-matter interaction, and are thus
also called laser dressed states or photon dressed states. Formally, the dressed states
are dened as the eigenstates of the coupled light-matter Hamiltonian [c.f. Eq. (2.2)] in
the frame rotating with the laser frequency ωL . Here, the dressed states will be briey
introduced for the abovementioned two-level case, in which a QD is driven by a constant
circularly polarized laser eld. The two-level case will suce to demonstrate the most
important properties of the dressed states.
After the transformation to the rotating frame, the coupled QD-light Hamiltonian
[c.f. Eq. (2.2)] reads for the two-level system

~f
b 2LS
(|Gihσ| + |σihG|),
H
dot-light = −∆|σihσ| +
2

(2.10)

where |σi represents the exciton state that matches the selection rules for the polarization of the laser eld, i.e. |σi = |σ+ i or |σi = |σ− i depending on the polarization. The
laser is detuned from the QD transition by the energy ∆ = ~ωL −~ωσ . A straightforward
b 2LS
calculation of the eigenstates of H
yields the dressed states
dot-light

|ψup i = + cos(θ)|Gi + sin(θ)|σi

|ψlow i = − sin(θ)|Gi + cos(θ)|σi

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

with the corresponding energies

1
Eup/low = (−∆ ± ~Ω).
2

(2.12)

The laser coupling leads to a mixing of the bare states, which can be quantied by the
mixing angle θ, that is dened by the relation

tan(θ) =

~f
.
∆ + ~Ω

The symbol Ω denotes the so called Rabi frequency
p
~Ω = (~f )2 + ∆2 ,

(2.13)

(2.14)
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which increases for larger driving strengths and detunings. The dressed state energies
are illustrated in Fig. 2.2, where they are shown as a function of the detuning forming
the so called adiabatic branches. It can be seen that for large absolute values of the
detuning, where the light-matter interaction has a negligible eect, the dressed state
energies are equal to the energies of the bare QD states in the rotating frame. The
splitting of the dressed state energies at resonance, the Rabi splitting, is given by ~f .
Notably, the adiabatic branches connect dierent QD states due to the anti-crossing
that occurs at resonance. This nding is essential for adiabatic rapid passage protocols,
that are discussed in Section 4.3. For the studies in this thesis it is also important to
note that the character of the dressed states, which is determined by the admixture
of the dierent QD states to the dressed states, is dened by the instantaneous eld
strength and the detuning of the laser, and thus can be time-dependent. This as well
has important consequences for the state preparation protocols discussed in Chapter 4.

Interaction with the phonon environment
The strong electronic connement in QDs also has a pronounced impact on the nature
of the carrier-phonon interaction. While in extended semiconductors the electronic energies can be redistributed between dierent states by phonon-induced transitions, such
inelastic phonon scattering is strongly suppressed in QDs, where typically the phonon
energies do not match the large energy gap between the electronic levels. This energetic
mismatch is often called the phonon bottleneck and implies that in QDs, compared to
bulk semiconductors or quantum wells, phonon related decoherence is almost exclusively
related to elastic scattering processes. Such elastic carrier-phonon interactions do not
change the electronic occupations, but can have a strong inuence on the phase relations between the QD states, which is referred to as pure dephasing and represents the
dominant decoherence mechanism in strongly conned QDs [5456, 78]. Importantly,
the phonon scattering always takes place and thus represents a lower bound for the
decoherence in QDs.
The pure dephasing model has been successfully applied to optically driven QDs
many times and is able to reproduce a number of experimentally observed features.
These include, the renormalization of the Rabi frequency of coherently driven QDs [79],
a driving strength dependent damping of Rabi oscillations [50, 51, 8083] and the broadening of the Mollow sidebands in resonance uorescence spectra of a QD embedded in
a microcavity [84, 85]. For GaAs-based QDs, as they are discussed here, the major
coupling mechanism between excitons and the solid state environment is given by the
coupling to longitudinal acoustic phonons via the deformation potential [78], and is
therefore also considered in this thesis. Other types of phonon coupling, like the piezoelectric coupling to acoustic phonons [86] or a coupling to optical phonon modes, are
neglected.
The Hamiltonian describing the phonon modes and the QD-phonon interaction can
be written as
(
)

X
X 
b dot-ph = ~
H
ωq b† bq +
nν γ ∗ bq + γq b† |νihν| ,
(2.15)
q

q
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where the operator b†q (bq ) creates (destroys) a longitudinal acoustic phonon with wave
vector q and energy ~ωq = ~cs |q| with cs denoting the longitudinal sound velocity, nν
is the number of electron-hole pairs of the ν -th QD state, and γq is the phonon coupling
constant of the q-th phonon mode. The phonon coupling being proportional to the
number of electron-hole pairs is again a consequence of the strong electronic connement. Due to the similarity of the lattice properties of the QD and the surrounding
b dot-ph
material it is usually justied to assume bulk phonon modes. Not surprisingly, H
is diagonal in the electronic subspace, which reects the pure dephasing type of the
coupling.
A very useful quantity to describe details of the phonon coupling is the spectral
density
X
J(ω) =
|γq |2 δ(ω − ωq ),
(2.16)
q

that is often used for a parametric description of the phonon coupling in the form

J(ω) = αω 3 exp(−ω 2 /ωc2 ),

(2.17)

where α scales the coupling strength and ωc denes the high frequency cut-o [63]. A
microscopic expression for J(ω), that is used in this thesis and many previous works [61,
87], can be obtained using the standard bulk form of the deformation potential coupling
for γq that in the envelope function approximation is modied by an additional form
factor reecting the wave function of the conned electron and hole states [78]. In most
cases the phonon related inuence on the QD dynamics can be suciently described
assuming spherically symmetric QDs with a harmonic connement potential, which
yields Gaussian ground state wave functions for electrons and holes, and implies

ω3
J(ω) = 2
4π ρ~c5s


2
ω 2 a2h
ω 2 a2e
De exp(− 2 ) − Dh exp(− 2 ) .
4cs
4cs

(2.18)

Here, ρ is the mass density and De(h) denote the deformation potential constants of
electrons and holes that are taken from the literature [78, 88]. The quantities ae(h) represent the electronic connement lengths of electrons and holes and roughly correspond
to the QD radius that is typically chosen to be 3 − 5 nm for the calculations in this
thesis in accordance with experimental observations. Importantly, it can be seen that
in both Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) J(ω) scales as ω 3 for small ω . This expresses the superohmic character of the phonon-coupling. Compared to ohmic and sub-ohmic couplings,
which for low frequencies scale as ω a with a ≤ 1, a super-ohmic coupling is characterized by non-exponential, typically only partial relaxations that exhibit a variety of
non-Markovian dynamical eects [45, 89].
In the presence of external optical driving, the elastic phonon scattering can have
a signicant impact on the occupations of the QD states, despite the pure dephasing
nature of the phonon coupling. This can be best understood by employing the dressed
state picture. For example, in the two-level case described in Section 2.2 it can be seen
that the optical coupling leads to nite excitonic contributions to both dressed states
[c.f. Eq. (2.11)], and thus both dressed states are coupled to the phonon environment.
Because the energetic splitting between the dressed states is often close to typical phonon
13
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energies, phonon-induced transitions between the dressed states are possible via phonon
emission and absorption processes. The energetic dierence between the dressed states is
very dierent to the splitting between the bare QD states, because the dressed states are
dened in the rotating frame and thus include the laser energy. It should be noted that
at low temperatures phonon emission is dominant and therefore the phonon coupling
eectively leads to a relaxation towards the lower dressed state. This has far reaching
consequences that will be discussed in much more detail in Chapter 4 and pubs 2-8.

Further environmental interactions
Besides the phonon coupling, there are many other environmental interactions that can
induce dephasing and relaxation processes which aect the driven QD dynamics. Important examples are charge uctuations in the surrounding material [90] and interactions
with the radiation eld [54, 91, 92], that can lead to an exponential decay of the exciton
or biexciton state, as it is for example discussed in pub 1 of this thesis. Additionally, in
pub 7 and pub 8 an electronic tunneling eect, which is due to an externally applied bias
voltage needed for photo current measurements [41], plays a central role as it also limits
the exciton life time. For coupled QD-cavity systems an important eect is also the loss
of cavity photons caused by imperfections of the optical cavity [53], as it is considered in
pub 1 and pub 9 of the present work. Dierent to the non-Markovian phonon coupling,
most of these processes can be reasonably described by phenomenological rate equations and often do not necessarily require a detailed microscopic description. Therefore,
they are not explicitly included in the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.1), but instead will be
separately incorporated in the resulting equations of motion in Section 3.2.
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dynamics using path-integrals
Based on the modeling in the previous chapter, in the present work the dynamics of
a single QD is simulated for a number of dierent optical excitation conditions and
taking into account various couplings to the environment. The theoretical calculations
turn out to be highly useful to systematically study the complex dynamical behavior
of QDs and to predict or explain experimental observations. Section 3.1 outlines the
equations of motion that need to be solved and explains the fundamental ideas of a
sophisticated numerical technique [57, 58, 61, 93] that is based on the path-integral
formalism [59, 94, 95]. This technique is used to calculate the driven QD dynamics
throughout this thesis and in the following is simply referred to as the path-integral
method. Section 3.2 introduces an important extension of the method that allows the
inclusion of non-Hamiltonian dynamics within the formalism and is established in pub 1.
Some signicant technical advancements that further increase the applicability of the
path-integral approach are presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 briey discusses two
examples of systems that based on the progress described in this chapter can be studied
in detail using the path-integral technique in the future.

Path-integral formalism for driven quantum dots
In this section the path-integral formalism is introduced for systems where the environment purely consists of the phonon subsystem while other environmental interactions
are disregarded. How this restriction can be lifted in certain situations will be discussed
in Section 3.2. The state of the combined system comprising the optically coupled QD
and the phonon environment can be expressed using the statistical operator ρ̂. The
time-evolution of this operator is determined by the Liouville von-Neumann equation

d
1 b
ρ̂ = [H,
ρ̂],
dt
i~

(3.1)

b =H
b dot-light + H
b dot-ph given in Eq. (2.1), and appropriate initial
with the Hamiltonian H
conditions.

Finding a closed expression for the solution of this equation is only possible in a
very few special situations. Even when the QD is described as a two-level system and
the phonon coupling is disregarded, the possibly time-dependent optical driving term in
b dot-light allows an analytical solution only in some rare cases [76, 96]. While the optical
H
driving of the nite number of QD states can relatively easily be accounted for using
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b dot-ph represents
standard numerical techniques, the phonon coupling described by H
a much bigger obstacle, because it requires the treatment of a coupling to an innite
number of harmonic oscillators, c.f. Eq. (2.15). In the presence of the phonon coupling
analytical solutions are only known for delta pulse excitations [97, 98] or an undriven
QD, in which case the system reduces to the so called independent boson model [56, 63].
To deal with the many degrees of freedom when calculating the driven QD dynamics
in situations that go beyond these border cases, a variety of approximative approaches,
that either treat the phonon coupling or the optical driving perturbatively, have been
developed [63, 80, 99103]. While some of these methods are highly elaborate and allow
for very accurate simulations, they are typically only valid in a limited parameter range
where the assumptions of the underlying approximations are reasonably fullled. Special care must be taken when using Markovian descriptions as it is known that the pure
dephasing phonon coupling induces non-Markovian features, such as a non-monotonic
temperature dependence of the initial decay of the optical polarization after ultrafast excitation [88, 104], non-Lorentzian line shapes in photoluminescence spectra [55, 78, 105],
and phonon sidebands in resonance uorescence emission [106].
A unique possibility to derive a numerical exact solution of Eq. (3.1), that does
b , is given by the path-integral
not require approximations to the model dened by H
methodology presented in this section. The path-integral method has been frequently
applied to calculate the phonon inuence on the dynamics of two and four-level models
of QDs coupled to a classical laser eld [29, 50, 60, 61, 64, 65, 77, 87, 107] as well as for
the case of a two-level system coupled to a quantized cavity mode [62, 107]. Notably,
it exactly reproduces all non-Markovian features of the phonon coupling, takes into
account arbitrary multi-phonon processes, and is applicable in a very wide parameter
range including weak and strong optical driving, low and high temperatures, and an
enhanced phonon coupling strength. The path-integral approach therefore provides an
excellent tool for theoretical studies of optically driven QDs and is especially useful to
benchmark perturbative approaches and to explore new parameter ranges, where less
accurate techniques come to their limits.
The path-integral technique provides a numerical iteration scheme, that allows the
calculation of the QD dynamics in terms of the reduced density matrix, where the
phonon degrees of freedom have been traced out. This is achieved by an extensive
iterative summation over dierent system congurations at each time step and will
be explained in the following. To employ the method, it is important that the system
under study can be divided into an inner system, with a relatively small nite dimension
N , and environmental degrees of freedom that can inuence the dynamics of the inner
system, but will be traced out at the end. In the present case the inner system comprises
b dot-light , while the phonon subsystem
the optically driven QD system, described by H
represents the environment. For example, the N inner system states can be given solely
by the QD states as in Eq. (2.2), in which case N typically equals two, three or four
depending on which of the excitonic states are optically active. Alternatively, the inner
system might also include a nite number of photon states as in Eq. (2.9). Under these
conditions the path-integral approach can solve Eq. (3.1) yielding the dynamics in terms
of the N -dimensional reduced density matrix

ρ̄ˆ = Trph (ρ̂) ,
16
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where Trph denotes the trace over all phonon variables. The diagonal elements of the
reduced density matrix represent the probabilities for the QD to be prepared in one
of the basis states with an arbitrary conguration of the phonon subsystem. These
probabilities are referred to as occupations and are frequently used to describe the QD
dynamics in this thesis. At the initial time t0 , it is assumed that the statistical operator
is given by the product state
(3.3)

ρ̂(t0 ) = ρ̄ˆ(t0 ) ⊗ ρ̂th ,

i.e. that the phonon environment is in a thermal equilibrium at temperature T described
by ρ̂th , while the inner system is prepared in an arbitrary state expressed by ρ̄ˆ(t0 ). The
time axis is discretized by equally spaced grid points tl = t0 + l∆t with the time step
size ∆t and the target of the calculations is the reduced density matrix at the n-th time
step ρ̄ˆ(tn ). Formally, this quantity can be obtained by propagating the initial density
matrix using the time evolution operator for the whole system and taking the trace over
the phonon degrees of freedom, which can be written as


b t0 ,tn ρ̂(t0 )(U
b t0 ,tn )† .
ρ̄ˆ(tn ) = Trph U
(3.4)
sys
sys
The time evolution operator is given by



Z
i tn b
t0 ,tn
b
Usys = T exp −
Hdt ,
~ t0

(3.5)

where T denotes the time ordering. Using the path-integral method this expression
is evaluated by rst splitting the time evolution into several time steps of length ∆t,
yielding
b t0 ,tn = U
b tn−1 ,tn · ... · U
b t0 ,t1 ,
U
(3.6)
sys
sys
sys

which is correct in linear order of ∆t. The validity of this numerical approximation
can be easily controlled by
Pperforming the simulations for dierent choices of ∆t [61].
Inserting unity operators ν |νihν| of the inner system at each time step then gives
X
b t0 ,t1 |ν0 ihν0 |,
b t0 ,tn =
b tn−1 ,tn |νn−1 i · ... · hν1 |U
U
|νn ihνn |U
(3.7)
sys
sys
sys
ν0 ,...,νn

where each of the n + 1 indices νl cycles through the N states of the inner system.
Keeping the linear accuracy in ∆t, the time evolution operators for the dierent time
steps can be split into a phonon related and a phonon-free part, yielding
tl−1 ,tl
bsys
bph U
b tl−1 ,tl .
U
=U
free

(3.8)

Here, the phonon related evolution operator, which is the same at each time step, is
given by


i
Ûph = exp − Ĥdot-ph ∆t ,
(3.9)
~

while the phonon-free part of the dynamics is described by

b tl−1 ,tl
U
free

i
= T exp −
~

Z

tl

tl−1

!

b dot-light dt .
H

(3.10)
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By exploiting the fact that due to its pure dephasing character the phonon coupling is
diagonal in the inner system and writing

bph |νl i
bν = hνl |U
U
l

as well as

(3.11)

b tl−1 ,tl |νl−1 i,
Mνl−1 ,νl = hνl |U
free

(3.12)

the separation of the phonon related and the phonon-free dynamics given by Eq. (3.8)
yields the following expression for the total time evolution operator
X
t0 ,tn
bν Mν ,νn · ... · Mν ,ν |νn ihν0 |.
bνn · ... · U
bsys
(3.13)
U
U
=
0 1
n−1
1
ν0 ,...,νn

Finally, inserting Eq. (3.13) into Eq. (3.4) yields

ρ̄νn µn =

X

...µ1
)
ρ̄ν0 µ0 exp(Sνµnn...ν
1

ν0 ,...,νn−1
µ0 ,...,µn−1

n
Y
l=1

where

ρ̄νl µl = hνl |ρ̄ˆ(tl )|µl i

ν

Mνl−1
l µl

µl−1

,

(3.14)

(3.15)

denotes the (νl , µl )-th entry of the reduced density matrix at the l-th time step and the
symbol
ν
µl−1
= Mνl−1 ,νl Mµ∗l−1 ,µl
(3.16)
Mνl−1
l µl

has been introduced. Each contribution to the summation in Eq. (3.14) is associated
with one of N 2n possible choices for the 2n variables (ν0 , µ0 ), ..., (νn−1 , µn−1 ), that are
referred to as paths and can be roughly interpreted as possible trajectories through the
conguration space of the inner system at the dierent time steps tl leading from the
initial state ρ̄ν0 µ0 to the nal state ρ̄νn µn . The symbol


...µ1
bνn · ... · U
bν ρ̂ph U
bν† · ... · U
bν†
exp(Sνµnn...ν
)
=
Tr
U
(3.17)
ph
1
n
1
1

...µ1
represents the exponential of the so called phonon inuence functional Sνµnn...ν
1 , which
captures all phonon related eects. It is usually straightforward to evaluate the matrix elements Mνl−1 ,νl associated with the phonon-free dynamics, because of the small
...µ1
dimension of the inner system. The calculation of the inuence functional Sνµnn...ν
1 is
much more involved, but can be performed analytically without further approximations
by rewriting the expression as a path-integral over the phonon degrees of freedom and
exploiting the fact that the phonons are given as a collection of harmonic oscillators,
which yields Gaussian integrals. This is described in detail in Ref. [61]. According to
these calculations, the inuence functional reads

...µ1
Sνµnn...ν
1

=

n X
l 
X
l=1 l0 =1
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− Kνl0 νl (tl − tl0 ) − Kµ∗l µl0 (tl − tl0 )

+ Kν∗l µl0 (tl − tl0 ) + Kνl0 µl (tl − tl0 ) , (3.18)
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and depends on the current and previous time steps t1 , ..., tn , which makes it possible
to account for a nite phonon memory time and thus allows non-Markovian dynamics.
The memory kernels

Kνl µl0 (τ ) = 2nνl nµl0

Z

∞

dω

0

J(ω)
×
ω2



~ω
(1 − cos(ω∆t)) coth(
) cos(ωτ ) − i sin(ωτ )
(3.19)
2kB T

and

Kνl µl (0) = nνl nµl

Z

0

∞

dω

J(ω)
×
ω2


~ω
coth(
)(1 − cos(ω∆t)) + i sin(ω∆t) − iω∆t
(3.20)
2kB T

are dened entirely by the initial temperature T , the spectral density of the phonon
coupling J(ω) and the number of electron-hole pairs of the dierent states nν , c.f. Section 2.3.
Quite obviously, the summation in Eq. (3.14) quickly becomes unfeasible due to the
large number of summands even for a relatively small number of time steps n and a
small dimension of the inner system N . This problem can be partly circumvented by
exploiting the fact that the memory kernels, Eq. (3.19), quickly approach zero after
a few picoseconds, which reects the nite phonon memory time specic to acoustic
phonons [61]. By limiting the system memory to a small number of nc time steps and
applying the so called augmented density matrix algorithm [57, 58], the numerical eort
of the calculations can be reduced from N 2n to N 2nc [61]. Notably, this means that the
numerical cost no longer depends on the total number of simulated time steps and it is
thus also possible to deal with long-time studies of the QD dynamics [64, 77]. On the
other hand, the augmented density matrix approach increases the memory consumption
of the numerical calculations, which is determined by the chosen number of memory
steps nc . Due to the large computational cost, it is very important to arrive at a highly
ecient numerical implementation of Eq. (3.14), especially when dealing with systems
where N > 2. A possibility to drastically reduce the number of required paths, that
even allows dealing with values of N > 4 in certain situations, has been established in
the context of this thesis, as described in Section 3.3.
It should be noted that the clear separation between the phonon related and the
phonon-free part of the dynamics expressed by Eq. (3.14) is essential for the inclusion
of non-Hamiltonian dynamics within the path-integral approach that is presented in the
following section.

Inclusion of non-Hamiltonian dynamics
As discussed in Section 2.4, in some situations the phonon coupling does not provide the
only relevant relaxation mechanism, but for a realistic simulation of the QD dynamics
further processes must be considered. For example, the radiative decay of the exciton
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states involves the coupling to a continuum of external optical eld modes that would
have to be included in a complete model. This and other interactions, which dierent to
the pure dephasing coupling to acoustic phonons induce direct transitions between the
QD states, can so far not be included on a microscopic level when using the path-integral
method. However, quite often a phenomenological description of environmental relaxation processes is appropriate and therefore a treatment on this approximate level can
be sucient. Formally, this can be achieved by extending the Liouville von-Neumann
equation, Eq. (3.1), by additional modications of the statistical operator ρ̂ on the right
hand side. This can be expressed generically by a Liouville space operator [108], denoted by L[·], and yields a generalized dynamical equation for the system, which reads

d
1 b
ρ̂ = [H,
ρ̂] + L[ρ̂].
(3.21)
dt
i~
Here, we assume that L[·] does not act on the phonon degrees of freedom, but only on
b dot-light .
the subsystem consisting of the QD and photon states, that is described by H
Dierent to the commutator expression dened by the Hamiltonian on the right hand
side of Eq. (3.21), L[·] does not necessarily induce a unitary evolution of ρ̂, and is thus
referred to as a non-Hamiltonian contribution to the dynamical equation. For example,
a well known choice for L[·], which maintains important properties of the statistical
operator, such as a constant trace of ρ̂, is given by the so called Lindblad form [46]


1X
L[ρ̂] =
γi (t) 2Âi ρ̂Â†i − Â†i Âi ρ̂ − ρ̂Â†i Âi .
(3.22)
2
i

In this expression the symbols Âi represent operations acting on the states of the QDlight subspace and the factors γi denote according relaxation rates.

While the path-integral method so far allowed for a complete treatment of the Hamiltonian part of Eq. (3.21), i.e. the inherently complex QD-phonon interaction under
optical driving, it has previously not been possible to additionally account for the nonHamiltonian contributions L[·]. This might be rather unexpected, especially because
L[·] is assumed to leave the phonon degrees of freedom invariant and thus only acts on
a relatively small set of states. Taking into account Markovian relaxation rates between
a nite number of states typically does not provide a serious obstacle for numerical
calculations of the system dynamics when using other methods than the path-integral
approach. However, as shown above, the path-integral method relies on a representation in terms of the unitary time-evolution operator and therefore previous applications
of the method were restricted to purely Hamiltonian dynamics. Here, it should be
noted that a hybrid approach, which uses the numerically exact path-integral solution
of Eq. (3.1) as input parameter for a system of rate equations that accounts for the
non-Hamiltonian part of the dynamics in Eq. (3.21), was developed in Ref. [62]. This
method has been utilized to study the competition between the radiative decay of the
exciton state, cavity losses, and phonon-induced pure dephasing in a coupled QD-cavity
system [62] and is also used to deal with cavity losses in pub 9. However, because this
approach is strongly restricted to resonant QD-cavity couplings and also prohibits a
time-dependent light-matter coupling, it can often not be applied.
As a key result of this work, in pub 1 the path-integral method is generalized,
now making it possible to treat the Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian contributions
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in Eq. (3.21) on an equal footing, which allows a numerically exact simulation of the
QD dynamics including phenomenological relaxation processes. This important advancement greatly improves the applicability of the method and is for example utilized
in pub 7 and pub 8 yielding a very close agreement with experimental data that would
not have been possible without the generalization of the formalism. It is worth mentioning here that, as it is discussed in pub 1, the modications of the path-integral method
are applicable not only to QDs, but to any few-level system with a pure dephasing
coupling to a collection of harmonic oscillators.
In the following, the central idea of the extension to non-Hamiltonian dynamics
is briey explained. A more rigorous derivation of the extended formalism can be
found in pub 1. As already mentioned, one of the diculties of the treatment of the
phenomenological contributions in Eq. (3.21) lies in the fact that the path-integral
method is based on a special representation of the unitary time evolution operator,
which does not involve any kind of non-Hamiltonian dynamics. However, the derivation
of the path-integral formalism presented in the previous section allows the important
observation that in the nal formula for the iteration scheme, Eq. (3.14), the phonon-free
evolution is entirely captured by the factors
ν

Mνl−1
l µl

µl−1

b tl−1 ,tl |νl−1 ihµl−1 |(U
b tl−1 ,tl )† |µl i,
= hνl |U
free
free

(3.23)

which are determined independently of the phonon coupling by the transition matrix
b tl−1 ,tl [c.f. Eqs. (3.10) and (3.16)]. In
elements of the phonon-free evolution operator U
free
ν
µl−1
a more abstract way, the factors Mνl−1
can thus be obtained by calculating the
l µl
phonon-free evolution of the reduced density matrix between the (l−1)-th and the l-th
time step, starting with |νl−1 ihµl−1 | as initial state. Therefore, a more general denition
of these factors, which allows the inclusion of phenomenological relaxation processes,
can be
ν
µl−1
Mνl−1
= hνl |Mtl−1 [|νl−1 ihµl−1 |] |µl i,
(3.24)
l µl
where Mtl−1 [|νl−1 ihµl−1 |] is the solution of the phonon-free equation of motion

d
1
ρ̂ = [Ĥdot-light , ρ̂] + L[ρ̂]
dt
i~

(3.25)

at time t = tl with the initial condition ρ̂(tl−1 ) = |νl−1 ihµl−1 |. As shown in pub 1,
this generalization combined with the clear separation of the phonon related and the
phonon-free part of the QD evolution achieved in the previous section are the core of
the inclusion of non-Hamiltonian dynamics within the path-integral formalism.
To verify the applicability of the new formalism, pub 1 carefully compares the simulations with some known results obtained using alternative techniques. The article rst
discusses the comparison with a driven two-level QD under the inuence of the radiative
decay of the exciton state. For this system there exist analytical results in the absence
of the phonon interaction, which can be exactly reproduced by the generalized pathintegral formalism when the phonon coupling is disabled. It is also veried that the new
method works correctly when the coupling to acoustic phonons is included by comparing it with a weak-coupling theory [63], which treats the phonon coupling up to second
order and is valid at low temperatures. A very close match between the two methods is
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Comparison of the time-dependent excited state occupation of a QD coupled to
a leaky cavity mode for dierent detunings between the cavity mode and the QD transition
as indicated. The simulations are performed using the extended path-integral formalism (solid
lines) and the hybrid approach (black dots). For resonant coupling (green) both methods yield
very similar results, while the path-integral simulations also allow the analysis of detuned QDcavity couplings (red and orange), which is not possible using the hybrid method. This gure
is adapted from pub 1.
Figure 3.1:

found in the range of validity of the weak-coupling theory, and partly even for increased
temperatures. Moreover, it is shown that the path-integral method is able to identify
the limits of this approximative method, which turn out to become best visible for detuned excitations and high temperatures. Subsequently, the path-integral approach is
compared with the hybrid method mentioned at the beginning of this section [62] for
the case of a QD resonantly coupled to a leaky optical cavity mode. This is shown in
Fig. 3.1, where the excited state occupation of the system is plotted as a function of time
for dierent temperatures and dierent detunings between the cavity mode and the QD
transition. For a resonant QD-cavity coupling (solid green lines), which is also accessible by the hybrid method (black dots), pronounced Rabi oscillations, that are damped
due to the combined inuence of photon losses and the phonon-induced decoherence,
are visible and both methods yield very similar results. For o-resonant couplings, a
clearly visible asymmetry between positive (solid red lines) and negative (solid orange
lines) detunings appears at low temperatures [panel (a)], which almost vanishes at high
temperatures [panel (b)]. This eect is due to the fact that at low temperatures phonon
emission processes are more frequent than phonon absorption processes. Importantly,
the results of the extended path-integral formalism are fully in line with previous calculations addressing the same situation that used a polaron-transform master equation
approach to account for the phonon coupling [109].
Overall, the comparison shows that the generalized path-integral approach reliably
reproduces known results, which indicates the correctness of the derived formalism. This
provides a solid foundation for further studies using the method, like the investigation of
combined cavity and phonon-eects on the biexciton cascade, which is briey discussed
in the nal section of this chapter.
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Technical optimizations
In the context of this thesis, the numerical path-integral simulations used at the department for quantum theory of condensed matter led by Prof. Axt at Universität
Bayreuth have also been substantially enhanced on a technical level. In this respect,
a considerable improvement of the runtime and memory eciency of the simulations,
that, e.g., makes it possible to account for longer phonon memory times or a smaller
time step, has been achieved through various optimizations, like, e.g., caching strategies,
parallelization and a more ecient path representation. This has been shown to be of
great help for example for the extensive parameter studies that were taken out to arrive
at the results presented in pub 2 and pub 3. However, the most important advancement
in this regard is a drastic reduction of the numerical cost of the simulations for systems
where multiple states are identical in terms of the phonon coupling. For example, in
the exciton-biexciton system the phonon coupling is identical for both exciton states,
because the number of electron-hole pairs nν equals one for both states, c.f. Eq. (2.15).
This symmetry makes it possible to partially contract the augmented density matrix in
each time step and by this strongly reduce its dimensionality and the number of required
paths. More precisely, the numerical eort of the path-integral method can be reduced
from N 2nc to N 2 M 2(nc −1) , where M is the number of states that are dierent with
respect to the phonon coupling. For example, in the exciton-biexciton system, where
N = 4 and M = 3, this means a reduction of the number of required paths of 90% for a
typical value of nc = 5. This signicant improvement paves the way for the application
of the path-integral method to systems that could otherwise not be handled, as will be
described in the following section.

Potential further applications of the method
The technical optimizations mentioned in the previous section not only allow for more
ecient simulations that make it possible to, e.g., analyze larger sets of dierent parameters, but also enable the utilization of the path-integral method for systems that
previously were numerically far too demanding. To this end, the improvements are
especially useful for systems where a QD is coupled to one or more quantized cavity
modes. In this case, there can be multiple basis states with equal QD congurations
and dierent photon numbers. Because the phonon coupling does not depend on the
number of photons, these states are aected equally by the phonon interaction and the
abovementioned optimization can be very benecial, as M can be considerably smaller
than N .
Of particular importance in this class of systems is the model of a QD coupled to
two linearly polarized orthogonal cavity modes. This system attracts a lot of interest,
because the decay of the biexciton state and the resulting photon emission can lead
to the generation of polarization entangled photon pairs [23, 2529, 110]. The typical
dynamics of the biexciton cascade can be briey described as follows. Starting from
the biexciton state |Bi and an empty cavity, the emission of a horizontally or vertically
polarized photon, which is absorbed by the corresponding cavity mode, from the QD
leads to a transition of the QD to one of the exciton states |XH i or |XV i, c.f. Eq. (2.7).
Besides the possible reabsorption of the photon, the emission of a second photon can
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(a) Schematic energy level diagram of a QD coupled to two linearly polarized
cavity modes as it is relevant for the simulation of the biexciton cascade. The illustration
ignores the photon energies. |Bi represents the state where the QD is prepared in the biexciton
state and the cavity modes are empty. |XH i and |XV i denote the exciton states that are
coupled to the horizontally (H) or vertically (V) polarized cavity mode (illustrated by the blue
arrows) with a single photon, while |HHi and |V V i represent the QD ground state with two
horizontally (HH) or vertically (VV) polarized photons excited in the cavity. The exciton states
c
are split by an energy ~δ = 0.1 meV and the energies of the cavity modes ~ωH/V
are tuned
halfway between the exciton states as indicated by the dashed blue lines. The biexciton binding
energy ∆B is set to zero. (b) Time-dependent occupations of the ve states assuming that the
system is initially prepared in the state |Bi, the light-matter coupling strength of both cavity
modes equals ~g = 0.1 meV, the cavity loss rate is κ = 0.01 ps−1 and the temperature is chosen
to be T = 10 K.

Figure 3.2:

induce the transition of the QD to the ground state leaving behind two photons in
either the horizontally or vertically polarized cavity mode. Here, these two states are
denoted by |HHi and |V V i, respectively. The situation is illustrated in the energy level
diagram in Fig. 3.2(a) and a more detailed description of this commonly used model
for the biexciton dynamics can be found in the literature [110112]. For the production
of entangled photon pairs the system ideally gets prepared in a maximally entangled
superposition state, such as

1
|Ψi = √ (|HHi + |V V i) ,
2

(3.26)

at the end of the relaxation process. The equivalence of both relaxation paths is decisive
for the degree of entanglement and for example a nite energetic splitting between the
exciton states ~δ , which can arise due to the exchange interaction [c.f. Section 2.1], can
be harmful in this context [25].
While previous implementations of the path-integral method would not have allowed
to calculate the dynamics of the biexciton cascade including the phonon interaction,
because of the very high computational cost of this ve-level system, this has now become feasible due to the technical progress described in the previous section. The new
possibility to include non-Hamiltonian dynamics in the path-integral simulations is also
very important when studying the biexciton cascade, because it allows to consider phe24
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nomenological cavity photon losses, which practically always play a fundamental role
in experiments dealing with QD-cavity systems. As a short proof of principle, Figure 3.2(b) shows the time-dependent evolution of the occupations of the ve QD-cavity
states mentioned above for a nite splitting between the exciton states. The system
performs strongly damped Rabi-like oscillations, where the damping is due to the combined eect of the phonon coupling and the cavity losses. It is worth noting that a small
deviation between the occupations of the states |HHi and |V V i, as well as between the
occupations of the exciton states |XH i and |XV i, is visible. Similar to the asymmetry
between positive and negative detunings in Fig. 3.1(a), this is due to the unequal probabilities of phonon emission and phonon absorption at low temperatures [113]. In the
absence of the phonon coupling these deviations do not occur, because in the present
calculations the exciton energies are chosen to be symmetrically detuned from the cavity
mode frequency, c.f. Fig. 3.2(a). Because the path-integral method not only yields the
occupations shown here, but the complete reduced density matrix, it should be possible
to make conclusions about the temperature-dependent phonon-impact on the degree of
entanglement of the two-photon states. Notably, this has not been achieved so far in
such a rigorous way as given by the path-integral approach.
Besides the important example of the biexciton cascade dynamics, another interesting
model that might be worth studying using the path-integral method in the future is a
QD-cavity system driven by an external laser eld [85, 114, 115]. Importantly, the laser
driving leads to the excitation of additional cavity photons and therefore the possible
photon number of the created states is only limited by photon losses of the cavity. Due to
this large number of dierent states that are involved in the dynamics of the light-matter
subsystem, it has previously been thought of as impossible to treat this model using the
path-integral method. However, by exploiting again the fact that the phonon coupling
is independent of the photon number, and thereby drastically reducing the number of
relevant paths, simulations including a few tens and up to a hundred photons should
now be within reach.
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This chapter deals with dierent protocols that can be used to manipulate the QD
state by means of optical excitation, as it is discussed in pubs 2-8. Such controlled state
preparation is a key ingredient for many QD-based devices and, as it will be seen in
the following, studying these schemes allows deep insights into the complex laser driven
dynamics of QDs and their interaction with the phonon environment.
A relatively simple way of state preparation, that is being used frequently, is oresonant excitation, where the laser energy is chosen above the band gap energy, like
in Fig. 2.1. In this case a preparation of the excited QD states is achieved via incoherent relaxation processes of the excited carriers into the lower lying QD states. While
this can be realized using very short pulses on the femtosecond scale, a very important drawback of this method is that it leads to timing jitter of the photons that are
emitted when the QD relaxes back to the ground state [116, 117]. Thus, this method
is clearly inferior to protocols that make use of resonant excitation of the QD, if the
creation of indistinguishable photons is the goal [21, 29]. A resonant excitation leads
to Rabi oscillations between the QD levels, that can be exploited for state preparation
if the laser intensity and the pulse length are chosen such that by the end of the optical excitation the occupation of the desired QD state is maximal [41, 118]. As the
required intensity depends on the optical dipole moment of the driven transition, which
is typically not known very well, the exact pulse parameters often have to be found
empirically making it hard to achieve precise state manipulations. A preparation of the
exciton and biexciton states that is robust against uctuations of the pulse intensity
can be achieved by protocols relying on adiabatic rapid passage, which are the topic of
Section 4.1. Sections 4.2 - 4.4 extensively discuss an innovative method that also allows
a robust preparation, but dierent to adiabatic rapid passage schemes makes active use
of the phonon coupling.

Adiabatic rapid passage protocols for biexciton preparation
State preparation protocols relying on adiabatic rapid passage (ARP) [100, 113, 119
123] can be realized by chirped laser pulses, where the laser frequency is swept through
the QD resonance during the pulse. As demonstrated in Section 2.2 for the two-level
case, changing the detuning between the laser energy and the QD transition strongly
aects the character of the laser dressed states. Depending on the sign of the detuning,
this can imply that a given dressed state is more ground state or more exciton-like. In
fact, this can be exploited to induce a complete inversion of the initial QD state, if the
system evolves along one of the adiabatic branches during the pulse [119]. An adia27
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batic evolution can be expected, if the pulse envelope and the laser frequency change
slowly compared to the instantaneous Rabi frequency [124]. However, as described in
Section 2.3, the ideal evolution along the adiabatic branches can be spoiled by phononinduced transitions between the dressed states. This has been identied as the major
mechanism to reduce the preparation delity, i.e. the achieved occupation of the target
state, in ARP protocols for QDs in the two-level case [100, 113, 121].
In pub 2 these theoretical considerations are extended to the case of the excitonbiexciton system. By means of two dierent optical excitation protocols, the preparation delity of the biexciton is studied as a function of the pulse parameters, the
biexciton binding energy, and for dierent temperatures using path-integral simulations
that account for the coupling to acoustic phonons. The rst protocol uses a linearly
polarized frequency-swept laser pulse that at its maximum is chosen to be in resonance
with the two-photon transition of the QD, i.e. the laser energy is equal to half the energy
of the ground state to biexciton transition. The second protocol uses two simultaneous,
circularly polarized, and frequency-swept pulses that are tuned to be in resonance with
the ground state to exciton and exciton to biexciton transition, respectively. It is shown
that both schemes can yield a robust and high delity preparation of the biexciton state
at low temperatures. However, towards higher temperatures the delity becomes worse,
which as in the two-level case can be traced back to phonon-induced transitions between
the dressed states taking place during the adiabatic evolution. Interestingly, for both
protocols the preparation delity also depends on the sign of the chirp already in the
phonon-free case, which is explained in the article. Depending on the situation, either
of the two protocols can be favorable. For example the two-color scheme can yield a
slightly higher preparation delity and requires a lower pulse area threshold especially
for large biexciton binding energies, while the two-photon resonance scheme is generally
simpler to realize and keeps the QD transitions laser free.

Phonon-assisted state preparation
The phonon-induced transitions between the laser dressed states, which are a major
obstacle for the realization of a high delity preparation when using ARP protocols, are
for the rst time recognized as the foundation of a fundamentally new method for QD
state preparation in pub 3. This technique is the topic of the present and the two following sections. In the ideal case of ARP, a time-dependent detuning is used to transform
the system along a single adiabatic branch, which leads to the preparation of the target
state. Phonon-induced transitions to the other branches lead to deviations from this
ideal behavior and thus mean a loss of occupation of the desired state. In contrast, the
protocol proposed in pub 3 uses a constant detuning of the laser pulse meaning that
the character of the dressed states at the beginning and the end of the pulse, where
the eld strength approaches zero, is the same. In fact, the target state is actively
reached by means of transitions to energetically lower lying branches, which are due
to the acoustic phonon interaction and ultimately lead to a thermal distribution in the
dressed state basis. If the energetic separation of the dressed states is suciently large
or the temperature is suciently low, such a thermalization practically leads to a pure
population of the lowest dressed state, which, as discussed in pub 3, can be exploited to
reach the desired state with a very high preparation delity. In this sense, the phonon
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coupling is used actively for the QD state preparation, which is therefore referred to
as phonon-assisted preparation, and is conceptually very dierent to ARP protocols,
where the phonon environment is a hindrance.
In pub 3 the phonon-assisted state preparation method is rst discussed for the twolevel case using circularly polarized light to create the exciton state. The simulations
show that an almost perfect inversion towards the exciton state is possible within about
15 ps by exciting the QD with a strong, positively detuned pulse that needs to exceeds
a certain pulse area threshold. The requirement for a suciently large pulse area can
be understood by considering that the phonon-induced equilibration needs to complete
within the time frame of the pulse. An ecient relaxation requires an energetic splitting
between the dressed states close to the most prominent phonon energies, i.e. close to
the maximum of the phonon spectral density in Eq. (2.18), and is thus not realized if
the laser intensity is too weak. On the other hand it is found that once the threshold is
exceeded, the resulting exciton occupation is robust against variations of the pulse area
and, on the range of a few meV, is also robust for dierent detunings. The preparation
delity only decreases again for very large pulse areas when the phonon environment
gets out of resonance due to the increasing Rabi splitting.

Publication 3 also discusses the important case of biexciton state preparation using
a linearly polarized laser pulse, that is resonant to the ground state to exciton transition. Figure 4.1 shows the obtained biexciton occupation as a function of the biexciton
binding energy ∆B and the pulse area. Not surprisingly, Rabi rotations can be seen for
∆B = 0, as the excitation is completely resonant in this case. For positive values of
∆B , however, the energy of the biexciton state is lowered and thus the laser is positively
detuned from the exciton to biexciton transition. This leads to a broad phonon sideband feature, similar to the one found in the two-level case, indicating the possibility
of the creation of a very high biexciton population. Importantly, for negative biexciton
binding energies no such preparation is possible, as in this case the thermal dressed
state distribution does not lead to a considerable occupation of the biexciton state.
The theoretical proposal of the phonon-assisted state preparation method in pub 3
has immediately attracted a lot of attention from dierent experimental physics groups,
which resulted in pubs 4 and 5 of this thesis as well as Ref. [48]. The reason for the
large interest in the new protocol is that the new method not only relies on a highly
interesting physical mechanism, but also oers several practical advantages over other
29
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state preparation schemes, such as the already mentioned robustness against variations
of the dierent pulse parameters and a relatively simple practical implementation. From
an experimental point of view, there are several challenges that have to be dealt with
to demonstrate the proposed phonon-assisted manipulation of the QD state. Naturally, samples of strongly conned QDs that are expected to show a suciently strong
coupling to acoustic phonons are needed, because the phonon-induced relaxation is of
fundamental importance for this method. However, typical samples do not contain a
single QD, but rather an ensemble of many dierent QDs that can have, e.g., dierent
transition energies and dipole moments. Measurements on such an ensemble can make
it hard to draw clear conclusions about the state manipulation process as the resulting signal will be a superposition of many slightly dierent contributions. Therefore,
it is very desirable to nd a subregion of the sample where the energy distribution of
the dierent QDs is suciently sparse such that it is feasible to select a single QD
from the spectrum. Ideally, it is not only possible to optically address a single QD,
but the phonon sideband of the QD should also be free from signals that are due to
neighboring QDs. The next requirement for a conclusive experimental analysis of the
phonon-assisted state preparation protocol is the possibility to repetitively excite the
QD with controlled picosecond pulses that are stable regarding their pulse shape, intensity and central frequency. A minimal time-bandwidth product of the pulses is also
highly advantageous to exclude the inuence of ARP eects. For a systematic study,
the laser frequency needs to be adjustable in small steps in the range of a few meV
around the QD resonance. Moreover, to exceed the threshold for an optimal state
preparation, which can be rather large, usually a very strong laser intensity must be
realized, which at resonance allows several Rabi rotations. It should be noted that,
in principle, phonon-assisted QD state manipulation can also be achieved using continuous wave excitation (cw), but in this case the heating of the sample will typically
lead to additional complications. Finally, there must be a way to measure or know the
QD state before and after the optical excitation to quantify the impact of the laser pulse.
All these dicult needs could be suciently fullled in the measurements of pub 4
and pub 5, which present independent experimental evidence for the theoretically proposed phonon-assisted state manipulation eects. Both publications show the results
of a very close collaboration between theoretical and experimental groups, where the
theoretical considerations were carefully adjusted to the exact experimental situations.
The measurements presented in pub 4 were realized by a group around J. H. Quilter at
the Department of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Sheeld in England,
while the experiments leading to pub 5 were performed by S. Bounouar and M. Müller at
the Institut für Halbleiteroptik und Funktionelle Grenzächen at Universität Stuttgart.
Similar studies were also published in Ref. [48] by a group around P. L. Ardelt.
The goal of the project resulting in pub 4 was to demonstrate that in a strongly
conned QD an exciton population can be generated by a strong, positively detuned
laser pulse, as it can be expected in view of the theoretical results in pub 3. In the
measurements, the QD state was detected by a photo current absorption technique that
prior to this project has already been successfully used to study acoustic phonon eects
on resonant and o-resonant Rabi rotations of single QDs [51, 79, 125]. This absorption
method yields an electric signal proportional to the number of electron-hole pairs within
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Comparison between photo current measurements and path-integral calculations
targeted at optically driven phonon-assisted exciton preparation, taken with kind permission
by the authors from pub 4. (a) Exciton occupation for dierent detunings at a xed pulse area
α = 7.24π . The inset shows the phonon spectral density J(ω) used for the calculations. (b)
Experimental data for dierent values of the pulse area and the detuning and (c) corresponding
path-integral calculations. The inset in panel (c) shows the results of the calculations in case
the phonon-induced dephasing is disregarded. The comparison clearly identies the phonon
coupling as the main cause of the partial QD inversion seen at positive detunings and increased
pulse areas.
Figure 4.2:

the sample and is thus sensitive to the QD state. To dierentiate between the signals
coming from dierent QDs within the sample, a two-pulse pump-probe technique was
employed. This method rst uses an o-resonant and circularly polarized pump pulse to
initiate the phonon-assisted state preparation. The achieved exciton population is then
probed by applying a resonant π -pulse that inverts the QD. Importantly, the dipole
moment of the QD must be signicantly larger than the dipole moments of neighboring
QDs with similar transition energies, such that the probe pulse practically only aects
the QD under study. This is achieved by carefully selecting an appropriate QD from
the sample. By comparing the photo current signal with the signal that is gained if no
probe pulse is applied, a reliable measurement of the inuence of the pump pulse on
the QD state becomes possible. The pump-probe technique was performed for both coand cross-polarizations of the probe pulse in pub 4. As described in the article, this
allows to extract the exciton population of a single QD created by the pump pulse in
three dierent ways. These methods take into account the contributions to the photo
current signal that are due to the population of the exciton and the biexciton states and
also consider an exponential decay of the excitonic occupations that is caused by the
external bias voltage. Figure 4.2(b) presents the exciton population extracted from the
co-polarized two-pulse measurements of pub 4 as a function of the detuning from the
exciton transition and the pulse area of the pump pulse. The experimental data clearly
shows resonant Rabi rotations and, most importantly, a pronounced phonon sideband
at positive detunings and larger pulse areas. This feature would not be expected without the phonon coupling, as it can be seen from the inset in panel (c), and veries the
theoretical prediction of the phonon-assisted exciton preparation by blue-shifted laser
pulses stated in pub 3.
For a quantitative comparison with the theory it is necessary to make valid assumptions about the dierent system parameters entering the model. In the measurements
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of pub 4 a very detailed control of the optical setup was achieved such that important
properties of the pulses, like the central frequency as well as the temporal and spectral
width, could be taken directly from the measurements. Some of the other parameters
such as the mass density and the speed of sound of the QD material are well known
and can be found in the literature. However, some quantitative aspects determining
the strength of the phonon coupling, like the details of the connement potential and
the exact deformation potential coupling constants for electrons and holes, are very
hard to estimate. The layer thickness of the QD sample provides an upper bound for
the vertical connement lengths of electrons and holes, but does not yet allow a sufciently exact estimation of these parameters. Even if the connement lengths were
known approximately, one still would have to make an assumption about the shape of
the connement potential. Similarly, so far only the energetic dierence between the
deformation potential coupling constants for electrons and holes, but not their absolute
values, are accessible by measurements [54, 78, 88, 126]. Regardless of these properties,
that can be very specic to the material or can even strongly deviate between dierent
QDs, all relevant features of the QD-phonon interaction that enter the calculations are
captured by the spectral density of the phonon coupling J(ω), c.f. Eq. (2.18). In the
absence of further information about the system parameters, this function needs to be
used as tting parameter when comparing the theoretical predictions with the experimental data. Notably, the spectral dependence of the exciton occupation in Fig. 4.2(a)
allows for a much more detailed estimation of J(ω) than it was previously possible
by only looking at the resonant Rabi rotations [79]. In pub 4 the function J(ω) was
modeled by Eq. (2.18) using the connement lengths of electrons and holes ae (h) as
tting parameters. The spectral density obtained by this tting procedure can be seen
in the inset of Fig. 4.2(a) and yields a very close agreement between the theory and
the measurements. The simulations correctly reproduce the characteristic roll-o of the
exciton occupation towards large positive detunings as well as the pulse area threshold,
that has to be exceeded to reach a signicant exciton occupation.
While pub 4 is targeted at the phonon-assisted preparation of the exciton state, the
combined experimental and theoretical study presented in pub 5 deals with the creation
of the biexciton state. The investigations are motivated by the fact that a resonant
preparation of the biexciton and the subsequent relaxation can lead to the emission of
photons with a very high degree of indistinguishability [21, 29]. Because of this property, the light emitted in such a resonance uorescence setup is highly suitable for the
realization of sources of single photons or entangled photon pairs. The preparation can
be achieved by driving the QD via the two-photon resonance, as it has been demonstrated by the experimentalists in Stuttgart in an earlier study [29]. Another advantage
of this method is that for a nite biexciton binding energy the QD transitions can be
kept laser-free when using the two-photon resonance excitation method. In pub 5 it is
analyzed if these properties still hold for a phonon-assisted preparation process that is
initiated by an intense, linearly polarized, picosecond laser pulse that is tuned slightly
above the two-photon resonance.
The biexciton occupation is measured by recording the time-integrated intensity of
the radiative emission belonging to the biexciton to exciton transition, which follows
the creation of the biexciton state. The obtained signal is shown as a function of the
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Biexciton occupation obtained by a slightly chirped 13 ps
pulse using the two-photon resonance
method (red) and the phonon-assisted
state preparation protocol. The data is
shown as a function of the pulse area for
dierent detunings ∆ between the laser
energy and the two-photon resonance
(red: ∆ = 0.0 meV, blue: 0.08 meV,
green: 0.65 meV, black: 1.13 meV, cyan:
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solid lines show path-integral calculations, while the colored dots represent experimental observations taken from pub 5
with the kind permission of the authors.
Figure 4.3:
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applied pulse area by the colored dots in Fig. 4.3, while the solid lines show the results
of corresponding path-integral simulations, which directly calculate the biexciton occupation yielded by the initiating pulse. In contrast to the denition of the pulse area
in Eq. (2.6), in the two-photon excitation scenario a  π -pulse is often associated with
a pulse that yields the rst maximum of the resonant Rabi rotations. The measured
intensity signal is normalized such that it ts the simulated π -pulse maximum. The
overall increase of the mean value of the resonant oscillations (red) is caused by a nite
chirp of the laser pulses that is due to details of the optical setup and has also been
accounted for in the according simulations. The QD size, i.e. the electronic connement
length, is not precisely known for the samples used in the measurements and is therefore used as a tting parameter in the calculations. It can be seen that when the QD is
excited exactly at the two-photon resonance, i.e. when the detuning equals ∆ = 0 meV
(red), the pulse area needs to be chosen very close to 1π to realize a high-delity preparation of the biexciton state. In contrast, for positively detuned excitations, the data
in Fig. 4.3 clearly demonstrates a very high occupation of the biexciton state around
∆ = 0.65 meV (green), that is robust against changes of the pulse area for large pulse
areas above 3π . This would not be expected without the phonon coupling, because
the excitation is o-resonant. The simulations verify that the chirp of the pulses plays
a minor role for the occupation of the biexciton for detuned excitations. In fact, the
biexciton occupation is not very sensitive to variations of the exact laser frequency for
larger detunings and can therefore be purely attributed to phonon-assisted processes.
The data in pub 5 thus provides important evidence that the phonon-assisted preparation protocol can be applied in practice for the creation of the biexciton state and the
close match between the measurements and the simulations further conrms the applicability of the theoretical QD model. Notably, the excitation method used in pub 5 is
dierent to the one discussed in pub 3, where the ground state to exciton transition is
driven resonantly to prepare the biexciton state.
Beyond the demonstration of the phonon-assisted preparation of the biexciton state,
pub 5 also discusses the inuence of the pulse length on the achieved biexciton population. In agreement with the theoretical predictions, it is demonstrated by the measurements that a reduced pulse length can lead to a reduction of the probability for the
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creation of the biexciton state, which is due to an incomplete phonon-induced relaxation during the pulse. Another signicant result of pub 5 is that the coherence time
of the generated photons is found to be practically equal to the coherence time that is
observed if the QD is brought to the biexciton state by applying a resonant π -pulse.
While this is not further investigated by theoretical considerations in pub 5, it is of very
high importance for the practicability of the phonon-assisted method.
In summary, pubs 3-5 theoretically and experimentally proof the practical possibility
of a robust and high-delity phonon-assisted preparation of excitonic QD states, which
can be made more ecient by increasing the QD-phonon coupling strength. An enhanced phonon coupling can for example be achieved by reducing the vertical extension
of the used QDs [87]. The following two sections take a much closer look at the temporal
behavior of the QD states during the optical excitation and deal with the possibility
to delete a previously existing exciton state by making active use of phonon-assisted
processes.

Inuence of adiabatic undressing on phonon-assisted state
preparation
The results presented so far clearly show that phonon-assisted QD state manipulation
is possible using pulsed excitation on a picosecond timescale. However, the phononinduced relaxation within the dressed state basis, that has been identied as the key
driver of the preparation process in pubs 3-5, does, by itself, not provide an entirely
satisfactory explanation of the observed eects if the preparation is realized with a very
high delity within a very short time. In fact, corresponding path-integral calculations
show that there exists a tradeo situation between a short timescale and a high delity
of the preparation if only the phonon-induced relaxation is considered. Therefore, pub 6,
which is presented in this section, closely analyzes the temporal evolution of the QD
during the preparation in order to arrive at a complete understanding of the phononassisted preparation process, that also covers the case of a fast high delity preparation.
To simplify the discussion, pub 6 rst considers the QD two-level model introduced
in Chapter 2 and assumes that the QD is initially prepared in its ground state before
it is excited by a positively detuned laser pulse. The analysis reveals that besides the
previously discussed relaxation between the dressed states also the temporal evolution
of the dressed states itself is directly related to the achieved preparation delity. This is
studied quantitatively by simulating the driven QD dynamics for dierent pulse shapes.
Since the detuning of the optical pulse is assumed to be constant in pub 6, the envelope of the laser pulse directly determines the temporal evolution of the dressed states,
as it can be seen for example from Eqs. (2.11)-(2.14). The resulting evolution of the
QD state is illustrated exemplarily for rectangular pulses with variable switch-on and
switch-o times τ in Fig. 4.4. The pulse envelopes are plotted in panel (a), and the
QD state is shown in terms of the occupations of the energetically lower lying dressed
state |ψlow i in panel (b) and the exciton state in panel (c). The calculations indicate
that before the switch-o of the pulses at t = 20 ps the phonon-induced relaxation is
practically nished and the QD is prepared in the lower dressed state, c.f. panel (b).
However, as it can be seen in panel (c), this still corresponds to an exciton occupation
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(a): Pulse envelope of rectangular pulses with dierent switch-on and switch-o
times, that are modeled by the rst and second half of a Gaussian function with FWHM τ ,
respectively. (b): Time-dependent occupation of the energetically lower lying dressed state
during the interaction of a QD with a circularly polarized laser pulse with detuning ∆ =
1.0 meV. (c): Time-dependent exciton occupation during the pulse. The temperature is set to
T = 1 K. This gure is adapted from pub 6.
Figure 4.4:

that is below 0.8. Compared to an instantaneous switch-o time of τ = 0 ps, that does
not induce a further change of the exciton occupation (green), a smoother switch-o
(red) yields a drastic further increase of the exciton occupation. This is of signicant
importance for a high delity preparation on a short timescale. As explained in detail
in pub 6, the increase occurring at the end of the pulse is a consequence of the adiabatic
transformation of the dressed states back towards the bare QD states, that takes place
as the pulse envelope is smoothly reduced to zero. In analogy to the dressing of the
QD states induced by the laser pulse, in pub 6 this process is referred to as undressing.
Importantly, the undressing needs to happen slow enough such that the predominantly
occupied lower dressed state is transformed to the desired exciton state adiabatically.
This is for example not fully realized if the switch-o time is chosen to be τ = 2 ps,
which only leads to a partial increase, but not a perfect exciton occupation, as it is
shown by the blue line in Fig. 4.4(c). In contrast to the switch-o time, the switchon time is not as crucial for the nal exciton population, even though a non-adiabatic
dressing process leads to an initial occupation of both dressed states, that becomes best
visible by the Rabi oscillations of the green curve in Fig. 4.4(c).
Another interesting aspect of the phonon-assisted state preparation process discussed
in pub 6 is that the incoherent phonon scattering leads to a restoration of coherence
that is initially lost. This is illustrated in the article using the so called Bloch sphere
that is commonly used to visualize the conguration space of a two-level system [76].
It is shown that the trajectory of the two-level system takes a way through the middle
of the Bloch sphere towards the opposite pole during the preparation. This is rather
uncommon, because typically a coherent dynamics leads to a trajectory that either goes
along the surface of the sphere or ends inside the sphere as a consequence of irreversible
decoherence processes.
Based on the new and clear understanding of the phonon-assisted state preparation
method, pub 6 also discusses the more complex exciton-biexciton system. To this end,
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Figure 4.5:
(a): Occupations of the
ground state (green), the exciton state
(blue), and the biexciton state (red) after optical excitation with a linearly polarized Gaussian pulse with a temporal
FWHM of 20 ps and a pulse area of 20π ,
as a function of the detuning of the laser
from the ground state to exciton transition ∆. The biexciton binding energy of
the QD is ∆B = 2.0 meV and the temperature is set to T = 1 K. (b): Corresponding energies of the QD states in the rotating frame. This gure is adapted from
pub 6.

the QD state resulting from an intense, linearly polarized Gaussian pulse is analyzed
systematically for dierent choices of the laser frequency. Notably, this analysis is dierent to the one carried out in pub 3, where a similar dependence on the biexciton binding
energy is discussed. Interestingly, it is found that, when starting from the ground state,
both the exciton and the biexciton can be prepared by phonon-assisted processes, and
the target state can be selected by choosing the detuning, the pulse length and the
biexciton binding energy. This is exemplarily illustrated in Fig. 4.5(a), where the populations of the QD states reached after the optical excitation are plotted as a function
of the detuning from the ground state to exciton transition for a xed pulse length and
a xed biexciton binding energy ∆B = 2.0 meV. The biexciton occupation shows a pronounced maximum around ∆ = 0 meV, while the exciton population becomes maximal
around ∆ = 2 meV and at even higher detunings the QD remains in the ground state.
The analysis in pub 6 shows that, provided the undressing process is adiabatic, the
target state is determined by two factors. These are given by the order of the QD energies in the frame rotating with the laser frequency, and by how far the phonon-induced
relaxation between the photon-dressed states proceeds during the time window that is
set by the duration of the pulse. The energies of the QD states in the rotating frame are
shown in Fig. 4.5(b), where it can be seen that for all detunings ∆ > −∆B /2 = −1 meV
the biexciton state (red) is the energetically lowest state, which therefore at rst sight is
expected to get prepared predominantly. For increased detunings ∆ > 0 meV however,
the energetic splittings become larger, and thus the phonon coupling no longer leads
to a complete thermalization of the dressed states for the given pulse. This results in
the preparation of the ground state or the exciton, instead of the biexciton state, c.f.
panel (a), and shows that in the exciton-biexciton system also an incomplete relaxation
can lead to a useful preparation of one of the QD states. Another important nding is
that it is possible to realize a phonon-assisted preparation of the biexciton state also
in case of a negative biexciton binding energy, which has not yet been recognized in
pub 3. This can be achieved by choosing the optical excitation frequency slightly above
the two-photon resonance as shown in pub 6.
In summary, pub 6 represents an important contribution to the discussion of the
phonon-assisted state preparation protocol, which gives a clear explanation of the un36
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derlying dynamics, emphasizes the importance of an adiabatic undressing process and
makes new predictions, like the possibility to select the target state via dierent pulse
and QD parameters, that might inspire future experiments.

Further aspects of the phonon-assisted preparation process
This section presents some further ndings about the phonon-assisted state preparation
method, that have been worked out in the context of this thesis. For example, pub 1
analyzes the phonon-assisted inversion of a continuously driven two-level QD system
taking into account the radiative decay of the exciton state. It turns out that there can
be a competition between this decay, which drives the QD towards the ground state,
and the phonon-assisted preparation process of the exciton state. Because both the
phonon-induced relaxation and the inuence of the radiative decay depend on the driving strength, there occurs an interesting non-monotonic dependence of the stationary
exciton occupation that is reached towards long times under positively detuned excitation.
While pubs 3-6 discuss the phonon-assisted transition of a QD from the ground state
to an excited state using a strong blue-shifted laser pulse, pub 7 and pub 8 deal with
the inverse process, in which the QD is driven back to the ground state making active
use of the phonon coupling. It is shown by both experiments and theoretical calculations that such a phonon-assisted depopulation of the exciton state is possible for
negatively detuned, i.e. red-shifted, excitations in a relatively broad spectral range of
a few meV. Since the transition of the QD to the ground state is accompanied by the
emission of a photon, the emission process is termed LA-phonon-assisted stimulated
emission (LAPSE). In addition, pub 8 investigates the temperature dependence and the
coherence properties of an exciton state created via the phonon-assisted protocol and
discusses the possibility to switch the exciton state on and o by using subsequent blueand red-shifted pulses. The results presented in pub 7 and pub 8 have been worked out
in collaboration with a group of experimentalists around A. J. Brash and F. Liu at the
Department of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Sheeld in England.
In pub 7 the QD is rst brought to the exciton state by applying a resonant, circularly polarized π -pulse, and subsequently an intense red-shifted control pulse is applied
to initiate the phonon-assisted depopulation of the exciton state. This experiment is
performed using various delay times between the pulses as well as dierent frequencies
and intensities of the control pulse. The QD state is detected using the same electric
absorption technique as in pub 4 yielding a time-integrated photo current signal. The
absorption leads to a nite probability for the electron-hole pair excited by the rst
pulse to tunnel out of the QD before the arrival of the control pulse. This induces
an exponential decay of the exciton occupation between the two pulses and has a signicant impact on the QD dynamics, because the tunneling time is on the order of
the timescale of the dynamics induced by the laser and the phonon coupling. For a
complete theoretical description of the driven QD dynamics it is therefore necessary to
take into account not only the optical driving and the coupling to the phonon environment, but also the inuence of the tunneling relaxation. This is especially true for
the time-resolved measurements, where the exciton occupation after the control pulse
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Figure 4.6: Time-dependent photo current measurement of the LAPSE process. The red
circles show the time-integrated and normalized experimental photo current signal of a two
pulse experiment, where a QD is rst inverted by a resonant π -pulse and then de-excited by a
red-shifted control pulse after a delay time τdelay (c.f. the level diagram). The phonon-assisted
depopulation of the exciton state becomes visible by the sharp decrease of the signal for small
delay times. The solid black line shows the results of corresponding path-integral simulations,
that phenomenologically account for the tunneling relaxation which is due to an external bias
voltage. This gure is taken from pub 7 with the kind permission by the authors.

is studied as a function of the delay time and the pulses might strongly overlap for
short delays. The lifetime of the created hole is much longer than that of the electron
[127, 128] and in fact is much longer than the averaging time of the time-integrated
photo current measurements. Therefore, the tunneling process can be described by an
incoherent phenomenological transition of the exciton state to a stable third state |hi,
where the electron has tunneled out and only the hole remains within the QD. The
hole state |hi is not coupled to the optical eld due to the spin selection rules and
the Pauli blocking of the remaining hole. Incorporating this additional process in the
path-integral calculations for the dynamics of the optically driven QD is made possible
by the methodical advancement that enables a combined treatment of Hamiltonian and
non-Hamiltonian dynamics within the path-integral method described in pub 1.
Fig. 4.6 shows the photo current signal as a function of the delay time between the
pulses including negative delay times, where the control pulse is applied before the π pulse. The signal is normalized to the photo current obtained by a single π -pulse as it is
described in pub 7. The sharp decrease of the signal for small positive delays indicates
the depopulation of the QD state on a timescale of about 20 ps. The theoretically
predicted results for the measured signal, which are shown by the black solid line, are
in very good agreement with the measurements and provide a strong indication for the
validity of the modeling and the correct incorporation of the non-Hamiltonian dynamics within the path-integral formalism. In pub 7, the LAPSE-process is also studied for
dierent detunings and a xed delay time of the control pulse. The corresponding data
shows a broad spectral feature that indicates the depopulation of the exciton state in
full agreement with the theory.
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In a similar experiment that addresses the LAPSE process in pub 8, the initial inversion of the QD is achieved by phonon-assisted processes using a strong blue-shifted pulse
instead of the resonant π -pulse. This demonstrates a purely phonon-assisted switching
between the ground and the exciton state, which oers the advantage of not requiring
any resonant excitation of the QD. The measured results are again in a good agreement
with the path-integral simulations. Moreover, in pub 8 the phonon-assisted exciton
preparation protocol is analyzed for dierent temperatures. An increased temperature
has two dierent eects on the QD dynamics. First, it increases the eciency of the
phonon-induced relaxation. Second, at higher temperatures phonon absorption processes become more frequent and thus the upper dressed state is occupied with a larger
probability when a thermal distribution is reached. This typically implies a reduced
occupation of the exciton state for increased temperatures. However, in the measurements it is found that the exciton occupation becomes larger for rising temperatures.
In agreement with corresponding simulations, this can be traced back to the relatively
small pulse area used in the experiments. A small driving strength prevents a complete thermalization within the dressed state basis and thus the temperature-induced
enhancement of the relaxation rate, and not the altered thermal distribution, is decisive for the nal exciton occupation. This is also related to the fact that the phonon
coupling becomes dynamically enhanced by the optical driving, which is termed as dynamic vibronic coupling (DVC) in pub 8. Finally, pub 8 shows experimentally that the
exciton state prepared by the phonon-assisted process is incoherent, i.e. the phase of
the exciton is not determined by the phase of the laser and concludes that the process
is spin-preserving.
The studies of these dierent aspects and parameter dependencies of the phononassisted state manipulation process provide further evidence that a solid understanding
of the underlying dynamics has been achieved. The inclusion of phenomenological
tunneling eects in pub 7 and pub 8 and the comparison with the corresponding experimental data serves as an excellent conrmation of the functionality of the extended
path-integral formalism presented in pub 1.
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strong coupling in dot-cavity
systems
The strong coupling regime in cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) [129] is characterized by a reversible energy exchange between an optical cavity mode and an atom-like
emitter. Compared to the weak coupling regime, such a coherent interaction is possible
if the light-matter coupling strength exceeds the inuence of dephasing processes like
irreversible spontaneous emission and photon losses of the reective cavity. The realization of strongly coupled cQED systems is important for many applications in quantum
information processing [30, 130, 131], including quantum networks [132, 133] and quantum computation [10, 134], and oers the excellent possibility to study fundamental
aspects of quantum physics like the quantum-classical boundary [135, 136].
While early studies were focused on free atoms, today strongly coupled systems can
also be integrated in the solid-state environment using QDs [43, 44, 137139], which
is highly desirable in view of the abovementioned applications. This advancement has
become possible mostly due to drastic improvements of the quality factors and the decreased volume of modern optical cavities [140, 141]. The reduced cavity loss rates also
imply that the phonon-induced dephasing, which is inevitable in a crystal surrounding,
plays an increasingly important role for the achievement of the strong coupling regime.
Especially at elevated temperatures, where the phonon coupling becomes more ecient,
this dephasing can diminish the timescale in which a coherent exchange of energy between the emitter and the cavity is possible. To make practical use of cQED systems,
it is therefore crucial to gain a profound understanding of the temperature dependence
of strong coupling eects.
The occurrence of strong coupling leads to an anti-crossing of the energy levels of
the excited emitter state and the interacting cavity mode, which is formally analogous to the anti-crossing of the laser dressed states shown in Fig. 2.2. The anticrossing can be quantied by the energetic dierence of the coupled eigenstates at
resonance, the so called vacuum Rabi splitting (VRS) [142]. In dierent theoretical
studies [67, 107, 143, 144] it has been found that the phonon-interaction of QDs is
expected to result in a temperature-dependent decrease of the VRS and can eventually lead to a transition to the weak coupling regime, where no VRS can be measured.
The temperature-dependent reduction of the VRS is directly related to the well known
phonon-induced renormalization of the Rabi frequency of laser-driven QDs [7981]. The
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experimental verication of a decreasing VRS is complicated by additional temperature
dependences of the cavity mode energy and the excitonic transition of the QD, but
nonetheless, could be largely realized [68, 145, 146]. Notably, in Ref. [146] an increased
range of temperatures has been investigated by tuning the QD in resonance with the
cavity mode using an external electric eld, which made it possible to show the decrease
of the VRS up to the transition to the weak coupling regime at about 40 K.
The studies presented in pub 9 make further contributions to this active discussion of the temperature dependence of strong coupling eects. The investigations have
been realized in collaboration with the experimental group led by Prof. Reitzenstein
at Technische Universität Berlin, which provided a comprehensive set of experimental
data containing the VRS of a very large number of strongly coupled QDs at dierent temperatures. In these measurements it was not possible to keep a single QD in
resonance in an extended temperature range. Therefore a statistical approach, that
uses the recorded VRS of QDs with similar properties at dierent temperatures, is applied to analyze the QD ensemble. By utilizing this method, it is shown that due to
a peculiarity of the QDs under study, which is related to their large lateral extension,
the phonon-induced decrease of the VRS can be overcompensated by an increase of
the light-matter coupling strength at higher temperatures. This nding is supported
by extensive theoretical calculations, which account for both phonon-induced pure dephasing and cavity losses. The simulations assume a temperature-dependent optical
coupling strength that is directly taken from measurements. Because the extension of
the path-integral formalism to non-Hamiltonian dynamics presented in pub 1 was not
available at the time of these studies, the photon losses are taken into account using
the hybrid approach introduced in Ref. [62] and discussed in Section 3.2. As a major
result of pub 9, the overcompensation of the phonon-induced decrease of the VRS is
identied as a rare mechanism that allows strong coupling of QD-cavity systems in an
unexpectedly large temperature range. This can considerably increase the applicability
of these systems and has not been anticipated before.
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Path-integral description of combined Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian dynamics
in quantum dissipative systems
A. M. Barth,* A. Vagov, and V. M. Axt
Institut für Theoretische Physik III, Universität Bayreuth, 95440 Bayreuth, Germany
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We present a numerical path-integral iteration scheme for the low-dimensional reduced density matrix of a
time-dependent quantum dissipative system. Our approach simultaneously accounts for the combined action of
a microscopically modeled pure-dephasing-type coupling to a continuum of harmonic oscillators representing,
e.g., phonons, and further environmental interactions inducing non-Hamiltonian dynamics in the inner system
represented, e.g., by Lindblad-type dissipation or relaxation. Our formulation of the path-integral method allows
for a numerically exact treatment of the coupling to the oscillator modes and moreover is general enough to
provide a natural way to include Markovian processes that are sufficiently described by rate equations. We apply
this new formalism to a model of a single semiconductor quantum dot which includes the coupling to longitudinal
acoustic phonons for two cases: (a) external laser excitation taking into account a phenomenological radiative
decay of the excited dot state and (b) a coupling of the quantum dot to a single mode of an optical cavity taking
into account cavity photon losses.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.125439

I. INTRODUCTION

Practically every quantum system experiences some kind
of coupling to its environment and in many cases a realistic
modeling requires the inclusion of quantum dissipative processes [1,2]. Such interactions with the environment typically
lead to a decay of quantum mechanical coherence within
the subsystem of interest that is known as decoherence or
dephasing and often affects the dynamics in a non-negligible
way. When the system-bath coupling becomes strong or when
the environmental correlation decay becomes slow, it can be
insufficient to treat the environment as a constant entity simply
acting on the system but instead the reaction of the external
degrees of freedom to the system dynamics also has to be
considered. Accounting for these non-Markovian effects in
a complete and correct way is not an easy task as besides
the system dynamics also the finite bath-memory has to be
incorporated in the equations of motion. A powerful and
widely used method that allows such an exact treatment is
provided by the path-integral approach [3–6], which exactly
takes into account the environment excitations via the socalled influence functionals for the degrees of freedom of
the quantum system [7]. This formalism has been applied
in a variety of fields of both physics and chemistry such
as energy transfer dynamics [8–16], Landau-Zener transitions [17,18], quantum mechanical Brownian motion [19],
and semiconductor quantum dots with and without optical
driving [20–25]. Moreover, it has been applied to systems
with bosonic and fermionic baths [26,27], Ohmic and superOhmic [23] environments and can also be used to include
multiple baths. However, in some cases the path-integral
approach becomes impractical, because depending on the type
of environmental interaction the influence functional cannot
always be obtained easily. On the other hand, a completely
microscopic description of the environment is not always
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necessary because many dissipative processes are well known
to be correctly described in the Markov limit and a simplified or
even parametric treatment of the environment is sufficient. In
these cases a realistic modelling is usually achieved by simply
adding phenomenological non-Hamiltonian contributions to
the equations of motion of the reduced system as it is done,
e.g., in the Lindblad formalism [2].
In this paper, we show that in a new generalized formulation the framework of the path-integral method allows
to treat such non-Hamiltonian dynamics on equal footing
with the Hamiltonian part of the equations of motion and
can therefore also be used for models that describe some
parts of the environment by phenomenological rates, while
fully accounting for all non-Markovian effects induced by
other couplings. This is not obvious, because the pathintegral method usually relies on describing the dynamics
in terms of the time-evolution operator, which yields purely
Hamiltonian dynamics. More specifically here we present the
path-integral formalism for a finite dimensional system that
exhibits arbitrary non-Hamiltonian relaxation and a coupling
to an arbitrary number of microscopic harmonic oscillator
modes that is of the pure-dephasing type, i.e., the coupling
does not induce transitions between the finite basis states.
After defining the model and establishing our new formalism
in Sec. II we apply it to a strongly confined semiconductor
quantum dot coupled to a continuum of longitudinal acoustic
phonons in Sec. III. The new method allows for an unbiased
study of the interplay of the carrier-phonon coupling with the
presence of radiative decay that is due to external field modes
even in the regime of high temperatures and strong driving
that is presented in Sec. III A. By exemplarily comparing the
path-integral calculations with a Markovian master equation
we also show that the new formalism can serve as an important
benchmark tool. In Sec. III B, we then study the dynamics
of a quantum dot coupled to a single photon mode inside
a microcavity and compare the results with a previously
developed hybrid approach. Finally, Sec. IV summarizes and
concludes the paper.
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II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHOD

Our generic model consists of a few level system with a
pure-dephasing type coupling to a continuum of harmonic
oscillators. Further interactions between the few level system
and the environment can be accounted for by additional
non-Hamiltonian contributions to the equations of motion.
The dynamics of the statistical operator for the total system
consisting of the N states of the few level system belonging to
the subspace HN and the oscillatory modes belonging to the
subspace Hosc is given by the dynamical equation
d
1
ρ̂ = {Ĥ ,ρ̂}− + L[ρ̂],
dt
i
where {.,.}− denotes the commutator. The Hamiltonian
Ĥ = ĤN + Ĥosc

(1)

ρ̂(t = t0 ) = ρ̄ˆ (t = t0 ) ⊗ ρ̂th .

ρ̄ˆ (t) = Trosc (ρ̂(t))

where the operators Âi represent operations within HN , the
factors γi (t) denote possibly time-dependent relaxation rates,
and {.,.}+ is the anticommutator. However, we would like to
stress that the presented formalism does not depend on L[·] to
have this specific form.

(6)

is obtained by tracing out all the degrees of freedom belonging
to the subspace Hosc . In the following, we will derive a discretized representation of ρ̄ˆ (t) that is applicable for numerical
calculation and does not require further approximations to the
model given above.
A. Derivation of the path-integral solution

We start by separating the right-hand side of the master
equation Eq. (1) into two Liouville operators LN [·] and Losc [·]
that are given by
1
{ĤN ,ρ̂}− + L[ρ̂],
i
1
Losc [ρ̂] = {Ĥosc ,ρ̂}− ,
i

νj

which describes the interaction with the harmonic oscillators.
Here, the symbol γjν denotes the coupling constant for the
coupling between the state |ν and the bosonic mode j with
†
energy ωj that is created (destroyed) by b̂j (b̂j ). Note that
for simplicity, we treat the mode index j as being discrete even
though the presented formalism can account for an arbitrary
number of modes. The pure-dephasing type of the coupling
often dominates for systems where the states of the few level
system are energetically well separated such that inter-state
transitions induced by the bosonic modes can be neglected.
While we denote Hilbert space operators with “hat” signs,
the operator L[ρ̂] appearing in Eq. (1) represents a Liouville
space operator [28], i.e., a linear mapping between such operators, that allows the inclusion of non-Hamiltonian dynamics.
In the following, we indicate such Liouville operators by
putting the Hilbert space operator they act on into square
brackets for clarity. Here, L[ρ̂] is assumed to keep the parts
of ρ̂ belonging to the subspace Hosc invariant and to only
act on the few level system HN . We further assume that
while L[·] can be time-dependent, for simplicity it should
be local in time. In principle, it would be possible to relax
this assumption. However, depending on the memory depth
of L[·], this could increase the total memory time and thus
the numerical cost of the path integral algorithm. Moreover,
in many cases it is advisable to require certain conditions for
the operator L[·] such that important physical properties of the
density matrix are preserved. All of these conditions mentioned
above are enforced when L[·] has the so called Lindblad
form [2]



1
†
†
(4)
L[ρ̂] =
γi (t) Âi ρ̂ Âi − {ρ̂,Âi Âi }+ ,
2
i

(5)

The reduced density matrix of the N level subsystem

(2)

consists of an arbitrary N -dimensional time-dependent Hamiltonian ĤN acting only on the N states {|ν} ∈ HN and



†
†
Ĥosc = 
γjν b̂j + γjν∗ b̂j |νν|, (3)
ωj b̂j b̂j + 
j

Initially, the system is assumed to be in a product state of the
states {|ν} and a thermal distribution of the oscillator modes
ρ̂th , i.e.,

LN [ρ̂] =

(7)
(8)

and write the master equation as
d
ρ̂ = LN [ρ̂] + Losc [ρ̂].
dt

(9)

Keeping the accuracy linear in a small time step t the
propagation of the statistical operator to a time t + t can
be performed by applying LN [·] and Losc [·] subsequently and
we can write
ρ̂(t + t) = Û Mt [ρ̂(t)]Û † + O(t 2 ).

(10)

Here, we have used the fact that the dynamics described by
Losc [·] is purely Hamiltonian and therefore can be expressed
in terms of the time evolution operator


i
Û = exp − Ĥosc t .
(11)

Further, we have introduced the time-ordered operator

  t+t
Mt [·] = T exp
LN dt  [·],

(12)

t

which acts as a generalized time evolution operator that
describes the evolution of the few level system including
the non-Hamiltonian part of the dynamics in the absence of
the oscillator coupling from time t to t + t. Importantly,
the representation of these operators in terms of the matrix
exponentials fulfills the necessary conservation requirements
at each time step, such as a unitary evolution for the
Hamiltonian dynamics.
We can now use the relation Eq. (10) recursively to find an
expression for the statistical operator at time t startingfrom the
initial time t0 . By inserting several identity operators ν |νν|
acting on H
N at different time steps tl = t0 + lt, where the
summation ν runs over all states of the few level system, we
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arrive at a discretized representation

Ûνn . . . Ûν1 ρ̂ν0 μ0 Ûμ† 1 . . . Ûμ† n
ρ̂νn μn =

and

0



Jνl μl (ω)
ω
dω
× coth
ω2
2kB T

× (1 − cos(ωt)) + i sin(ωt) − iωt] (21)

n
μl−1
Mννl−1
l μl

(13)

for the matrix elements of the statistical operator, which we
denote by
ρ̂νl μl = νl |ρ̂(tl )|μl .

(14)

Ûν = ν|Û |ν

(15)

where we have introduced the spectral density

μ∗
Jνμ (ω) =
γjν γj δ(ω − ωj ).

(22)

j

It should be noted that the last term in Eq. (21) induces a
polaronic shift of the energy levels of the few-level system.

We have written

B. Evaluation of the path-integral expression

for the diagonal elements of the time-evolution operator Û that
are operators acting on the subspace Hosc and also introduced
the symbol
μl−1
= νl |Mt [|νl−1 μl−1 |]|μl ,
Mννl−1
l μl

(16)

which represents the matrix elements of the operator that
results when Mt is applied to the canonical basis operator
|νl−1 μl−1 |.
We can now use the results of previous work [23] where
using a path-integral method and a representation of the
oscillatory modes in terms of coherent states the trace over
the oscillators for an operator of the same form as the one
in Eq. (13) has been performed. Tracing out in this way the
oscillator degrees of freedom we finally obtain the elements
of the reduced density matrix ρ̄ˆ at the nth time step


ρ̄νn μn = Trosc ρ̂νn μn
=

∞

Kνl μl (0) =

ν0 ...νn−1
μ0 ...μn−1

l=1





 ...μ1 
ρ̄ν0 μ0 exp Sνμnn...ν
1

n

l=1

ν0 ...νn−1
μ0 ...μn−1

μl−1
Mννl−1
,
l μl

(17)

where all summations run over the N states of HN and the
...μ1
influence functional Sνμnn...ν
incorporates the memory of the
1
oscillator modes in the dynamics of the few-level system. For
simplicity, here, we only give the expression for the influence
functional for the special case where the coupling constants γjν
are all either purely real or purely imaginary. A more general
representation for the influence functional that does not make
use of this assumption can be found in Ref. [23]. The functional
reads
...μ1
=
Sνμnn...ν
1

n 
l


Sνl νl μl μl

(18)

l=1 l  =1

with
Sνl νl μl μl = −Kνl νl (tl − tl  ) − Kμ∗ l μl (tl − tl  )
+ Kν∗l μl (tl − tl  ) + Kνl μl (tl − tl  )
and the memory kernels
 ∞
Jν μ  (ω)
dω l l 2 (1 − cos(ωt))
Kνl μl (τ ) = 2
ω
0


ω
× coth
(cos(ωτ )) − i sin(ωτ )
2kB T

(19)

(20)

Obtaining the reduced density matrix at the nth time
step from Eq. (17) requires the summation over N 2n single
contributions, which quickly becomes unfeasible even for very
small N. Each of the single summands represents a possible
path, i.e., a trajectory through the subspace HN ⊗ HN given
by the configurations at each time-step (νn ,μn ) . . . (ν1 ,μ1 ),
which is the reason that the summation scheme is called
a numerical path-integration method. To efficiently use this
expression also for the iteration over many time-steps it is
necessary to exploit the finite memory time of the system
of oscillator modes that is reflected by a finite decay time
of the memory kernels [Eqs. (20) and (21)]. This allows
...μ1
a truncation of the influence functional Sνμnn...ν
, efficiently
1
making it only depend on the states of the nc most recent
time-steps (νn ,μn ) . . . (νn−nc +1 ,μn−nc +1 ). Such a truncation
can be exploited by combining the path-integral method with
the augmented density matrix approach [4,5], which applies
also in the present case when including non-Hamiltonian
dynamics. The augmented density matrix can be thought of as
a 2nc dimensional tensor of weights for the different possible
configurations of the most recent nc time steps and can be
calculated iteratively in each time step following the relation
...μn−nc +1
μn−1
ρνμnn...ν
= Mννn−1
n−nc +1
n μn

 ...μn−n  μn−1 ...μn−n
c ρ
c
×
exp Sνμnn...ν
νn−1 ...νn−nc .
n−nc

(23)

νn−nc
μn−nc

This explicit iteration yields a numerical effort that is linear
in the total number of time steps and requires the calculation
and storage of only N 2nc (compared to N 2n ) weights and thus
removes the restriction to a limited number of iteration steps
in Eq. (17) that we mentioned above.
The decay time of the memory kernels is determined by
the spectral density of the harmonic oscillator coupling J (ω),
which can be classified by its low-frequency behavior into
sub-Ohmic coupling where J (ω) ∼ ωa with a < 1 as ω → 0,
Ohmic coupling where a = 1 and super-Ohmic coupling
where a > 1. The Ohmic case marks the borderline between
a sub-Ohmic environment inducing exponential relaxations
and the super-Ohmic case which is characterized by nonexponential typically only partial relaxations that entail a
variety of non-Markovian dynamical effects [3]. The presented
formalism can also deal with the latter super-Ohmic case [23]
that is realized in the examples in this article for the coupling
of acoustic phonons in a crystal solid where a = 3.
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Finally, we would like to note that the inclusion of nonHamiltonian dynamics in Eq. (1) does not increase the required
memory depth nc compared to the case of purely Hamiltonian
dynamics as long as the former part of the dynamics does not
involve a memory time that is longer than the one induced
by the harmonic oscillator coupling. Here, this is obviously
fulfilled as the operator L[·] in Eq. (1) is assumed to be
local in time. Notably, this also means that the numerical
cost is practically not increased by adding non-Hamiltonian
contributions.
III. APPLICATION: DYNAMICS OF A SEMICONDUCTOR
QUANTUM DOT

In this section, we utilize the extended path-integral formalism to calculate the dynamics of an optically coupled strongly
confined semiconductor quantum dot (QD) and also compare
the results with those of some established methods. For
circularly polarized light with a central frequency close to the
excitonic resonance, a QD can be described for many purposes
in good approximation as a two-level system consisting of the
crystal ground-state |0 and an exciton state |X with energy
ωX given by the Hamiltonian
ĤQD = ωX |XX|.

(24)

Apart from the optically induced coherent dynamics which we
will describe specifically in the corresponding two subsections
also the coupling to the lattice vibrations of the surrounding
solid state material needs to be taken into account. For
the strongly confined GaAs-based QD considered here the
deformation potential coupling to longitudinal acoustic (LA)
phonons represents the predominant impact of the phonon
environment [29] and has the same form as Eq. (3) where the
index j refers to the wave vector q of the LA phonon modes.
The coupling constants γqν are given by γq0 = 0 for the ground
state and γq1 = γqe − γqh for the exciton state with
γqe(h) =

e(h)

(q)

|q|De(h)
2Vρωq

(25)

being the coupling constants for the electron (e) and hole (h)
coupling to the q phonon mode. Here, the form factors e(h) are
assumed to be spherically symmetric and Gaussian as applies
for a parabolic confinement potential and the deformation
potential constants De = 7.0 eV and Dh = −3.5 eV, the
mass density ρ = 5370 kg/m3 as well as the sound velocity
cs = 5110 m/s for GaAs are taken from the literature [30]. The
mode volume V simply represents a normalization constant
for the summation over the phonon modes in Eq. (3). The
spectral density of the phonon coupling given in Eq. (22) is
only nonvanishing for ν = μ = 1 and in this case reads
J11 (ω) =

2
ω3 
2 2
2
2 2
2
De e−ω ae /(4cs ) − Dh e−ω ah /(4cs ) 77 ,
2
5
4π ρcs
(26)

where the sound velocity enters via the linear phonon dispersion relation ωq = cs |q| and ae(h) denote the root mean square
of the Gaussian wave function extensions of the electron and
hole, respectively. Here we set ae = 4.0 nm, which can be
interpreted as the QD radius and set ae /ah to 1.15.

We would like to point out that there have been many
suggestions to simulate the QD dynamics under the influence
of the carrier-phonon interaction outlined above including
correlation expansions [31,32], analytical solutions for delta
excitation [33], an exact diagonalization approach [34],
quantum jump approaches [35] and various forms of master
equations [36–42] some of which account for contributions
of arbitrarily high order in the dot-phonon coupling with the
help of the polaron transformation [22,43–46]. This variety of
methods is also a result of the many different optical excitation
scenarios that are discussed for QDs which can range from
weak cavity couplings to strong pulsed laser excitation. The
path integral approach presented here provides a numerical
scheme that allows to deal with all of these situations without
introducing further approximations to the model formulated
above.
A. Laser-driven quantum dot with radiative decay

As a first example for an application of our new method we
consider the QD dynamics that is driven by an external laser
field and affected by both the phonon-induced relaxation and
the radiative decay of the exciton state that reduces the exciton
lifetime. As the radiative decay is known to be reasonably
described as a Markov process in a good approximation it can
be included by a Lindblad contribution to the master equation.
In the rotating frame, the contribution to the Hamiltonian for
the laser driven QD reads after applying the common dipole
and rotating wave approximations


Ĥdot-light = 12 f (t) |0X| + |X0| − |XX|, (27)
where f (t) is the envelope function of the laser field referred
to as field strength and  is the detuning of the laser from the
polaron-shifted exciton resonance. The radiative decay of the
exciton state is treated as a phenomenologically damping rate
accounted for by a Lindblad type operator in the form of Eq. (4)
with a single transition Â1 = |0X| and a corresponding
damping rate γ (cf. Ref. [45]).
Figure 1 shows the time-dependent exciton occupation
of the QD under resonant and off-resonant cw excitation
as indicated. In the absence of the phonon interaction (left
column) our computational scheme exactly reproduces known
analytical results exhibiting damped Rabi oscillations. For
off-resonant excitation [cf. panel (c)], of course, the amplitude
of the oscillations is reduced and the Rabi frequency is
increased as can be seen in Fig. 1(c). The radiative decay
also influences the stationary exciton occupation for γ > 0,
which is given by [47]
∞
=
CX,noph.

f2
2f 2 + γ 2 + (2/)2

(28)

and decreases from its maximum value of 0.5 with an
increasing damping rate and an increasing detuning. This
simple application without the phonon interaction serves as a
proof of principle that the formalism presented here correctly
incorporates non-Hamiltonian dynamics of Lindblad-type
within the framework of the path-integral method.
In the other limiting case where γ = 0, but the phonon coupling is included the results obtained from the presented formalism coincide with previous path-integral calculations [23]
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FIG. 1. Time-dependent exciton occupation CX of a QD calculated by the path-integral formalism for constant driving with field
strength f = 1.0 ps−1 for resonant [(a) and (b)] and detuned [(c) and
(d)] excitation ( = 1.0 meV) for different values of the radiative
decay rate (see legend). Left column: without phonon interaction,
right column: including phonon interaction at temperature T = 100 K
in addition to the radiative decay.

that did not yet allow to account for any non-Hamiltonian
dynamics. This can be seen explicitly from the orange curve
for γ = 0 in the right column of Fig. 1 where calculations that
include the phonon coupling for a temperature of T = 100 K
are shown. As known from previous simulations at such
high temperatures the Rabi oscillations are almost completely
damped by the phonon scattering.
As for the radiative damping also the phonon coupling
strongly affects the stationary value of the exciton occupation
that is reached at long times. It can be seen that for fixed γ
the stationary value CX∞ is slightly decreased by the phonon
coupling for resonant excitation while it is increased for
off-resonant excitation. The reason for this is that while the
radiative decay always drives the QD towards the ground
state and thus away from the exciton, off-resonant excitation
with positive detuning enables phonon-assisted transitions
between the laser dressed states that yield a higher exciton
occupation [41,46,48–53]. As it can be seen in Fig. 1, this
feature prevails when the phonon induced relaxation between
photon dressed states is combined with the radiative decay of
the exciton state discussed here.
Figure 2 shows the combined influence of the radiative decay and the phonon-interaction by plotting the time-dependent
exciton occupation under positively detuned cw excitation
for different field strengths as indicated. Without the phonon
interaction [panel (a)] the stationary exciton occupation that
is reached at long times CX∞ always stays below 0.5 and rises
with increasing field strength as it was expected from Eq. (28).
Interestingly, when including the phonon scattering [panel (b)]
the stationary exciton occupation no longer depends on the
field strength in a monotonic way. To analyze this in more
detail, we have plotted CX∞ as a function of the field strength
in Fig. 2(c) (red, solid) together with corresponding results
for the two limiting cases where only the phonon scattering
(dashed, green) or only the radiative decay (dashed, blue) has

FIG. 2. Time-dependent exciton occupation CX of a QD for offresonant ( = 1.0 meV) cw excitation for different field strengths
(see legend) including radiative decay (γ = 0.05 ps−1 ) without the
phonon-interaction (a) and including phonons at temperature T = 1 K
(b). (c) Stationary exciton occupation reached at long times when
only the phonon interaction is present (green, dashed), when only the
radiative decay is present (blue, dashed) and when both relaxation
mechanisms are present (red, solid).

been accounted for. In case of the complete dynamic, there is
a clear maximum around f = 2.0 ps−1 and a local minimum
around f = 5.0 ps−1 and overall the full model predicts very
different features compared to the two limiting cases. This
behavior originates from the combination effects between the
radiative decay and the phonon-induced relaxation as will be
explained in the following. For very small field strengths, e.g.,
below f = 0.5 ps−1 , the timescale of the phonon-induced
relaxation [54] is long compared to the radiative decay rate
and therefore one might expect the phonon coupling to play a
subordinate role. However, in this regime, the QD state targeted
by the phonon-induced relaxation has an especially strong
excitonic character [24], which without radiative decay would
result in an exciton occupation near one towards very long
times [54]. This can be seen by the dashed green line where
the exciton occupation approaches one in the limit f → 0+ ,
but of course, in the absence of any optical coupling, i.e.,
at exactly f = 0, the system remains in its ground state.
When the radiative decay is included a remainder of this
strong effect is still visible and thus leads to a clear difference
between the results with (red, solid) and without phonons
(blue, dashed) even for low field strengths. For larger values
of f the phonon-induced relaxation becomes more effective
yielding a steep increase of CX∞ and values well above 0.5 that
would not be expected from the radiative decay alone. Beyond
the maximum at f = 2.0 ps−1 , CX∞ decreases again as the QD
state targeted by the phonon relaxation becomes less excitonic
in character and even more importantly the phonon-coupling
becomes less efficient again because the phonon environment
is too sluggish to follow the rapid dynamics of the QD [21,55].
At very large f > 5.0 ps−1 the phonon coupling no longer has a
significant impact on CX∞ and the stationary exciton occupation
is almost entirely dominated by the radiative decay resulting
in a local minimum and a subsequent slow increase towards
0.5. It is worth noting that the nonmonotonic dependence of
the damping of the Rabi oscillations that is due to the phonon
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the time-dependent exciton occupation of
a QD for resonant (left) and detuned (right) cw excitation calculated
by the path-integral method (red) and the weak coupling theory (blue).
The radiative decay rate has been set to γ = 0.05 ps−1 and a relatively
high field strength of f = 4.0 ps−1 was chosen.

coupling persists under the influence of the radiative decay as
it can be seen from Fig. 2(b).
A strong advantage of the numerical path-integral method
is that because of the exact treatment of the model discussed
here it can be used to benchmark perturbative approaches
and explore their range of validity. To this end, we have
compared our results with those of a Markovian master
equation that treats the phonon coupling up to second order
which we took from the literature [42] and that also allows
an inclusion of the radiative exciton decay considered here.
Figure 3(a) shows the damped Rabi oscillations of the exciton
occupation under constant resonant excitation by a strong
electric field (f = 4.0 ps−1 ) under the influence of the
phonon coupling (T = 10 K) and the radiative decay (γ =
0.05 ps−1 ). As it can be expected at such low temperatures
the weak-coupling theory (blue) works very well and the
predicted dynamics of the exciton occupation is practically
identical with those of the path-integral method (red), which
indicates that in this parameter range non-Markovian effects
and multiphonon processes that the weak-coupling theory
cannot capture are of minor importance. Notably, the close
match between the two methods is an important further
verification of the correctness of the presented path-integral
algorithm with Lindblad-type relaxation. When raising the
temperature to T = 100 K, cf. Fig. 3(c), some differences
between the results of the path-integral calculations and the
weak-coupling theory become visible. The phonon-induced
damping is slightly underestimated by the weak-coupling
theory and also there is a slight discrepancy of the predicted
Rabi frequency renormalization between the two methods.
However, considering the very high temperature, the Master
equation still yields reasonable results. This is due to the
strong driving chosen here while for slower driving it is well
known that the weak coupling theory can not account for
the strong Rabi frequency renormalization [22] and even can
yield unphysical results at very high temperatures [42]. For
off-resonant excitation, the path-integral calculations again
practically coincide with those obtained from the Master
equation approach at T = 10 K [panel (b)]. However, at higher
temperatures, cf. Fig. 3(d), strong differences between the two

approaches become visible. The phonon-induced damping is
clearly underestimated by the weak-coupling theory and even
more important the stationary exciton occupation at long times
predicted by the weak-coupling theory is considerably lower
than the value predicted by the path-integral calculations. The
regime of strong driving at elevated temperatures is especially
difficult to deal with in the Master equation approach. Because
the path-integral method does not rely on any approximations
regarding the order of the phonon coupling or the optical
driving that it accounts for and is only limited by the errors
introduced by the discretization of the time axis, it provides an
important benchmark. Most importantly, the regime of strong
driving must be considered when simulating pulsed excitation
scenarios in which high field strengths can be reached and that
are often required to reproduce experimental results.
B. QD coupled to a single cavity mode

Another system that can be described within the combined
Lindblad and path-integral method is a QD inside an optical
cavity. Here, we assume that the quantized cavity photon
modes are sufficiently separated in frequency such that only a
single mode effectively couples to the QD. Further, we assume
that the system can be described in the single-photon limit
where only states with zero or one cavity photon have to
be considered. Besides the coupling to LA phonons that is
independent of the cavity coupling also photon losses that are
due to imperfections of the cavity mirrors are highly relevant
for the system dynamics. Similar to the previous examples we
model the dynamics of the QD consisting of two electronic
levels coupled to the cavity mode and the phonon subsystem
in an exact Hamiltonian way while we attribute the cavity
losses to the part of the environment that is described by
rate equations. In the rotating frame the Hamiltonian for
the QD coupled to the cavity mode is described via the
Jaynes-Cummings model and reads after applying the common
dipole and rotating wave approximations
Ĥdot-cav = g(|P X| + |XP |) − |XX|,

(29)

where g is the light-matter coupling strength,  is the detuning
of the cavity-mode from the polaron-shifted exciton resonance,
and the two-level electronic basis of the QD-cavity system
consists of the state |P  with the QD in the ground-state and
one cavity photon and the exciton state |X without a cavity
photon. Only |X couples to the phonon enivironment and the
coupling is the same as in the previous examples. The photon
losses of the cavity are modelled by a relaxation with rate κ
from |P  to the state where the QD is in its ground-state and
no photon is present |G which is accounted for by a Lindblad
contribution to the equation of motion for the reduced density
matrix [45] by setting Â1 = |GP | in Eq. (4).
Figure 4 shows the occupation of the excited state |X
as a function of time for a system initially prepared in the
excited state for a cavity-loss rate κ = 0.1 ps−1 at two different
temperatures for resonant and off-resonant coupling (see
caption). For resonant coupling we can see Rabi oscillations
with a decreasing amplitude, which can be attributed to
the cavity losses. Similar oscillations can also be seen for
off-resonant coupling, but in this case a positive detuning (red)
leads to a strongly increased exciton decay time compared
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 4. Time-dependent occupation of the excited state CX of a
QD inside a cavity for resonant (green) and off-resonant (red:  =
1.0 meV, orange:  = −1.0 meV) coupling. The black dots show the
results of a hybrid approach that is only applicable in the resonant
case (see text). (Left) T = 1 K. (Right) T = 100 K. κ = 0.1 ps−1 .

to a negative detuning (orange). This asymmetry has already
been discussed in Ref. [45] and is due to the fact that at low
temperatures phonon emission process dominate absorption
processes, and in fact at a higher temperature (right panel), this
asymmetry disappears. Here we have chosen to repeat these
kind of calculations to show that temperatures as high as T =
100 K can easily be accessed using the path-integral approach,
which is hard to reach with other methods. Previously, the
present model of a QD-cavity system has also been treated
by a hybrid approach [56], which requires the knowledge of
the phonon-induced Rabi-frequency renormalization and the
strength of the phonon-induced damping in the absence of
cavity losses. These input parameters can be gained by analyzing the damped oscillations of the excited state occupation
in a lossless cavity occurring for constant resonant coupling
as it can be calculated using the path-integral formalism in
its previous formulation [23,57]. In the hybrid approach this
input is then combined with an a posteriori phenomenological
treatment of the cavity losses. Thus, even though this way the
damping and the frequency renormalization are calculated in
a nonperturbative way, the hybrid approach does not yet treat
the cavity losses and the phonon coupling on equal footing
as the combined Lindblad and path-integral approach does.
Moreover, the derivation of the hybrid approach in Ref. [56]
made explicit use of special properties that are only fulfilled
for constant resonant excitation. Therefore the present work
also drastically extends the parameter range accessible with
the path-integral approach if one needs to include the effects
of cavity losses, which in many cases play a crucial role for the
system dynamics. Here, we have compared the results obtained
from the hybrid approach for resonant excitation, shown as
black dots in Fig. 4, with the path-integral method for both
temperatures. For low temperatures the results are identical,
while at higher temperature small deviations become visible.
Similar to our previous comparison with the weak-coupling
theory also here the path-integral method serves as an excellent
benchmark to explore the limits of the applicability of less
rigorous methods.

We have presented an extension to the numerical pathintegral formalism previously used to calculate the reduced
density matrix of a time-dependent few level system coupled
to a set of harmonic oscillator modes that allows a natural
and systematic inclusion of non-Hamiltonian dynamics within
the path integral framework. Our combined method shows a
way how to go beyond the representation of the path-integral
formalism that relies on using the time-evolution operator and
thus can be used to add arbitrary linear operations acting on
the reduced density matrix to the equations of motion. We
applied this new method to an optically coupled semiconductor
quantum dot (QD) where the coupling to longitudinal acoustic
phonons is treated nonperturbatively for different optical excitation conditions and different environmental effects that are
described in the Markov limit by corresponding phenomenological rates. The combined Lindblad and path-integral method
turns out to be a highly valuable tool for the treatment
of optically coupled QDs with strong phonon interaction
and similar quantum dissipative systems for a number of
reasons. First of all, it allows to treat the deformation potential
coupling to longitudinal acoustic phonons, which has been
identified as the major decoherence mechanism in strongly
confined QDs, in a numerically exact way that includes
multiphonon processes and all non-Markovian effects. This
makes it possible to explore the regimes of arbitrarily strong
QD-phonon coupling and both low and high temperatures in
a nonperturbative way. Here, it is worth noting that within the
path integral approach higher temperatures are actually easier
to deal with as the memory time becomes shorter and thus less
memory steps are needed while the scope of some approximate
methods that explicitly truncate the phonon subspace is
restricted to lower temperatures. Besides the phonon coupling
also the optical excitation can be chosen arbitrarily as the
formalism is able to deal with both weak and strong driving,
constant and pulsed excitation and also rapid changes of the
excitation parameters that can prevent an adiabatic evolution of
the coupled light-matter system. This also includes situations
with chirped excitation or with multiple overlapping pulses of
different frequency where the introduction of a suitable basis
of photon-dressed states as needed by some schemes becomes
nonobvious as the rotating frames naturally associated with
each pulse differ. Moreover, the method can be used to
calculate all elements of the reduced density matrix in the
original frame of reference which not only gives access to
the QD occupations, but also to the coherences of the reduced
system. The inclusion of processes described by rate equations
within the path-integral formalism that is made possible by the
present work allows taking into account other loss channels
that are relevant in typical experimental situations involving
QDs. For example, the presented method has already been
successfully used to include electron tunneling effects in
photocurrent measurements using off-resonant two-pulse and
two-color excitation [58,59].
In our first application, we discussed the combined effects
of the radiative decay and the phonon scattering on the
driven stationary nonequilibrium state of a two-level QD
for both resonant and off-resonant excitation showing that
there is a nonmonotonic dependence of the stationary exciton
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occupation on the driving strength. This is not expected in
both limiting cases where either the dot phonon interaction or
the radiative decay provide the only environment coupling. So
far no unbiased approach was formulated for studying such
combination effects. We then used the path-integral results
to explore the range of validity of a weak-coupling method
that treats the phonon coupling perturbatively and found for
strong driving in the regime of detuned excitation at high
temperatures significant deviations between the two methods
while otherwise the weak-coupling theory works well over
wide parameter ranges. Finally, we applied our new formalism
to the case of a QD coupled to a single cavity mode and

analyzed the exciton lifetime that is limited due to photon
losses of the cavity for different detunings of the optical mode
from the QD resonance at low and very high temperatures. The
combined Lindblad and path-integral method has also been
used as a benchmark to test a previously developed hybrid
approach that was limited to resonant excitation.
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We investigate theoretically under what conditions a stable and high-fidelity preparation of the biexciton
state in a quantum dot can be realized by means of adiabatic rapid passage in the presence of acoustic phonon
coupling. Our analysis is based on a numerically complete real-time path-integral approach and comprises two
different schemes of optical driving using frequency-swept (chirped) pulses. We show that depending on the size
of the biexciton binding energy, resonant two-photon excitations or two-color schemes can be favorable. It is
demonstrated that the carrier-phonon interaction strongly affects the efficiency of both protocols and that a robust
preparation of the biexciton is restricted to positive chirps and low temperatures. A considerable increase of the
biexciton yield can be achieved realizing temperatures below 4 K.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.085303

PACS number(s): 78.67.Hc, 42.50.Ct, 03.65.Yz, 63.20.kk

I. INTRODUCTION

Realizing an on-demand source of entangled photon pairs
is crucial for many innovative applications in quantum information science1 and quantum optics.2 Related applications
comprise quantum computation,3 quantum teleportation,4 or
quantum key distribution5 as well as tests of fundamental
aspects of quantum mechanics. A very promising scheme
to generate polarization entangled photon pairs is to use
the radiative decay of the biexciton state (consisting of
two electron-hole pairs) in a semiconductor quantum dot
(QD).6,7 Problems related to the fine-structure splitting of the
intermediate exciton states have largely been overcome,8,9 and
recently, impressive experiments have reported the realization
of ultrabright sources by coupling a photonic molecule to a
single QD.10
A necessary precondition for an efficient use of the
biexciton decay cascade is a robust preparation of the biexciton
state. In principle, an inversion of the QD from the ground
to the biexciton state is possible by driving the system with
a transform-limited laser pulse of constant frequency, that
is resonant to half of the ground-state biexciton transition
frequency.11,12 The drawback of this Rabi-flopping scheme
is that it requires a very detailed knowledge of the system
parameters such as the transition dipole moments as well as
a very precise control of the field intensity in order to ensure
the desired inversion. Recalling that these requirements are
often only insufficiently fulfilled, it seems that a more practical
way to realize a stable and high-quality preparation of the
biexciton state is the use of optical driving schemes that rely
on adiabatic rapid passage (ARP) and use frequency-swept
(chirped) pulses. The basic idea underlying such schemes,
which are stable with respect to intensity changes of the laser
field, is to drive the system adiabatically along an eigenstate of
the coupled light-matter Hamiltonian, whereby the character
of the state changes during the pulse via a level anticrossing.
Recently, experimental studies by Wu et al.13 and Simon
et al.14 that aimed to prepare the single exciton state by means
of ARP have proven the applicability of an earlier proposed
1098-0121/2013/87(8)/085303(8)

theoretical protocol15 and demonstrated a stable generation
of the exciton state, which in the ARP regime only slightly
depended on the applied pulse area. However, the efficiency
reported in these experiments stayed below the ideal case, and
most recent theoretical calculations gave compelling evidence
that this reduction can be attributed to the coupling of the
QD to acoustic phonons.16–19 It has been demonstrated that
acoustic phonons lead to a drastic deterioration of the exciton
generation for negative values of the chirp, while an efficient
preparation can be achieved for positive chirps, where the
phonon influence is restricted to phonon absorption processes
that become unlikely at low temperatures.16 The reported
drastic changes compared to the ideal scheme in the absence
of the carrier-phonon interaction15 emphasize the necessity to
study the influence of the unavoidable coupling of carriers to
acoustic phonons on other schemes relying on ARP in order
to fully characterize their true potential.
In this paper, we discuss two different ARP-based protocols
aiming at an inversion of the QD to the biexciton state
and give a comprehensive analysis of the phonon impact on
these schemes. In the first protocol, the QD is driven by a
single linearly polarized chirped pulse, where the frequency
at the pulse maximum is resonant to half of the ground-state
biexciton transition as first suggested by Hui and Liu.20 In the
second scheme, the QD is driven by two circularly polarized
chirped pulses, which at the pulse maxima are resonant to the
ground-state exciton and to the exciton biexciton transition,
respectively. For both protocols, the evolution of the system
along an adiabatic branch is more complex than for two-level
schemes. For example, in contrast to the two-level case, ARP
is here sensitive to the sign of the chirp even without taking
the carrier-phonon interaction into account. Therefore, it is
a priori unclear to what extent the efficiency is affected by
the coupling to acoustic phonons. It turns out, however, that
similar to the results reported in Ref. 16 for the inversion
to the exciton state, an efficient preparation of the biexciton
is restricted to positive chirps and low temperatures. Quite
significant differences between both investigated protocols
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arise for moderate and large values of the biexciton binding
energy , as the pulse area threshold that has to be exceeded
in order to ensure a purely adiabatic evolution rises strongly
with  for the first scheme, whereas it is independent of 
for the second protocol. Above the respective ARP thresholds,
the biexciton occupation depends slightly on the pulse area in
a nonmonotonic way.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we outline
the model and comment briefly on the real-time path-integral
method that is used for our numerical simulations. The latter
are presented in Sec. III, where Sec. III A analyzes the phonon
impact on the two-photon resonance scheme, while Sec. III B
deals with the phonon influence on the two-color protocol
and compares the efficiency of both schemes. Finally, Sec. IV
concludes the paper.

II. THEORY

We consider an optically driven strongly confined GaAs
QD coupled to a continuum of acoustic phonons. Our model
circ/lin
Hamiltonian is defined by H = Hdot,las + Hdot,ph , where the
first term describes the electronic structure of the QD and the
coupling to a laser of either circular or linear polarization,
while the second term represents the carrier-phonon coupling.
For excitations involving circularly σ+ as well as circularly σ−
polarized pulses, we account for four light-coupled states: the
ground state |G, the two single-exciton states |σ± , and the
circ
biexciton state |B. In this basis, Hdot,las
reads
circ
Hdot,las
= h̄ω0 (|σ+ σ+ | + |σ− σ− |) + (2h̄ω0 − )|BB|
h̄
+ [f σ+ (t) (|σ+ G| + |Bσ− |) + H.c.]
2
h̄ σ−
(1)
+ [f (t) (|σ− G| + |Bσ+ |) + H.c.] ,
2
(+)
where f σ± (t) = 2M · E(+)
σ± (t)/h̄, with Eσ± being the positive
frequency component of the σ± circularly polarized light field
and M denoting the transition dipole element. h̄ω0 defines the
ground-state exciton transition energy, and  represents the
biexciton binding energy. Electron-hole exchange interactions
that result in a direct coupling between the single exciton states
are neglected, which is well justified for the picosecond time
scale considered here and a sufficiently small fine-structure
splitting (within 10 μeV for the strongest chirps studied
here). For linearly polarized excitations, it is advantageous
√
to introduce the single-exciton state |X = (|σ+  + |σ− )/ 2,
which allows us to apply a model with only three levels.11,21
lin
Hdot,las
is then given by
lin
= h̄ω0 |XX| + (2h̄ω0 − )|BB|
Hdot,las

+ [h̄f lin (t)/2 (|XG| + |BX|) + H.c.],

(2)

(+)
with f lin (t) = 2M · E(+)
lin (t)/h̄ and Elin denoting the positive
frequency component of the linearly polarized electric field.
In this work, we will concentrate on optical driving by
chirped Gaussian pulses. These frequency-swept pulses can
be obtained from transform-limited Gaussian pulses of the

form



t2
exp − 2 exp(−iωt),
f0 (t) = 
2τ0
2π τ02
A

(3)

with the original pulse area A, the pulse duration τ0 , and
the central frequency ω. Here, the polarization label used in
Eqs. (1) and (2) has been suppressed for simplicity. Applying a
Gaussian chirp filter22 with the chirp coefficient α transforms
f0 (t) into




at 2
A
t2
f (t) = √
,
(4)
exp − 2 exp −iωt − i
2τ
2
2π τ0 τ
√
where τ = α 2 /τ02 + τ02 characterizes the chirped pulse
length and a = α/(α 2 + τ04 ) is the frequency chirp rate. In
the following, we will use pulses of different polarizations and
central frequencies. Details will be given in Sec. III.
The carrier-phonon coupling is treated in terms of the
independent Boson model.23 Concentrating on the deformation potential coupling to longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons,
which has been shown to provide the dominant dephasing
mechanism in GaAs QDs,24–26 Hdot,ph reads


h̄ωq bq† bq +
h̄nν (gq bq + gq∗ bq† )|νν|.
(5)
Hdot,ph =
q

q,ν
†
bq

(bq ) creates (annihilates) a LA phonon with
The operator
wave vector q and energy h̄ωq = h̄cs q, where cs = 5110 m/s
is the longitudinal sound velocity. nν denotes the number of
excitons present in state |ν, and gq = (gqe − gqh ) represents
the exciton-phonon coupling constant that is given as the
difference between the electron-phonon and hole-phonon
coupling constants,

q
,
(6)
gqe(h) = e(h) (q)De(h)
2Vρh̄cs
where V is the sample volume, De = −14.6 eV and Dh =
−4.8 eV denote the deformation potential coupling constants
of electrons and holes, and ρ = 5370 kg/m3 is the material
density. e(h) represents the form factor of the carriers confined
in the QD. For simplicity, we assume a spherical harmonic
oscillator confinement, leading to


e(h)
2
4 .
(7)
(q) = exp −q 2 ae(h)
We choose an electron confinement length of ae = 3 nm and
set ah = 0.87ae . As we are interested in the dynamics on
time scales of some tens of picoseconds, we neglect further
relaxation processes that take place on longer time scales such
as radiative decay, which is known to evolve on a nanosecond
time scale.27
To analyze the combined carrier-phonon dynamics, we
use a numerically exact real-time path-integral approach that
accounts fully for all non-Markovian effects and arbitrary
multiphonon processes. This allows us to study the phonon
influence on the driven dynamics at arbitrary temperatures
and in parameter ranges where approximate methods come to
their limits.28 A detailed description of the formalism is given
in Ref. 29. Additional comments on the challenges that are
faced within the path-integral approach when accounting for
more than two electronic levels can be found in Ref. 21.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Final biexciton occupation after a linearly polarized and frequency-swept Gaussian pulse with τ0 = 2 ps as a function
of the original pulse area A and the chirp α for biexciton binding energies of (a)  = 0, (b) 1, and (c) 3 meV in the absence of the carrier-phonon
coupling. The central frequency (at zero chirp) is chosen such that the two-photon process is resonant to the ground-state biexciton transition
[cf. inset in (a)].
III. RESULTS

In this section, we shall compare two protocols allowing
for the preparation of the biexciton state by means of ARP and
analyze how the presence of acoustic phonons affects these
schemes. For our calculations, we apply chirps ranging from
α = −40 to + 40 ps2 and choose an original pulse length of
τ0 = 2 ps in order to use parameters similar to those in recent
experiments that reported on a robust quantum-dot exciton
generation via ARP.13,14
A. Two-photon resonance ARP scheme

Let us first concentrate on a two-photon resonance ARP
scheme that uses one linearly polarized pulse. The central
frequency of this pulse is chosen such that for zero chirp the
two-photon process is resonant to the ground-state biexciton
transition, i.e., ω = ω0 − /(2h̄), as schematically sketched
in the inset of Fig. 1(a).
To provide a reference for the phonon influence on the
efficiency of this protocol, Fig. 1 shows the final biexciton
occupation after the pulse as a function of the original pulse
area A and the chirp coefficient α for different values of the
biexciton binding energy , neglecting the exciton-phonon
coupling. For zero chirp, the biexciton occupation depends
sensitively on the pulse intensity and performs Rabi rotations
between the ground and the biexciton state with a Rabi
period that strongly depends on the biexciton binding energy.11
In contrast, for large enough positive chirps, an ideal and
robust biexciton preparation, which is insensitive to small
variations of the pulse area, can be achieved provided that
the applied pulse area exceeds the ARP threshold. The latter
rises significantly with increasing  and shows for finite 
also a considerable dependence on the strength of the chirp.
Interestingly, the situation is different for negative chirps: for
α < 0, a stable biexciton preparation can be only achieved for
almost vanishing or large enough biexciton binding energies
[cf. Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)] and fails for moderate values of ,
as can be exemplarily seen from Fig. 1(b) for  = 1 meV,
where for α < 0 a stripelike pattern forms. This dependence

of the dynamics on the sign of the chirp contrasts to the
widely studied ARP protocols for the generation of the exciton
state13–16 and has to be taken into account also in situations
where one expects the influence of phonons to be negligible.
The results shown in Fig. 1 as well as the phonon impact
that will be studied below can be most easily understood by
analyzing the system evolution in the dressed-state picture, i.e.,
by considering the instantaneous eigenstates and eigenenergies
that are obtained by diagonalizing the combined light-matter
lin
Hamiltonian Hdot,las
. The corresponding eigenenergies are
plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of time for α = 20 ps2 and
different values of the original pulse area A as well as of the
biexciton binding energy  together with the corresponding
pulse envelope functions (shaded areas). Long before and
long after the pulse maximum, it is possible to identify the
instantaneous eigenstates with the electronic ground state |G,
the single-exciton state |X, and the biexciton state |B, as
is indicated in Fig. 2. During the pulse, the character of the
eigenstates changes. For example, the lowest branch, which
can initially be identified with |G, eventually transforms
into |B. It is precisely this transformation that allows a
stable biexciton preparation within the two-photon resonance
ARP scheme for positive values of α when the condition for
adiabatic passage is fulfilled, i.e., when the change in the
frequency and the change in the amplitude of the pulse are
slow compared to the Rabi frequency.30 In this case the system
evolves along a single branch and passes all anticrossings.
Obviously, both conditions are better fulfilled for higher
pulse areas (corresponding to higher Rabi frequencies), which
can be nicely seen from Fig. 2 by comparing the left and
the right columns, which show the branches for A = 2π
and A = 6π , respectively: the splitting of the anticrossings
considerably increases with rising A. By comparing the
different rows of Fig. 2 it can also be seen that for a given pulse
area, the anticrossings become narrower for larger biexciton
binding energies, explaining the rising threshold for ARP
with increasing , as shown in Fig. 1. While for A = 2π
and  = 0 meV [cf. Fig. 2(a)] the splitting of the central
anticrossing at t = 0 is large enough to ensure an adiabatic
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Adiabatic spectral branches of the laserdriven QD system for the two-photon resonance ARP scheme for
τ0 = 2 ps, α = 20 ps2 , and pulse areas and biexciton binding energies
as indicated. The evolution for α = −20 ps2 can be read off the plots
by following the branches from the right to the left. The gray shaded
areas represent the pulse envelope functions, which have been shifted
downwards for clarity.

passage resulting in the preparation of the biexciton state [cf.
Fig. 1(a)], the situation is different for larger . When the
anticrossing becomes too narrow [cf. Figs. 2(c) and 2(e)], the
chirp rate is no longer small compared to the spacing between
the branches, the condition for ARP is violated, and the system
does not evolve along a single branch.
Considering negative chirps, the situation is slightly more
complex. For α = −20 ps2 , the system evolution along the
instantaneous eigenstates can easily be derived from Fig. 2 by
reading the plots from the right to the left (i.e., by replacing
the time t by −t). Obviously, a transformation from |G into
|B is here possible by following the uppermost branch. To
understand why this transformation fails at intermediate ,
as seen in Fig. 1(b), let us concentrate on the right column
of Fig. 2, showing the branches for A = 6π , where for finite
chirps a robust preparation of the biexciton is reached for
 = 0 as well as for  = 3 meV [cf. Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)].
In Fig. 2(b), for  = 0, one passes two anticrossings along
the upper branch that are wide enough to guarantee that the
system evolves completely adiabatically. For  = 3 meV, as
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Final (a) exciton and (b) ground-state
occupation after a linearly polarized and frequency-swept Gaussian
pulse with τ0 = 2 ps as a function of the original pulse area A and the
chirp α for  = 1 meV in the absence of the carrier-phonon coupling.

shown in Fig. 2(f), both anticrossings are very narrow, and
the system jumps nonadiabatically two times from one branch
to another branch instead of following the anticrossings; i.e.,
here, the evolution is characterized by two crossings. However,
both crossings together and in combination with the fact
that the level spacing between the two lower branches at
t = 0 is still wide enough to ensure that this anticrossing
is passed adiabatically result again in the preparation of the
biexciton. For  = 1 meV [cf. Fig. 2(d)], the anticrossings
between the two upper branches are narrower than for  =
0 meV but are still considerably wider than for  = 3 meV.
As a consequence, when reaching these anticrossings, the
system does neither evolve completely adiabatically (via pure
anticrossings) nor purely nonadiabatically (via pure crossings),
and a Rabi-like behavior is realized instead of a robust
preparation of the biexciton, giving rise to the stripelike
pattern, as seen in Fig. 1(b) for α < 0. However, as the central
anticrossing between the two lowest branches at t = 0 is quite
wide and passed fully adiabatically, the lowest branch, which
finally transforms into |G, is not occupied at all, and the
Rabi-like behavior is restricted to the subspace spanned by |X
and |B. The latter is illustrated is Fig. 3, where the occupations
of the single-exciton state and the ground state are shown as
functions of A and α: while the exciton occupation shows for
finite α a stripe pattern that corresponds to that seen in Fig. 1(b),
the ground-state occupation does not show such a structure at
all and remains unoccupied for high pulse areas. Finally, the
details of the stripe pattern can be explained as follows. The
fringes which develop from the occupation maxima or minima
of the usual Rabi rotations that are realized at α = 0 decline
for rising chirps because of two reasons: first, with increasing
chirp the effective pulse area exceeds more and more the
original pulse area [as can be seen by comparing Eqs. (3)
and (4)], and second, the Rabi period decreases with increasing
detuning.31 This leads to an increased number of occupation
maxima or minima compared to α = 0. The attenuation of the
stripe pattern in the range of high pulse areas and large chirps
is due to an increasing splitting between the upper spectral
branches that leads to a more and more adiabatic evolution.
Next, we shall include the carrier-phonon interaction. The
final biexciton occupation after the pulse as a function of
the original pulse area A and the chirp coefficient α at
a temperature of T = 4 K for the same biexciton binding
energies as considered in Fig. 1 is shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c).
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Compared to the ideal evolution in the absence of acoustic
phonons there are similarities as well as obvious differences.
As in the phonon-free case the ARP threshold in the pulse
area rises with increasing biexciton binding energies, and
for  = 1 meV and negative chirps, the stripelike pattern
discussed above is still visible. However, it is clearly seen
that within the full model, the efficiency of the protocol does
now strongly depend on the sign of the chirp, regardless of
the size of the biexciton binding energy. While for positive
chirps a rather stable biexciton generation is reached, negative
chirps result in general in very low occupations of the biexciton
state, in particular at high-pulse areas. To understand this
difference, one should recall that for a positive chirp, the
adiabatic evolution follows the lowest adiabatic branch (cf.
Fig. 2). Phonon-mediated transitions to one of the other
two branches, which spoil the purely adiabatic evolution and
hamper the preparation of the biexciton state, are, for α > 0,
thus only possible via phonon absorption processes. At 4 K
the latter are rather weak, and hence there is a perceivable but
small deterioration of the protocol efficiency compared to the
phonon-free case. For negative chirps, in contrast, the adiabatic
evolution of the system follows the uppermost branch, and
transitions to one of the lower branches are possible by phonon
emission processes, which dominate at low temperatures. As a
consequence, the population of the upper branch is drastically
reduced over the course of time, and an efficient preparation
of the biexciton via ARP is no longer possible.
The temperature dependence of the efficiency of the twophoton ARP scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4(d), where the
final biexciton occupation is shown as a function of A for
a chirped pulse with α = 20 ps2 , a biexciton binding energy
of  = 2 meV, and three different temperatures, T = 1, 4,
and 20 K. While occupations of about 90% are reached for
4 K and pulse areas above the ARP threshold, the situation
drastically deteriorates at elevated temperatures, where phonon
absorption processes gain in importance due to a higher
number of thermal phonons. Already at 20 K, the biexciton
generation turns out to be very inefficient, with typical
biexciton occupations staying below 0.5. On the contrary, it

is interesting to note that for temperatures well below 4 K,
an almost ideal biexciton preparation can be realized, as
exemplarily shown for T = 1 K, where in the adiabatic regime
a high-fidelity preparation of the biexciton with occupations
higher than 0.98 is achieved. This remarkably strong difference
between 1 and 4 K contrasts wide-spread expectations that for
low temperatures the impact of phonons is not very sensitive
to a variation of a few degrees Kelvin and emphasizes the
importance of realizing low temperatures.
A closer look on the curves plotted in Fig. 4(d) reveals
further that, for pulse intensities above the threshold, the
biexciton occupation depends nonmonotonically on the pulse
area: an initial decrease is followed by a slight increase. This
nonmonotonic behavior in the ARP regime corresponds to the
reappearance of Rabi rotations in the usual Rabi regime32,33
and can be traced back to the resonance character of the
carrier-phonon coupling.34 The slow increase of the signal
at high pulse areas, as shown in Fig. 4(d), is mainly due to
the Gaussian pulse envelope, which in the Rabi regime is
known to lead to a rather weak reappearance because of an
incomplete dynamical decoupling between lattice vibrations
and electronic dynamics.33
B. Two-color pulse ARP scheme

Let us next turn to an alternative ARP scheme. The QD is
now driven by two simultaneously applied frequency-swept
pulses of equal chirp, where the first pulse is circularly σ+
polarized and at the pulse maximum resonant to the groundstate exciton transition, i.e., ω1 = ω0 , while the second pulse
is circularly σ− polarized and at its maximum in resonance
to the exciton biexciton transition, i.e., ω2 = ω0 − /h̄. A
schematic sketch of this two-color protocol is drawn as an inset
in Fig. 5(a). Neglecting the exciton-phonon coupling, also the
two-color scheme allows for an ideal and stable preparation
of the biexciton. As an example, Fig. 5(a) shows the final
biexciton occupation as a function of A and α for  = 2 meV,
where A now denotes the original pulse area of each circularly
polarized pulse. We checked that even considerable deviations
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Results for the two-color pulse ARP scheme that is schematically sketched in the inset in (a). The final biexciton
occupation is shown as a function of the original pulse area A of each circularly polarized pulse and the chirp α for τ0 = 2 ps and a biexciton
binding energy of  = 2 meV (a) in the phonon-free case and (b) in the full model at T = 4 K. (c) The evolution of the adiabatic spectral
branches for τ0 = 2 ps, A = 4π , α = 20 ps2 and  = 2 meV. The evolution for α = −20 ps2 can be read off the plot by following the branches
from the right to the left. The shaded areas represent the envelope functions of both pulses, which have been shifted downwards for clarity.

between both pulses with regard to the pulse intensity or the
frequency sweep do not reduce the efficiency of the scheme
provided that both components fulfill the condition for ARP.
Also a finite delay between both pulses has no significant effect
on the efficiency as long as the pulse that drives the groundstate exciton transition precedes the pulse driving the excitonbiexciton transition or at least has a sufficiently large temporal
overlap and provided that the systems evolves adiabatically.
Thus, the protocol is robust with respect to these changes, and
therefore, it is justified to concentrate on the case of equal
pulse parameters and zero delay for reasons of simplicity.
An analysis of the adiabatic spectral branches for the
two-color protocol shares many similarities with that given
in Sec. III A for the two-photon resonance scheme and shall
therefore not be presented at length. For positive chirps,
the ground state transforms into the biexciton state via the
lowest branch, whereas for negative chirps, the same transformation can be achieved by following the uppermost branch

biexciton occupation

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
T =1 K
T =4 K
T = 20 K

0.2
0.0
0

2

4
6
pulse area A (π)

8

10

FIG. 6. (Color online) Final biexciton occupation after the twocolor pulse ARP scheme (solid lines) and the two-photon resonance
ARP scheme (dashed lines) as a function of the original pulse area A
for  = 2 meV and α = 20 ps2 at different temperatures. Crosses and
squares represent results for  = 5 meV, α = 20 ps2 , and T = 20 K
for the two-color pulse ARP protocol and the two-photon resonance
ARP protocol, respectively.

[cf. Fig. 5(c)]. Therefore, in the presence of the carrier-phonon
coupling, a stable preparation is again only possible for
positive chirps, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b) for T = 4 K. A further
similarity to the first protocol is that the two-color scheme
is sensitive to the sign of the chirp even in the phonon-free
case and that for negative chirps and small biexciton binding
energies a Rabi-like behavior is realized due to a neither purely
adiabatic nor purely nonadiabatic evolution, this time in the
subspace spanned by |σ−  and |B. The resulting patterns seen
in the occupations of |σ−  and |B when recorded as a function
of A and α (not shown) resemble those discussed in Figs. 1(b)
and 3(a). Here, these patterns are most pronounced for  ∼
0.5 meV, which is half of the value of  ∼ 1 meV, where the
Rabi-like behavior is strongest in the two-photon resonance
scheme. Recall that for these values of  the detuning of the
respective off-resonant levels is identical for both protocols.
Despite these similarities, one can also note significant
and interesting differences between both considered protocols.
Unlike for the two-photon resonance scheme, for the two-color
protocol the pulse area threshold that must be exceeded in order
to ensure an adiabatic dynamics is independent of the biexciton
binding energy, as the transition to the biexciton never involves
excitation paths via strongly detuned intermediate levels.
Independent of the chirp, the threshold is roughly given by
A = 2π . Therefore, the two-color protocol is particularly
advantageous for QDs with large biexciton binding energies.
For example, for a high but still realistic value of  = 5 meV
and a chirp of α = 20 ps2 , the two-photon resonance scheme
would require pulse areas above 8π to reach the adiabatic limit
and thus 16 times as intense pulses as within the two-color
protocol. This is exemplarily shown in Fig. 6 for T = 20 K.
Besides the threshold characteristics, the detailed temperature and pulse area dependencies in the respective ARP
regimes differ. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the biexciton
occupation is plotted for both protocols as a function of the
pulse area for a chirp of α = 20 ps2 and at temperatures
of 1, 4, and 20 K. Solid lines represent the results within
the two-color scheme, and dashed lines show the results of
the two-photon resonance protocol that have already been
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displayed in Fig. 4(d). While for T = 20 K the two-color
scheme is, for pulse areas around 2π , much more efficient than
the two-photon resonance protocol, the situation is reversed at
high pulse areas, where the efficiency is worse for the twocolor scheme. For low temperatures, the two-color protocol
performs slightly better, in particular at high pulse areas, where
for T = 1 K an almost perfect inversion to the biexciton state
is achieved. Common to the two-photon resonance scheme is
the pronounced difference in the protocol efficiency between
T = 1 and 4 K as well as the nonmonotonic pulse area
dependence. However, for the two-color scheme, the latter
is slightly stronger and shows minima at smaller pulse areas.
This finding is in line with recent calculations for transformlimited pulses that have revealed that the reappearance of Rabi
rotations sets in at smaller pulse areas when the polarization
of the excitation is changed from linear to circular.35
IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the impact of acoustic phonons on two
protocols aiming at a robust preparation of the biexciton
state in a semiconductor QD. In the absence of the carrierphonon interaction, either driving the system with a single
linearly polarized chirped pulse tuned at its maximum to the
two-photon resonance of the ground-state biexciton transition
or using a two-color scheme where two circularly polarized
chirped pulses are, at their maxima, in resonance with the
ground-state exciton and the exciton biexciton transition,
respectively, enables a perfect preparation of the biexciton
state provided that the conditions for adiabatic rapid passage
are fulfilled. The most remarkable difference between both
schemes, which is seen already without phonons, is the
finding that the threshold for ARP rises drastically for the
first protocol with rising biexciton binding energies, while in
the second protocol there is essentially no such dependence
on the threshold. In contrast to related investigations of
the preparation of the exciton state we here find a strong
asymmetry with respect to the sign of the frequency sweep
already in the idealized phonon-free case. In particular, we
observe for finite negative chirps and intermediate biexciton
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binding energies a Rabi-like behavior, indicating a regime
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It is demonstrated how the exciton and the biexciton state of a quantum dot can be prepared with high
fidelity on a picosecond time scale by driving the dot with a strong laser pulse that is tuned above the exciton
resonance for exciton preparation and in resonance with the exciton transition for biexciton preparation. The
proposed protocols make use of the phonon-induced relaxation towards photon dressed states in optically
driven quantum dots and combine the simplicity of traditional Rabi oscillation schemes with the robustness
of adiabatic rapid passage schemes. Our protocols allow for an on-demand, fast, and almost perfect state
preparation even at strong carrier-phonon interaction where other schemes fail. In fact, the performance of
the presented protocols is shown to be better the stronger the carrier-phonon interaction is.
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Realizing a high-quality, robust, on-demand, and fast
exciton or biexciton preparation in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) is of great importance for many promising
QD-based devices such as single [1,2] or entangled [3–6]
photon sources that are crucial for various applications in
the field of quantum information processing [7,8] as well as
for tests of fundamental aspects of quantum mechanics [9].
While a perfect initiation of the QD in both states can in
principle be realized via Rabi oscillations [10,11], these
simple schemes suffer from a high sensitivity on the dipole
moments and the pulse intensity. A preparation that is
robust against fluctuations in the coupling strengths can
be achieved using protocols with frequency swept pulses
that rely on adiabatic rapid passage (ARP) [12–14].
However, the degree of exciton inversion realized in
ARP-based experiments [13,14] stayed considerably
below the ideal case and most recent theoretical works
gave compelling evidence that this reduction can be attributed to acoustic phonon coupling [15,16] that is also
known to strongly limit the fidelity of traditional Rabi
oscillation schemes [17–19].
In this Letter, we shall present protocols that combine
the simplicity of Rabi oscillation schemes with the
robustness of ARP schemes and give the discussion of
phonon influences a completely different perspective by
demonstrating how one can highly benefit from the otherwise undesired carrier-phonon coupling. To be specific,
we propose protocols allowing for a high-fidelity and
robust phonon-assisted preparation of the exciton as
well as the biexciton state in strongly confined QDs
that rely on exciting the system with an off-resonant
intense pulse. Our schemes make active use of the
acoustic phonon coupling by exploiting the characteristics of the stationary nonequilibrium state towards
which the QD is driven due to the system-environment
interaction and are shown to perform better the stronger
the carrier phonon coupling is.
0031-9007=13=110(14)=147401(5)

Let us first concentrate on preparing the single exciton
state. To this end, we assume a circularly polarized excitation, which allows us to model the laser-driven QD as an
electronic two-level system that consists of the ground
state jGi without electron-hole pairs and the single exciton
state jXi described by the Hamiltonian


@fðtÞ i!L t
HQD;L ¼ @!X jXihXj 
e
jXihGj þ H:c: ; (1)
2
where !L is the laser frequency and fðtÞ denotes the
instantaneous Rabi frequency
that for a Gaussian pulse is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
given by fðtÞ ¼ =ð 20 Þ expðt2 =220 Þ, where  is the
pulse area and 0 defines the pulse length. The pure
dephasing carrier-phonon coupling is modeled by the
Hamiltonian
X
X
HQD;ph ¼ @!q byq bq þ @n ðgq bq þ gq byq Þjihj;
q

q;

(2)
where  labels the electronic states, n counts the excitons
present in the state ji, byq creates a longitudinal acoustic
(LA) bulk phonon with wave vector q and energy @!q , and
gq denote the exciton-phonon coupling constants. We concentrate on the deformation potential coupling to LA phonons that is dominant for GaAs QDs [19,20], we choose a
radial electron confinement length of 3 nm and use the
same coupling parameters as in Ref. [21] that have been
shown to nicely reproduce experimental results [21]. To
calculate the coupled carrier-phonon dynamics, we shall
apply a numerically exact real-time path-integral approach
that allows us to study the system evolution without invoking any approximations to the model given above. Details
of this method can be found in Ref. [22].
The phonon coupling strongly affects the QD dynamics.
Most important for our present discussion, it pushes the
laser driven electronic system towards a stationary
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nonequilibrium state. We demonstrated in Ref. [23] that,
for a two-level system with weak carrier-phonon coupling
as realized in GaAs QDs and a constant optical driving
with fðtÞ ¼ const, this stationary state can be well approximated by a thermal distribution over the eigenstates of
HQD;L , often referred to as photon dressed states, leading
to a stationary exciton occupation of



1

@
tanh
;
(3)
CX ðt ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1 þ
2
@
2kB T
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where  ¼ f2 þ ð=@Þ2 and  ¼ @ð!L  !X Þ is the
detuning between the laser and the QD transition.
Obviously, Eq. (3) predicts a stationary inversion for
=ð@Þ  1 and @=2kT  1. Indeed, the exact stationary exciton occupation as calculated by using the pathintegral approach and shown in Fig. 1(a) as a function of
 and T is almost perfectly described by Eq. (3): while for
redshifted excitation with  < 0 the stationary occupation
is below 1=2, an almost perfect stationary inversion is
found at low T for a blueshifted laser, similar to what
was previously predicted for a two-level system consisting
of two tunneling-coupled QDs within a Born-Markov approximation [24]. However, for the system considered
here, several comments are in order. First, the time needed
to reach the stationary state strongly depends on the excitation conditions and can be up to several hundreds of
picoseconds at small f, low T, and large . On these
time scales other relaxation processes like radiative decay,
that are not included in our model, gain in importance and
reduce the accessible degree of inversion [25]. Further, cw
excitations as assumed in Fig. 1 and Eq. (3) are of no use
when an on-demand inversion is the target. Instead, pulsed
excitations are needed to complete a preparation at a given
time. Therefore, to evaluate whether the stationary inversion as shown in Fig. 1(a) has relevance for state

FIG. 1 (color online). Stationary (a) exciton and (b) biexciton
occupation that is reached under constant optical driving with
f ¼ 1:0 ps1 as a function of (a) the temperature and the
detuning  between the laser frequency and the QD transition
frequency and (b) the temperature and the biexciton binding
energy B . Inset: Sketch of the excitation schemes (see text).

week ending
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preparation, several questions have to be answered. For
example, which degree of inversion can be reached for offresonant pulses of finite length? What determines the
optimal detuning and how sensitive is the achieved inversion against variations in the pulse intensity? In this Letter,
we will demonstrate that by applying an off-resonant
intense pulse at low temperatures it is not only possible
to achieve some inversion (as achieved in recent experiments with moderate pulse intensities [26]) but an almost
perfect state preparation on a time scale of several
picoseconds.
Shown in Fig. 2 is thepexciton
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ occupation CX after a
Gaussian pulse of  ¼ 2 2 ln20 ¼ 15 ps FWHM as a
function of the pulse area  for different detunings  at
T ¼ 4 K. While for  ¼ 0 the occupation performs
damped Rabi oscillations around a mean value of 1=2,
the results do already considerably change for a slightly
blueshifted excitation with  ¼ 0:2 meV: not only does
the oscillation amplitude decrease (as it is well known for
off-resonant driving [27]), but at high pulse areas, where
the phonon damping is stronger [17,18] and the system is
efficiently pushed towards its stationary state, significantly
higher occupations are reached with CX taking values of
roughly 0.9. Even higher occupations are realized for larger
. For  ¼ 1:0 meV, which turns out to be the optimal
choice for the detuning, an almost ideal and robust exciton
preparation is realized at high pulse areas. We would like to
stress that an almost equally high inversion is found for a
rather wide range of detunings, as shown in Fig. 3(a),
where CX is plotted as a function of  for a fixed pulse
area of  ¼ 20. Thus, the phonon-assisted state preparation as realized by exciting the system off-resonantly by a
single intense pulse is not only of high fidelity but is also
robust against variations in the pulse intensity or the detuning provided that the pulse is strong enough.
It should be noted that, although the stationary occupation rises monotonically with rising detuning, cf. Fig. 1, for

FIG. 2 (color online). Final exciton occupation CX after a
Gaussian pulse of 15 ps FWHM at T ¼ 4 K as a function of
the applied pulse area  for different detunings  as indicated.
Inset: Phonon spectral density for a spherical GaAS QD with a
radial electron confinement length of 3 nm.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Final exciton occupation CX after a
Gaussian pulse with pulse length  (FWHM) at T ¼ 4 K.
(a) CX as a function of  for  ¼ 15 ps and  ¼ 20. (b) CX
as a function of  for  ¼ 1 meV and different  as indicated.

large , the degree of inversion achieved for a finite pulse
no longer increases with , but eventually decreases again
as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3(a). To understand this nonmonotonic dependence of the protocol efficiency on , two
things must be borne in mind: first, the phonon coupling,
that drives the system towards the stationary state, exhibits
a spectral cutoff, i.e., the phonon spectral density Jð!Þ ¼
P
2
q jgq j ð!  !q Þ, that is shown in the inset of Fig. 2,
vanishes for large !, and second, the strength of the
phonon-induced relaxation can be approximately
described by JðÞ [19,28]. As soon as the Rabi frequency
 exceeds the frequency !max , where Jð!Þ is maximal, the
phonon coupling becomes less efficient and the inversion
that is reached for finite pulses is reduced. Further, as  ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f2 þ ð=@Þ2 , the optimal detuning is less than @!max , as
is clearly seen from Figs. 2 and 3(a).
Obviously, the proposed scheme becomes less efficient
when the pulse is too short and the system is not driven
close enough to its stationary state. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3(b). While pulses longer than those considered so far
do not affect the efficiency, for a pulse length below 10 ps,
the achieved inversion drops and the protocol is less robust
with respect to variations in the pulse intensity. However,
we would like to stress that the pulse length of 10–15 ps
that is needed to guarantee a stable phonon-assisted preparation via off-resonant driving is very much the same as the
one that was needed in recent ARP-based experiments to
ensure an adiabatic evolution [13,14].
Unique to the present protocol is that its performance
becomes better when the strength of the carrier-phonon
coupling is increased, thus allowing for an almost ideal
state preparation in the regime of strong systemenvironment interaction, where traditional Rabi oscillation
or ARP schemes are known to fail [15,17–19]. Shown in
Fig. 4 is the exciton occupation after a 15 ps lasting pulse
(FWHM) as a function of  and  for the carrier-phonon
coupling of GaAs as studied so far [Fig. 4(a)] and for a
situation, where we have increased jgq j2 by a factor of 3 by
hand [Fig. 4(b)] in order to roughly simulate the coupling
strength of materials like GaN [29]. Clearly, the efficiency
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FIG. 4 (color online). Final exciton occupation CX after a
Gaussian pulse of 15 ps FWHM at T ¼ 4 K as a function of
the detuning  and the pulse area  for (a) GaAs parameters
and (b) a phonon coupling where jgq j2 has been increased by a
factor of 3.

increases with rising coupling: the maximal inversion is
even closer to 1 and the range of pulse intensities and
detunings for which high occupations are reached extends
considerably. We stress that carrying out calculations for
strong phonon couplings is a challenge and that even highly
elaborate approximate methods such as a fourth-order correlation expansion are known to break down in this regime
[23]. Here, the performance of reliable simulations is possible by using a numerically exact path-integral approach
[22] that accounts fully for all non-Markovian effects and
arbitrary multiphonon processes.
In light of recent progress in realizing QD-based
entangled photon sources [6,30], the task of preparing the
biexciton state jXXi has also become of topical interest.
Whether or not the ideas so far developed for the preparation of the single exciton state can be transferred to this
task is not obvious, because now we have to deal with more
electronic levels, and thus a perfect preparation of the
biexciton requires that not only the ground state but
also the single exciton state is completely depopulated.
Furthermore, there is not only a single resonance. In particular, the biexciton state can be optically excited either by
a two-photon process [11] that is resonant when 2@! ¼
2@!X  B , where B is the biexciton binding energy, or
by a sequential process where first the single exciton is
excited and then a transition from the exciton to the biexciton is induced. The resonance for the latter process at
@! ¼ @!X  B is known to be a dephasing-induced
resonance, which in ð3Þ signals shows up only due to the
coupling of the electronic system to a bath [31].
To couple the biexciton we switch the polarization of
the exciting pulse from circular to linear. Then, the lightmatter Hamiltonian reads as [32]
HQD;L ¼ @!X jXihXj þ ð2@!X  B ÞjXXihXXj


@fðtÞ i!L t
e
ðjXihGj þ jXXihXjÞ þ H:c: : (4)

2
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In general, B can be positive as well as negative, but for
self-assembled GaAs QDs it typically takes values ranging
from 1 to 3 meV [19,33,34]. The carrier-phonon coupling
is the same as in Eq. (2), with the only difference that now
the sum over ji runs over three electronic states, jGi, jXi,
and jXXi.
In the remainder of this Letter we shall demonstrate that
an almost perfect phonon-assisted biexciton preparation is
possible by choosing an excitation that is resonant to the
ground state to exciton transition provided that the exciton
to biexciton transition is redshifted, which typically is the
case. This situation is schematically sketched in the inset of
Fig. 1(b).
Again, it turns out to be instructive to look first at the
stationary state, that for this excitation is reached due to the
acoustic phonon coupling. Figure 1(b) shows the stationary
biexciton occupation as calculated within the path-integral
approach for constant driving as a function of temperature
and biexciton binding energy: very high values of CXX are
found for low T and positive B , indicating that a phononmediated preparation of the biexciton should be possible
for the typical case where the biexciton binding energy
shifts the biexciton down in energy. This supposition is
indeed confirmed by the results shown in Fig. 5, where the
biexciton occupation that is reached after a Gaussian pulse
with 15 ps FWHM is plotted as a function of the pulse area
and B at T ¼ 4 K: an almost perfect biexciton preparation is realized for a wide range of biexciton binding
energies which is robust against variations in the pulse
intensity provided that the pulse is strong enough. It should
be noted that an occupation probability for jXXi near 1
implies that, due to the action of the phonons, the exciton
state as well as the ground state are practically unoccupied
although the ground state to exciton transition is resonantly
driven. As discussed before in detail for the case of the

FIG. 5 (color online). Final biexciton occupation CXX after a
Gaussian pulse with a FWHM of 15 ps at T ¼ 4 K as a function
of the biexciton binding energy B and the pulse area . The
laser frequency is chosen in resonance with the ground state to
exciton transition. The contour lines display where certain values
of CXX are reached.
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single exciton preparation, the performance of the scheme
becomes worse when the pulse is chosen too short, but
improves with rising strength of the carrier-phonon coupling (not shown).
In summary, we have presented schemes allowing for
an on-demand, high-fidelity, and robust preparation of the
single exciton as well as the biexciton state in semiconductor QDs that are based on off-resonant excitations with
strong optical pulses and make active use of the carrierphonon coupling. In particular, we predict that the biexciton can be prepared by resonantly driving the ground state
to exciton transition, implying that the exciton state will be
unoccupied despite its resonant excitation. The proposed
protocols allow for fast state preparations on the time scale
of 10 ps. We expect our findings to inspire future experimental research as the regime of off-resonant driving at
high intensities is so far almost unexplored and we believe
that the proposed phonon-assisted state preparation
schemes can pave the way to more efficient sources for
single or entangled photons. Importantly, the presented
protocols not only combine the simplicity of traditional
Rabi oscillation schemes (without the need of realizing
chirped laser pulses) with the robustness of ARP-based
schemes, but they perform better the stronger the carrier
phonon coupling is, thus allowing for an ideal state preparation even in situations with strong system-environment
interaction that are usually thought of as making control
protocols impossible.
M. G. gratefully acknowledges financial support by the
Studienstiftung des Deutschen Volkes.
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We demonstrate a new method to realize the population inversion of a single InGaAs=GaAs quantum dot
excited by a laser pulse tuned within the neutral exciton phonon sideband. In contrast to the conventional
method of inverting a two-level system by performing coherent Rabi oscillation, the inversion is achieved
by rapid thermalization of the optically dressed states via incoherent phonon-assisted relaxation.
A maximum exciton population of 0.67  0.06 is measured for a laser tuned 0.83 meV to higher energy.
Furthermore, the phonon sideband is mapped using a two-color pump-probe technique, with its spectral
form and magnitude in very good agreement with the result of path-integral calculations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.137401

PACS numbers: 78.67.Hc, 03.67.Lx, 42.50.Hz, 78.45.+h

It is a basic tenet of laser physics that a population
inversion cannot be achieved through incoherent excitation
of a two-level atom. At best, a laser pulse with duration
much longer than the coherence time of the two-level
system T 2 can only drive the system to the transparency
point where the populations of the upper and lower levels
are equal [1]. However, if the two-level atom is coupled to a
vibrational continuum, it has been predicted that inversion
can be possible even in the incoherent regime through the
interaction of the dressed states with the Boson bath [2].
Excitons in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) form a near
ideal system for investigating these effects, since their
behavior approximates well to that of a two-level atom [3],
while their coupling to the acoustic phonons in the crystal
provides a mechanism to thermalize the dressed states.
The possibility of creating population inversion in QDs
through phonon coupling was first investigated for microwave-driven electrostatic quantum dots [4]. Recently, it
has been demonstrated that the conditions for population
inversion can be met via a microwave Raman effect [5,6].
Theoretical work has indicated that similar effects should
be possible for optically driven excitons [7–11]. The
underlying mechanism is the coupling of the excitons to
longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons through the deformation potential [12], which generates sidebands in the
excitonic spectra [13] that can also be observed in fourwave mixing [14] and resonance fluorescence experiments
[15], as well as through off-resonant coupling of excitons to
nanocavities [16,17]. In a strong driving field regime,
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evidence for phonon-induced relaxation between optically
dressed states is observed in the intensity damping of
Rabi rotations [18–20], and more recently in adiabatic rapid
passage experiments [21,22].
In this Letter we report a population inversion of the
excitonic two-level system of a single InGaAs=GaAs QD
excited by a strong laser pulse tuned into the phonon
sideband of the neutral exciton transition following the
theoretical proposal of Ref. [9]. The population inversion
is achieved in an incoherent regime where the dephasing
time is shorter than the laser pulse duration. Pump-probe
measurements are presented, where the phonon-assisted
population inversion is observed clearly as a gainlike dip
in the photocurrent absorption spectrum. Furthermore, the
dependence of the exciton population on the pump detuning
is measured. The experiments are supplemented by simulations based on the path-integral approach described in
Ref. [23] and good agreement is obtained with the theory.
This work may form the basis of quasiresonantly pumped
single QD lasers. It also shows that the phonon-assisted
quasiresonant excitation scheme can be used to create spinpolarized excitons whilst allowing the QD emission to be
spectrally filtered from the pump laser, with potential
applications for QD-based high-brightness single photon
sources [17] and on-chip quantum optical circuits [24].
The physical mechanism for generating the population
inversion can be understood as follows. A circularly
polarized laser pulse with a large pulse area excites the
neutral exciton transition of an InGaAs=GaAs quantum dot
at a positive detuning within the phonon sideband,
which typically peaks around 1 meV above the exciton
[see Fig. 4(a) inset]. Since the laser bandwidth of 0.2 meV
is large compared with the fine-structure splitting of
13 μeV, the dynamics of the exciton spin can be neglected
[25]. Also, since the laser is far detuned from the two-photon
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biexciton transition, the QD can be treated as a two-level
system composed of two bare states: a crystal ground state
j0i and neutral exciton jXi [see Fig. 1(a)(i)], with respective
populations C0 and CX . With the presence of a laser pulse,
the two bare states are optically dressed [see Figs. 1(a)(ii)
and 1(a)(iii)]. In the rotating frame, j0R i comprises the
crystal ground state and the incoming laser photons. jXR i
comprises the exciton state and laser field with one photon
less. The Hamiltonian in a rotating frame reads
ℏΩðtÞ
j0R ihX R j þ H:c:; ð1Þ
2
where the detuning Δ ¼ ωL − ωX , and ΩðtÞ is the Rabi
frequency, which varies in time following the envelope of
the laser pulse. The energy eigenstates of HQD , jαi, jβi are
described by an admixing angle 2θðtÞ ¼ arctan(ΩðtÞ=Δ),
and
are split by the effective Rabi energy ℏΛðtÞ ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
ℏ
R þ∞Δ þ ΩðtÞ . We define the bare pulse area Θ ¼
−∞ ΩðtÞdt.
The QD resides in a crystal lattice, and the exciton
interacts with the LA phonons due to the deformation
potential [12]. In the absence of a laser field, the excitonphonon interaction leads to nonexponential pure dephasing
of the excitonic dipole, as observed in time-resolved
H QD ¼ −ℏΔjXR ihXR j þ

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Bare QD states viewed in the (i) lab
frame and (ii) rotating frame. j0i, jXi and j0R i, jX R i denote the
ground state and exciton state in the lab frame and rotating frame,
respectively. ℏωX is the exciton transition energy. ωL is the
angular frequency of the laser. ℏΔ is the positive detuning from
the exciton transition. (iii) Optically dressed states jαi and jβi.
(b) Evolution of the dressed QD energy levels with time during
the absorption of an 8.5π pulse with ℏΔ ¼ þ1 meV. The gray
scale of the curves corresponds to the instantaneous population
of each state.
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four-wave mixing experiments [14]. In the presence of a
strong laser, both dressed states have an excitonic component, thereby enabling relaxation between them by the
emission of a phonon with energy equal to the effective
Rabi splitting ℏΛ, as shown in Fig. 1(a)(iii) for the case of
positive detuning. This process gives rise to intensity damping of Rabi rotations when resonantly pumping [18,19], and
also explains the difference in the population inversions
created by adiabatic rapid passage when using laser pulses of
positive and negative chirp [21,22].
Figure 1(b) depicts the dynamics in the rotating frame of
the phonon-assisted population inversion of the quantum dot
exciton. For a positively detuned laser (Δ > 0), the state j0R i
initially coincides with the higher-energy dressed state jαi.
When the laser is applied, excitonic admixture to the state jαi
occurs, activating relaxation to the lower-energy dressed state
jβi by phonon emission. In the lab frame [see Fig. 1(a)(i)],
this process corresponds to the absorption of a photon
together with the creation of an exciton and the emission
of a phonon. The gray scale indicates the time-dependent
populations of each dressed state, as calculated by our pathintegral method, and shows the continuous transfer of
population from jαi to jβi. As the laser intensity drops off
at the end of the pulse, the admixing of the dressed states is
reduced and the phonon relaxation is deactivated. If the
time-integrated phonon relaxation is strong, the final occupation of the lower-energy, excitonlike, dressed state can
dominate and a population inversion in the excitonic basis
occurs. According to our theoretical model, near-unity exciton
population that is robust against variations in both the pulse
area and the detuning can be achieved at high pulse areas [9].
The amount of inversion is ultimately limited by the thermal
occupation of the two states to CX − C0 ¼ tanhðℏΔ=2kB TÞ
[9]. In our experiments with ℏΔ ¼ 0.83 meV and T ¼ 4.2 K,
this implies a maximum exciton population of 0.91.
The experiments were performed on a device consisting
of a layer of InGaAs=GaAs quantum dots embedded in
the intrinsic region of an n-i-Schottky diode structure.
The sample is held at 4.2 K in a helium bath cryostat and is
excited at normal incidence with circularly polarized
Gaussian pulses, derived by pulse shaping of the output
from a 100 fs Ti:sapphire laser with a repetition rate of
76.2 MHz. The FWHM of the electric field amplitude is
16.8 ps. Single QD peaks are observed in our sample at
energies close to 1.3 eV. Photocurrent detection is used,
where photogenerated electron-hole pairs tunnel from the
quantum dot under an applied electric field. The amplitude
of the photocurrent signal reflects the final occupation of
the exciton or biexciton states. Full details of the wafer
structure can be found in Ref. [26].
To demonstrate the phonon-assisted population inversion, two-pulse pump probe experiments were performed.
First, the zero-phonon neutral exciton transition was found
by measuring the absorption spectrum of a single π pulse
(blue line in Fig. 2). Then, the pump pulse was detuned by
þ0.83 meV, where the exciton population is predicted to be
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most efficiently created [see blue line in Fig. 4(a)], and the
probe energy was scanned through the transition. The probe
pulse area is π and the pump pulse area is 8.46π, the
maximum available in our setup. The delay time between the
pump and probe pulses τdelay ranges from 10 to 34 ps [27].
As illustrated in the energy-level diagram shown in
Fig. 2, the photon energy of the probe pulse and its
polarization relative to the pump selects the transition that
is probed. We consider first the case for a copolarized probe
pulse, where both the pump and probe pulses have the same
σ þ polarization. In this case, the pump pulse (orange arrow)
excites a dephased, mixed exciton population CX (see the
inset in Fig. 2). Since the probe has a pulse area of π, it
exchanges the j0i population with the jXi population when
it is resonant with the neutral exciton transition (see black
arrow in the inset to Fig. 2), resulting in a change in
photocurrent proportional to the populations after the pump
but before the probe: ΔPC0−X ∝ C0 − CX [27]. ΔPC is the
change in the photocurrent signal resulting from the dot
that is induced by the probe pulse. ΔPC is measured
relative to the photocurrent measured for a detuned probe.
A key signature of population inversion is that ΔPC0−X
should be negative, independent of the photocurrent to
exciton population calibration. Figure 2 shows the experimental results (black). The dip at zero detuning clearly
demonstrates that a population inversion has been achieved
between the j0i and jXi states.
The red line in Fig. 2 shows the results obtained for
crosspolarized excitation (σ þ pump, σ − probe). At zero
detuning, the probe addresses the orthogonally polarized

FIG. 2 (color online). Photocurrent signal ΔPC as a function of
the probe detuning. Blue: a single probe-pulse only spectrum is
presented for reference. Two pulse spectra where the probe is
copolarized (black) and crosspolarized (red) with the pump.
Pump detuning ¼ þ0.83 meV and τdelay ¼ 10 ps. The peak at a
detuning of −1.96 meV corresponds to the jXi → j2Xi transition. Inset: energy level diagram for the exciton-biexciton system.
Arrows represent transitions induced by the σ þ polarized pump
pulse tuned to the phonon sideband and the σ þ ðσ − Þ polarized
probe pulse tuned either to the exciton or biexciton transition. X
and X̄ label the orthogonally circularly polarized exciton states.
2X denotes the biexciton state.
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exciton transition j0i → jX̄i as shown by the lower red arrow
in the inset to Fig. 2, providing a measure of the occupation
of the crystal ground state C0 . The amplitude of the peak at
zero detuning falls to less than half the amplitude measured
by the single pulse, again confirming that a population
inversion between j0i and jXi has been achieved since
ΔPC0−X̄ ∝ C0 − CX̄ . The second peak at a detuning of
−1.96 meV corresponds to the jXi → j2Xi transition, and
provides a third measure of CX (see Ref. [27]). The absence
of the biexciton peak in the copolarized spectra proves that
the phonon-assisted channel is spin preserving because the
phonon-assisted relaxation (few picoseconds) [30] is much
faster than exciton spin relaxation (few nanoseconds) [31].
Figure 3 plots the occupation of the neutral exciton
versus the area of the pump pulse. The three data points for
each pulse area are obtained from an analysis of the co- and
crosspolarized signals at zero detuning, and from the
biexciton peak. The exciton population is deduced by
comparison with the neutral exciton photocurrent peak
for resonant excitation with a single π pulse (for details see
Ref. [27]). Since the electron can tunnel out from the QD
before the arrival of the probe, which reduces the measured
exciton population created by the pump, a correction is
made to account for an electron tunneling time of ∼50 ps
[27]. The three measurements of the exciton population are
in close agreement, and pass the transparency point,
CX ¼ 0.5, at a pulse area of 6.5π–7π. The largest exciton
population observed is 0.67  0.06 for a pump pulse
detuned by þ0.83 meV, limited by the power available
in our setup. The blue line in Fig. 3 shows the results of our
path-integral simulations, which quantitatively reproduce
the experiments.
To investigate the dependence of the phonon-assisted
population inversion on the pump frequency, a series of
two-color photocurrent spectra, similar to Fig. 2, were
measured for a crosspolarized 7.24π pump pulse as a
function of pump detuning with a π probe. Figure 4(a)
presents the exciton population generated by the pump pulse.

FIG. 3 (color online). The exciton population CX generated by
the pump pulse with ℏΔ ¼ þ0.83 meV, as extracted from the
exciton and biexciton peak in two-pulse spectra versus the pump
pulse area. For a full derivation, see Ref. [27]. Blue: calculated CX .
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Exciton population created by a 7.24π pump as a function of the pump detuning. τdelay ¼ 15 ps. Blue:
calculated CX . Inset: theoretical spectral density of the exciton-phonon interaction JðωÞ. (b) Experimentally obtained CX versus Θ and
ℏΔ with τdelay ¼ 33.6 ps. (c) Path-integral results for the same pulse area and detuning range as in (b). The vertical line is where
ℏΔ ¼ þ0.83 meV and the horizontal line is for Θ ¼ 7.24π as shown in Figs. 3 and 4(a), respectively. Inset: calculated values with no
phonon interaction. All plots in (b) and (c) use the same color scale.

The spectrum has three features. At zero detuning there is a
pulse width–limited peak corresponding to the zero-phonon
j0i → jXi transition. At positive detuning there is a broad
feature due to phonon emission. The absence of discrete
features in the phonon sideband indicates that phonon
confinement effects are weak, as expected given the similar
lattice properties of the QD and barrier materials. In
principle, there can also be a phonon feature at negative
detuning due to phonon absorption. However, the phonon
absorption is negligible at low temperature. The third feature
is a narrow peak at a pump detuning of −1 meV, corresponding to the two-photon j0i → j2Xi biexciton transition
[32], indicating that the pump pulse is slightly elliptically
polarized.
In the theory, the phonon influence on the dot dynamics
is
mediated
mainly by the phonon spectral density: JðωÞ ¼
P
2
q jγ q j δðω − ωq Þ, where γ q is the exciton-phonon coupling. In the absence of detailed information on the shape of
the QD we consider spherically symmetric, parabolic
potentials. For bulk LA phonons coupled via the deformation potential we then obtain [23]

2
ω3
ð−ω2 a2h =4v2c Þ
ð−ω2 a2e =4v2c Þ
JðωÞ ¼ 2
De e
− Dh e
; ð2Þ
4π ρℏv5c
where ρ is the mass density, vc is the sound velocity, and
DeðhÞ denote the deformation potential constants for electrons(holes). These material parameters are taken from the
literature and are given explicitly in the Supplemental
Material [27], while the electron(hole) confinement lengths
aeðhÞ are used as fitting parameters. Good agreement with
our experiments is obtained for ae ¼ 4.5 nm and
ah ¼ 1.8 nm, resulting in the spectral density shown in
the inset of Fig. 4(a). We note that the low frequency
asymptote ∼ω3 is characteristic for bulk acoustic phonons
and occurs independent of the material or the dot shape.
On the other hand, the Gaussians in Eq. (2) result from the
Fourier transforms of the electron and hole probability

densities, reflecting the assumption of parabolic confinement potentials.
The blue line in Fig. 4(a) shows the theoretical values of
the exciton population generated by the pump pulse, which
excellently replicates the broadband feature observed at
positive detuning. The line shape of this feature is implicitly determined by JðωÞ; more detailed information on
JðωÞ can be obtained here than from fitting the intensity
damping of Rabi rotations [19]. Equation (2) shows that the
high frequency behavior of JðωÞ follows the Fourier
transform of the electron and hole probability densities,
and so a line shape analysis in principle provides a way to
obtain insight on the spatial distributions of the electrons and
holes. However, accessing this information would require
more detailed studies, which are beyond the scope of the
present Letter. The asymmetry of the spectrum with respect
to the sign of ℏΔ unambiguously proves that the population
created by the off-resonant pump pulse is the result of
phonon-assisted relaxation into the lower energy dressed
state [33]. This is further demonstrated by a calculation
without exciton-phonon coupling, where no broad sideband
is observed [see inset in Fig. 4(c)]. We also note that the
measured low-energy phonon sideband is stronger than
expected. This may be due to an elevated temperature of
about 6–7 K caused by heating of the sample by the laser.
Figures 4(b) and 4(c) compare the exciton population
generated by the pump pulse measured as in Fig. 4(a) at
different pulse areas with corresponding path-integral
calculations. On resonance, the zero-phonon line exhibits
intensity-damped Rabi rotations. To positive detuning, there
is the phonon-emission sideband that broadens for higher
pulse areas. The calculations are in good agreement with the
experimental data, further confirming the model. Even the
slight shift of the resonant peaks towards higher energies
with increasing pulse area is reproduced by the theory.
In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated
the population inversion of a neutral exciton in a single QD
excited by a quasiresonant laser pulse tuned within the
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exciton phonon sideband. The population inversion arises
due to the incoherent phonon-induced relaxation between
optically dressed states that arises at high driving intensities. Phonon interactions, which are usually a hindrance
in quantum dot physics, in this case enable the population
inversion and lead to qualitatively distinct behavior. The
phonon-mediated population inversion we report may have
potential as the basis of quasiresonantly pumped single
QD lasers with dots embedded in cavities, and as high
repetition rate single photon sources [17], with easy
spectral filtering of excitation lasers, especially relevant
to on-chip geometries [24].
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I.

EXTRACTION OF THE EXCITON POPULATION FROM MEASURED DATA

The exciton population created by a pump pulse tuned into the phonon sideband can be extracted from our twopulse spectra in three different ways by analyzing the peak heights of the three transitions: |0i → |Xi, |0i → |X̄i and
|Xi → |2Xi (see Fig. 1(b) based on Fig. (2) in the main text). The photocurrent (P C) measured in our experiment
is determined by the number of electron-hole pairs created by the laser pulses. For our pump-probe measurement,
P C can be subdivided into three parts: a reference level P CR induced by the pump pulse, a background level P Cbg
and the change of the photocurrent signal ∆P C induced by the probe pulse according to:
P C = P CR + P Cbg + ∆P C.

(1)

P CR + P Cbg is determined by measuring the photocurrent signal from an off-resonant measurement where the pump
pulse is tuned into the phonon sideband and the probe frequency is far from any of the resonances of the dot or the
surrounding material such that ∆P C becomes negligible and the photocurrent signal coincides with P CR + P Cbg in
this case.
The information on the exciton population created by the pump pulse only lies in ∆P C. At t = 0, the σ + polarized
pump pulse creates an exciton population CX (see the orange arrow in Fig. 1(a)). Consequently, the occupations of
the (0, X, X̄, 2X) states following the pump pulse are
C(0) = (C0 (0), CX (0), CX̄ (0), C2X (0)) = (1 − CX , CX , 0, 0).

(2)

At a time t < τdelay , before the arrival of the probe pulse, the exciton population decays exponentially because the
electron tunnels away from the QD. The radiative decay of the exciton is neglected here because the radiative decay
time (∼ 600 ps) is much longer than our delay time. The delay time is chosen to maximize the pump-probe signal.
Typically this occurs between 10 and 15 ps, depending on the pulse width and the electron tunnelling time. To
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FIG. 1: Color online. (a) Energy level diagram for the exciton-biexciton system. |0i denotes the crystal ground state. |Xi and
|X̄i denote the orthogonally circularly polarized exciton states. |2Xi denotes the biexciton state. Arrows represent transitions
induced by the σ + polarized pump pulse tuned to the phonon sideband and the σ + /σ − polarized probe pulse tuned either to the
exciton or biexciton transition. (b) Photocurrent signal ∆P C as a function of the probe detuning. (Blue) A single probe-pulse
only spectrum is presented for reference. Two pulse spectra where the probe is co- (black) and cross- (red) polarized with the
pump. Pump detuning = +0.83 meV and τdelay = 10 ps. The peak at a detuning of -1.96 meV corresponds to the |Xi → |2Xi
transition.

2
exclude the possibility that a small temporal overlap between the pump and probe may affect the evaluated exciton
population, the data in Fig. 4(b) in the main text were measured with a longer delay time (33.6 ps) where the pump
and probe are completely separated. The result agrees well with that measured with shorter delay time after correction
for the population loss due to electron tunneling. The ground-state occupancy however is not affected by the electron
tunneling due to a long hole tunneling time (few ns). The electron tunneling time (T1 = 50 ps) is measured using an
inversion recovery technique as described in ref. [26]. This leads to occupations of:
C(t) = (1 − CX , CX e−t/T1 , 0, 0).

(3)

At time t = τdelay , the probe pulse of pulse-area π resonantly excites an optical transition α → β and swaps the
populations of the states α and β. Here α, β represent 0, X, X̄ or 2X states. This results in a change in photocurrent
due to the probe of:
∆P C0−X = a(C0 (τdelay ) − CX (τdelay )) = a(1 − CX − CX e−τdelay /T1 ),
∆P C0−X̄ = a(C0 (τdelay ) − CX̄ (τdelay )) = a(1 − CX ),

∆P CX−2X = (b − a)(CX (τdelay ) − C2X (τdelay )) = (b − a)CX e−τdelay /T1 ,

(4)
(5)
(6)

where a is the photocurrent corresponding to one exciton, and b is the photocurrent due to one biexciton. a = ∆P C(π)
is the amplitude of the photocurrent peak at zero detuning measured with a single π pulse (see blue line Fig. 1(b)).
b − a = ∆P CX-2X (π)eτdelay /T1 is deduced from a separate experiment where an exciton is prepared with a pump
pulse of pulse-area π resonant with the 0 − X transition and then the biexciton is created by a π probe resonant
with the X − 2X transition [28]. The exciton population CX generated by the pump pulse is then calculated from
the amplitude of the change in photocurrent peaks using Eqs.(4-6), and the experimentally determined parameters
a, b, T1 .
By inspection of Fig. 1(b) it is clear that an exciton population inversion has been achieved. Firstly, the dip in the
co-polarized photocurrent spectra indicates that ∆P C0−X < 0 and hence CX > C0 independent of the calibration
of a or T1 . Secondly, the ratio of the cross-polarized change in photocurrent peak ∆P C0−X̄ to the single pulse
photocurrent peak of the 0 − X transition ∆P C(π) indicates that C0 < 1/2 and hence provides a second proof of
population inversion. We note that the data presented in Fig. 4 of the main text is measured using cross-polarized
excitation, and is therefore independent of the tunneling rates.
II.

MODEL

For our calculations we used the same model for an optically driven strongly confined quantum dot as in Ref. [9],
which is based on the Hamiltonian
H = HQD−light + HQD−phonon ,

(7)

where
0
HQD−light = ~ωX
|XihX| +

~Ω(t)
[|0ihX|eiωL t + |Xih0|e−iωL t ],
2

(8)

and
HQD−phonon =

X
q

~ωq b†q bq +

X
q


~ γq bq +γq∗ b†q |XihX|.

(9)

The ground-state |0i is chosen as the zero of the energy and the phonon-free energy of the transition to the single
0
exciton state |Xi is denoted by ~ωX
. The Rabi frequency Ω(t) is proportional to the electric field envelope of
a circularly polarized Gaussian laser pulse with frequency ωL , which is detuned from the ground-state to exciton
0
transition by ∆ = ωL − ωX , where ωX is the frequency of the single exciton resonance which deviates from ωX
by the
polaron shift that results from the dot-phonon coupling in Eq. (9). The coupling to the laser field is treated in the
common rotating wave and dipole approximations. The operator b†q creates a longitudinal acoustic (LA) bulk phonon
with wave vector q and energy ~ωq . We assume a linear dispersion relation ωq = cs |q|, where cs denotes the speed of
sound. The phonons are coupled via the deformation potential only to the exciton state. This coupling is expressed by
the exciton-phonon coupling γq = √ |q|
De Ψe (q) − Dh Ψh (q) , where ρ denotes the mass density of the crystal,
2V ρ~ωq

V the mode volume, De/h the deformation potential constants, and Ψe/h (q) the form factors of electron and hole,

3
respectively. As explained in the main article, we calculate the form factors from the ground-state wavefunctions of
a spherically symmetric, parabolic confinement potential. It should be noted that, in the pure dephasing model for
the dot-phonon coupling, no transitions between the bare electronic states can be induced by the continuum of LA
phonons, which can change the electronic occupations only in the presence of the laser field. We assume the system
to be initially in a product state of a thermal phonon-distribution at the temperature of the cryostat and a pure
ground-state of the electronic subsystem. We use the material parameters given in Ref. [29] for GaAs, which are:
ρ = 5370 kg/m3 , cs = 5110 m/s, De = 7.0 eV, and Dh = −3.5 eV.
To obtain the time evolution of the electronic density matrix elements predicted by this model, we make use of
a numerically exact real-time path-integral approach, described in detail in Ref. [23]. This gives us the opportunity
to calculate the dynamics of the quantum dot with a high and controllable numerical precision and without further
approximations to the given Hamiltonian. This includes taking into account all multi-phonon processes and nonMarkovian effects.

.
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We investigate both experimentally and theoretically a simple yet more robust and flexible alternative to Rabi
oscillation-type biexciton preparation protocols traditionally used for semiconductor quantum dots. The quantum
dot is excited by a strong laser pulse positively detuned from the two-photon resonance yielding an on demand
initialization of the biexciton state by making use of the phonon-induced thermalization of the photon dressed
states. It is shown that for excitation pulses in the picosecond range, a stable and high occupation of up to
CXX = 0.95 ± 0.02 is reached. Notably, the generated photons show similar coherence properties as measured in
the resonant two-photon scheme. This protocol is a powerful tool for the control of complex solid state systems
combining radiative cascades, entanglement, and resonant cavity modes.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.91.161302

PACS number(s): 78.67.Hc, 03.65.Yz, 63.20.kk, 78.47.−p

One strong advantage of atomiclike systems, especially
semiconductor quantum dots (QD), in the development of
quantum computing or communication devices is their ability
to deliver on-demand single [1,2] or entangled photon pairs
[3,4]. This first step towards the possibility of deterministic
quantum operations is a crucial complement to the achievements obtained in the field of quantum information processing
[5,6] as well as for tests of fundamental aspects of quantum
mechanics [7]. The initial state is usually prepared through a
population inversion thanks to a strong coherent pulsed laser
field brought to resonance with the two-level system [8–10].
This Rabi oscillation protocol can be very efficient, but is
strongly sensitive to fluctuations of the excitation parameters
like the pulse area. Other more complex protocols, using
chirped laser pulses to populate adiabatically the upper state,
are in principle more robust [11], but the degree of population
inversion realized in experiments devoted to the single exciton
preparation [12,13] stayed below the ideal case. In contrast to
real atomic systems, solid state systems experience a coupling
to their environment, in particular with the surrounding crystal
vibrational modes [14–18]. This has always been considered
as a strong limitation to their efficient use because of the
occurring decoherence. In particular, phonons have been
identified as the cause for the nonideal state preparation
using chirped pulse protocols [19–21]. However, it has been
recently proposed for semiconductor quantum dots that, when
addressed with a controlled off-resonant pulse, this weakness
can become an advantage and make the state preparation
more efficient, robust, and flexible [22]. The phonons cannot
only be used to achieve an inversion in simple two-level
systems consisting of the ground |0 and an exciton state
|X [23–25], but also for the initialization of the biexciton
state |XX that forms the upper level of a radiative cascade,
which can potentially result in emission of entangled photon
pairs [26,27].
In this paper, we investigate the biexciton preparation in
a quantum dot through a controlled two-photon excitation
scheme taking benefit of the normally undesired carrier-
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phonon coupling. By tuning the laser energy and pulse
length, such that the relaxation processes due to this coupling
are most efficient, it is shown that one can transit from a
resonant Rabi oscillation regime to an adiabatic, efficient,
and robust biexciton state initialization. The results for a
sufficiently long pulse are compared to a situation where
the pulse length is too short to complete the relaxation and
the consequences on the state preparation are studied. The
coherence of the resulting emitted photons is evaluated and
reveals to be comparable in the Rabi π -pulse case and for the
phonon-assisted protocol, adding to efficiency and robustness,
a long coherence time. Accompanying our experiment, we
have studied theoretically the dynamics of a quantum dot
driven by a laser with frequency close to the two-photon
resonance, and we find a good overall agreement to the
predictions of our simulations. From this, we can conclude that
the underlying mechanism of the state preparation is indeed
the pure dephasing induced by longitudinal acoustic phonons
[28], which we included in our model to account for the solid
state environment of the quantum dot. We used an epitaxially
grown (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD kept at a temperature of 4.2 K to
investigate the photoluminescence under pulsed two-photon
excitation. In order to address the biexciton in a resonant or
a quasiresonant way, by setting the pulse length at a constant
value and by controlling its wavelength, the laser is tailored
through a pulse shaping setup. The quantum dot is excited
from the side with linearly polarized light and the detection
is done after a perpendicularly oriented polarizer in order to
reject the scattered laser (for more information concerning
sample structure and experimental setup see Ref. [3]). The
pulse length as well as the pulse shape was controlled via
intensity autocorrelation measurements. More details about
the pulse shaping setup are given in Ref. [29].
Figure 1(a) shows a photoluminescence spectrum under
above band-gap excitation. The exciton (1.4212 eV) and
biexciton lines (1.4189 eV) are separated by the biexciton
binding energy (2.3 meV). Direct excitation of the biexciton
is obtained by setting a shaped laser in resonance between
the exciton and the biexciton [see Fig. 1(b)]. Although the
biexciton and the ground state are not directly dipole coupled,
the dynamics induced by a resonant laser field results in Rabitype oscillations where similar to a directly coupled two-level
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Single QD emission spectrum (a) under nonresonant above band gap excitation, (b) under resonant two-photon
biexciton state excitation, and (c) with phonon-assisted 13-ps pulsed, 0.65-meV positively detuned excitation.

system the oscillation frequency scales with the square-root of
the laser intensity [10]. Therefore the final inversion obtained
after a pulse of finite length also oscillates between ±1 as
a function of the excitation power. These Rabi oscillations
were probed with power dependent PL intensity measurements
where the results for 13-ps pulses are shown as blue dots in
Fig. 2(a). The solid lines are the result of a numerically exact
real-time path-integral simulation [30], which allows us to
calibrate the scaling of the measured intensity by fitting the
theoretically predicted Rabi oscillations for resonant excitation
to the corresponding experimental data. Because the size of the
quantum dot and the strength of the chirp of the laser pulse
where not directly measured, we treated these quantities as
fitting parameters. We would like to note that the path-integral
approach gives us the ability to solve our model of an optically
driven quantum dot without further approximations taking
into account arbitrary multiphonon processes as well as all
non-Markovian effects. Further information about our model
and other system parameters [31] used in the calculations are
given in Ref. [32].
(a)

Biexciton occupaon CXX

1.0

The first maximum of the blue curve for resonant excitation
in Fig. 2(a) indicates the inversion of the biexciton population
and the corresponding pulse will be referred to as a π pulse.
At the π -pulse power, the |XX occupation is estimated to be
res
= 0.94 ± 0.01, whereby the error is calculated by means
CXX
of a least square analysis using the experimental data and the
theoretically calculated curves. Two other noticeable features
of these oscillations are the decrease of the Rabi period with
increasing pulse area and a damping of the amplitude. The
first characteristic is a signature of the two-photon excitation
process [10] and the damping is due to a coupling to phonons
[33,34]. The average value of the oscillation is above 0.5 due
to an imperfection of the excitation pulse, which is weakly
chirped in the pulse shaping setup. For a positive sign of the
chirp and low temperatures, such an increase of the biexciton
population has already been predicted [35]. However, here it
should be noted that according to our simulations the frequency
sweep mostly affects the dynamics for resonant excitation,
while for detuned laser pulses targeted in this paper the chirp
only has a very small effect.
(c)

(b)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Biexciton occupation CXX as obtained from comparison with simulations (see text) vs renormalized pulse area
with excitation pulse length of 13 ps superposed to path-integral simulation results for different laser detunings from the TPBR: in resonance
represented in blue, 0.08-meV detuning in red, (b) 0.65-meV detuning in green, 1.1-meV detuning in light blue, 1.3-meV detuning in dark
yellow, 1.5-meV detuning in magenta, −0.1-meV detuning in light green. (c) Maximum biexciton occupation (see text) reached for different
laser detunings from the TPBR. The points represent occupations measured in the experiment and the full lines are results of the simulations
(in blue with phonon coupling included in the calculations, in red without any phonon coupling).
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Let us now focus on the case of off-resonant excitation
of the QD exemplarily shown in the spectrum in Fig. 1(c)
for 0.65-meV detuning. The laser detuning  is referred
to the two-photon biexciton resonance (TPBR) and in our
measurements ranges from −0.1 up to 1.5 meV. For such
detuned excitation in a system with few isolated, discrete
levels it is a well known result that the amplitude as well
as the mean value of the Rabi oscillations rapidly decrease as
the laser frequency is increased. In fact, for a small positive
detuning of  = +0.08 meV, shown in Fig. 2(a) in red
color, reduced Rabi oscillations are still visible and when the
detuning is increased, they disappear completely. However, as
both our calculations and our experimental data show, there
is also an overall increase of the biexciton population for
positive detunings. This can be seen even more clearly in
Fig. 2(b), which shows the power dependence of the biexciton
population, for a few more selected detunings. The state
initialization is most efficient between 0.45- and 1.00-meV
detuning (only the 0.65-meV detuning data are shown in dark
green), where the measured |XX occupation at high-pulse
det
area (CXX
= 0.95 ± 0.02) is similar to the one reached with
res
the resonant π pulse (CXX
= 0.94 ± 0.01). In this range, the
occupation is not only stable against small changes of the
excitation frequency, but also shows a pronounced region
where the biexciton population stays unaffected by fluctuations
of the laser power, which is a clear advantage compared to
the traditional resonant π -pulse scheme. For larger detunings
(light blue for 1.1 meV, dark yellow for 1.3 meV, violet for
1.5 meV), the preparation becomes less efficient consistent
with our calculations.
The detuning dependence of the biexciton occupation can
be seen in more detail in Fig. 2(c), where we have plotted
the maximum biexciton population measured in the laser
power range between 0 π and 4 π (black dots) for the
whole series together with the corresponding results of the
simulations (blue line). Also shown are results of calculations
where the exciton-phonon coupling was disregarded (red line).
The strong influence of the environment visible from the
discrepancy between the blue and the red line on the one hand,
and the close overall agreement between the experimental
data and the calculations including the phonon interaction
on the other hand, provide clear evidence that the state
preparation can be attributed to the carrier-phonon coupling.
To understand the physics behind this feature, it is important
to note that a phonon-induced relaxation is possible as the
bare electronic states become dressed by the laser field. This
relaxation can lead to a thermal occupation of the photon
dressed states, which for positive detunings yields a high
biexciton population [22,36]. For negative detunings [also
shown in Fig. 2(b) in light green], the energetic order of the
dressed states changes, and thus the biexciton state is no longer
the final state of the relaxation at low temperatures, which
explains the steep decrease of the biexciton population seen
in Fig. 2(c) for  < 0. Around the two-photon resonance,
we can see a sharp peak in Fig. 2(c) as the maximum
occupation in the observed pulse area interval is determined
by the height of the π -pulse peak. When further increasing
the laser frequency the |XX population decreases until the
transition from the resonant Rabi oscillation scheme to the
off-resonant phonon-assisted state preparation occurs. In the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Measured biexciton population vs renormalized excitation power for excitation pulse length of 13 ps (blue
dots) and 7 ps (red dots) at laser detuning of 0.65 meV. (Inset)
Maximal biexciton occupation as a function of the detuning for
excitation with an unchirped pulse of length 13 ps (blue) and 7 ps
(red).

experiments, the population stays below the calculated values
for detunings between 0.08 and 0.32 meV. While it is, so
far, not clear why the quantitative agreement between theory
and experiment is not as perfect as for detunings below and
above this range, the qualitative behavior is still as expected. In
particular, CXX steeply decreases from the maximum at zero
detuning, but always stays at a finite value well above what
is predicted without phonons (cf. the red curve). Moreover,
for higher detunings, a wide plateau is reached where the
phonon-assisted relaxation is most efficient and therefore ideal
for deterministic state initialization. The maximal efficiency of
the phonon coupling in this region is due to the resonance of the
most pronounced phonon energies to the transitions between
the relevant dressed states. For even higher detunings, the
splitting between the dressed states becomes too large and
hence the phonon relaxation does not take place efficiently
yielding lower and lower values for the maximal biexciton
population as is nicely seen in both experiment and theory. It
should be noted that the resonance structure described above
has the same origin as the nonmonotonic dependence of the
phonon induced damping of Rabi oscillations on the pulse
area [34,37,38].
In order to test the influence of the excitation pulse length,
the same experiment was carried out for shorter excitation
pulses of 7-ps width. Figure 3 shows the power dependencies
at  = 0.65 meV detuning for excitation pulse widths of
13 ps (blue dots) and 7 ps (red triangles), respectively. The
biexciton occupation at high pulse areas becomes much less
efficient for the shorter excitation pulse (7 ps) and whatever
the detuning used, the occupation of the biexciton obtained
with short pulses stays below 0.62 and is therefore insufficient
for schemes requiring photons on-demand (data are shown in
Ref. [39]). The same tendencies are also found in the theory
as seen from the inset of Fig. 3, where as in Fig. 2(c), but
for an unchirped excitation, the detuning dependence of the
maximal biexciton occupation is plotted for pulse durations of
13 ps (blue) and 7 ps (red), respectively. While the maximal
attainable biexciton occupation is practically independent of
the pulse length for resonant excitation, it is significantly
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Biexcitonic photon first-order interference
visibility vs time delay, under resonant π -pulse excitation (blue dots),
under phonon-assisted, 0.65-meV detuned, 3π -pulse excitation (red
dots). Full curves are fits of the Fourier transform of a Voigt profile
to the experimental data from which the coherence times (277 ± 8 ps
in resonance, 271 ± 7 ps for the 0.65-meV detuned excitation) are
extracted.

reduced at larger positive detunings for the 7-ps pulse. The
calculations support the conclusion that robust and efficient
preparation can be obtained provided that the pulse is long
enough to relax the system to the energetically lowest dressed
state during the pulse, whereas under too short excitation no
robust biexciton preparation can be achieved.
In order to check the usefulness of the protocol in quantum
optics applications, we investigated the coherence of the generated photons and compared them to coherence times observed
in resonance. Figure 4 displays the measured coherence time
curves under 13-ps resonant π pulses (blue) and 0.65-meV
detuned excitation (at large pulse area, i.e., around 3π , in red).
For both excitation schemes, the first-order autocorrelation
functions are nearly identical. The full curves are Fourier
transforms of a Voigt profile from which we extracted a
coherence time of 277 ± 8 and 271 ± 7 ps, respectively. This
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Fig.1 shows the pulse shaping setup used for the
control of the excitation pulse length. After traveling through a beam expander in order to illuminate
a 1800 l/mm grating with an enlarged spot size, the
beam goes through a lens placed at the focal distance
(1709 mm) from the grating, which allows to have a spatial access to the Fourier domain. The imaging of this
Fourier transformation is done on a mirror placed on the
focal plane of the lens, and the spectral selection of the
pulse is done with a slit positioned just in front of the mirror. The beam then travels back in order to be Fourier
transformed again to the time domain and is driven to
the sample through a short single mode fiber. The tuning of the pulse length is done by opening or closing the
slit in front of the mirror.
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FIG. 2: a) Autocorrelation signals and b) spectral distribution recorded at the output of the pulse shaping setup for
a totally opened slit in blue, and a 1 mm slit in red. Plotted in black, the fits are Gaussian for temporal and spectral
domain as well as for signals from both slit apertures.
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FIG. 1: Scheme of the pulse shaping setup.

In Fig. 2, we give an example of such a pulse shaping
by showing the measured autocorrelation of the pulse in
the time domain and the spectrum for a completely open
(only a reflection takes place on the mirror) and a 1 mm
opened slit. After fitting and deconvolution we found
that the unshaped pulse (blue dots, open slit) is 2.5 ps
FWHM long (spectral width of 580µeV) and that the
shaped pulse (red dots, 1 mm slit) is 13 ps FWHM long
(spectral width of 180µeV). The Gaussian functions fit

very nicely the data and are also used for the simulations.
Anyway, applying other bell-shaped pulse envelopes in
the theoretical calculations (such as squared hyperbolic
secant) yield very similar results to those obtained from
Gaussians.

ADDITIONAL DATA

Additional measurement and theoretical data for 13 ps
and 7 ps excitation pulses are shown in Fig. 3 a), b) and
c), d), respectively.
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FIG. 3: Biexciton occupation probability versus renormalized pulse area with excitation pulse length of 13 ps [a) exp. data,
b) theory], corresponding to the remaining data points in Fig 2 c) in the main text and 7 ps excitation pulse length [c) exp.
data, d) theory].

The laser excitation was assumed to be a linearly chirped
Gaussian pulse with

THEORY

To study the biexciton state preparation process theoretically, we applied the commonly used model for an optically driven strongly confined quantum dot defined by
the system Hamiltonian H = Hdot−light + Hdot−phonon .
The first part describes the coupling of the three relevant electronic quantum dot states to a linearly polarized classical light field, using the dipole and rotating
wave approximation, and reads
Hdot−light = ~ωX |XihX| + (2~ωX −∆B )|BihB|

(1)

~f (t)
+[
(|XihG| + |BihX|) + h.c.] .
2

The energy of the ground-state |Gi was set to zero,
~ωX denotes the transition energy to the single exciton
state |Xi and the biexciton state |XXi is lowered in energy by the biexciton binding energy ∆B = 2.3 meV. The
quantity f (t) = 2d · E(+) (t)/~, with d being the dipole
moment of both transitions and E(+) denoting the positive frequency component of the monochromatic laser
field, captures the strength of the light-matter coupling.

f (t) ∝ √

1
t2
at2
exp(− 2 ) exp(−iωt − i
).
2τ
2
2πτ0 τ

(2)

The length of the laser pulse τ and the rate of the frequency chirp a are governed by both the length of the corresponding unchirped pulse τ0 and the chirp
p coefficient α
and are given by the two formulas τ = α2 /τ02 + τ02 and
a = α/(α2 + τ04 ). The central laser frequency in the limit
of vanishing chirp is denoted by ω and differs from the
ground-state to exciton transition frequency by ∆/~. We
extracted the chirp parameters, that have not been determined by independent experiments, by comparing the
simulated pulse area dependence of the biexciton population for excitation resonant to the two-photon transition
to the corresponding experimental data as shown for the
13 ps data in Fig.2 a) in the main article. Taking into account the pulse length obtained from the autocorrelation
measurements we found τ0 = 7.2 ps and α = 23.6 ps2 for
the 13 ps data and τ0 = 3.6 ps and α = 7.8 ps2 for the
7 ps data.
The second part of the Hamiltonian accounts for the
pure dephasing deformation potential coupling to a con-

3
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ae = 4.2
ae = 4.5

J(ω) (ps-1)
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FIG. 4: Spectral density of the phonon coupling for different
radial electron confinement lengths ae .

tinuum of longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons which is
known to be responsible for the dominant dephasing
mechanism in GaAs quantum dots [1, 2], and can be written as:
Hdot,ph =

X
q

~ωq b†q bq +

X
q,ν

sult from the assumption of a parabolic confinement and
the ratio ae /ah is assumed to be 1.15 due to the different
masses of electron and hole. The radial electron confinement length was set to 4.2 nm and for all other material
parameters we used the same values as in Ref. [4], which
are also given in Ref. [5]: ρ = 5370 kg/m3 , De = 7.0 eV,
and Dh = −3.5 eV. The resulting spectral density J(ω)
of the phonon coupling is shown in Fig. 4 for a few different values of ae .
To obtain the biexciton state population after a pulse
and plot it as a function of the applied pulse area, we simulated the time-dependent behavior of the reduced density matrix using the real-time path-integral approach
described in Ref. [3], specialized to the case of chirped
pulsed excitation close to the two-photon transition. This
allows us to calculate the combined carrier-phonon dynamics without further approximations to our model and
with a high, reliable, and controllable numerical precision.


~nν gq bq +gq∗ b†q |νihν|. (3)

The phonons are assumed to be initially in thermal
equilibrium at 4.2 K before the pulse. As the lattice
properties of (In,Ga)As/GaAs are similar in the dot and
its surrounding, a bulk model for the phonons is suitable.
The LA bulk phonons with wave vector q and energy
~ωq are created by the operator b†q , and nν represents
the number of electron-hole pairs in the state |νi.
gq denotes the coupling constant of the carrier-phonon
interaction, as for example given in Ref. [3]: gq =
√ |q| (De exp(−q2 a2e /4) − Dh exp(−q2 a2h /4)), where

∗
†

[1]
[2]
[3]

2V ρ~ωq

ρ is the mass density of the crystal, V the mode volume,
√
De/h the deformation potential constants, and 2 2 ln 2
ae/h the FWHM of the Gaussian wavefunction of the electron and hole, respectively. The Gaussian formfactors re-

[4]
[5]
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We investigate theoretically the temporal behavior of a quantum dot under off-resonant optical excitation
targeted at fast acoustic phonon-assisted state preparation. We demonstrate that in a preparation process driven
by short laser pulses, three processes can be identified: a dressing of the states during the switch-on of the laser
pulse, a subsequent phonon-induced relaxation, and an undressing at the end of the pulse. By analyzing excitation
scenarios with different pulse shapes we highlight the decisive impact of an adiabatic undressing on the final
state in short-pulse protocols. Furthermore, we show that in exciton-biexciton systems the laser characteristics
such as the pulse detuning and the pulse length as well as the biexciton binding energy can be used to select the
targeted quantum dot state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.045306
I. INTRODUCTION

Many of today’s proposals for quantum information applications [1] rely on the controlled and fast manipulation of
the discrete states of the corresponding devices’ underlying
structures. Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are frequently
discussed as building blocks for such materials because they
hold out the prospect of tailor-made energy spectra and a
high integrability in a solid-state environment. The excitonic
QD states are promising candidates to be used as qubits for
quantum computing [2–7], while the radiative decay from
the biexciton cascade offers the possibility of an on-demand
creation of indistinguishable entangled photon pairs [8–11].
It has been shown that both exciton and biexciton states of
a QD can be prepared by using ultrafast laser pulses under a
variety of excitation conditions [12,13]. The most commonly
known schemes for this purpose are resonant excitation leading
to Rabi rotations [14–17], different protocols using chirped
laser pulses exploiting the adiabatic rapid passage effect
[18–26], and phonon-assisted off-resonant driving [27–30].
Recently, the latter method has also been experimentally
demonstrated [31–33]. Indeed, there is an increased interest in
this approach because it is not only stable against fluctuations
of the applied field intensity, but also leaves the quantum
dot transition laser free, which can be important when
the emitted photons need to be spectrally separated from
the laser pulse. Furthermore, in contrast to the other two
protocols, the phonon-assisted scheme makes active use of the
phonon coupling and even works the better the stronger this
coupling is.
In this paper, we examine the influence of the pulse
shape on the phonon-assisted state preparation. We identify
three distinct processes that take place during the laser-driven
evolution of the QD states. When the pulse starts, the coupling
to the laser field leads to a dressing of the bare QD states.
This enables a phonon-induced relaxation between the dressed
states [27,34,35] and finally when the pulse is switched off
an undressing takes place. While previous studies mostly
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concentrated on the resulting exciton and biexciton occupation
obtained when applying an off-resonant driving pulse [30] and
were focused on the phonon-induced relaxation, here we will
explain the impact of all three different processes and examine
in detail the role of the switch-on and switch-off phases
of the excitation. We will show that within the relaxation
process there is a tradeoff situation between a sufficiently fast
preparation and an optimal preparation fidelity and that for
a high-fidelity preparation of the bare QD states an adiabatic
undressing, that can be realized by a long enough switch-off
time, is indispensable in short-pulse protocols. Our analysis
also shows that even though Gaussian pulses, as used in very
recent experiments [31–33], are not the ideal choice for the
phonon-assisted protocol they fulfill the requirements for fast
state preparation surprisingly well for a wide intensity range
provided that the regime of nonadiabatic dynamics is not yet
reached. The latter condition sets a lower bound to the pulse
duration.
The pulse characteristics not only allow to control the
fidelity of the achieved inversion, but in addition can be used
to select the QD state that is targeted by the phonon-assisted
process. For the two-level case, the sign of the pulse detuning
determines whether the QD is driven towards the ground state
or the exciton state. For the exciton-biexciton system also the
biexciton binding energy and the pulse length play a critical
role in determining the targeted QD state. Understanding that
the preparation is a three-step process gives us an intuitive
answer to the important question which state is selected by
the phonon-assisted preparation scheme and we present a
comprehensive study including different detunings for the case
of both positive and negative biexciton binding energy showing
the populations of all relevant QD states.

II. MODEL

We consider a strongly confined GaAs QD driven by an
external laser field and coupled to a continuum of acoustic
bulk phonons. Our model is defined by the Hamiltonian
H = Hdot, light + Hdot-ph , i.e., the electronic system coupled
to the laser field and an additional phonon part. Let us first
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The corresponding dressed-state energies read as
Eup/low = 12 (− ± ).

FIG. 1. Energetic level diagram of (a) the exciton system with
circular polarized excitation and (b) the exciton-biexciton system
with linear polarized excitation. (c) Spectral density of the phonon
coupling as a function of energy for the parameters used in our
simulations (see text).

concentrate on
Hdot, light =



ων |νν| +

ν



It is worth noting that the contributions of the ground and
exciton states to the dressed states vary depending on the
detuning and the field strength.
The final part of this paper will be devoted to excitations
with linearly polarized light. In this case, one also has to take
into account the biexciton state, and the system described so
far needs to be extended to a three-level model consisting
of the ground state |0, the single exciton state |X, and the
biexciton state |B. Note that the single exciton state |X in
the three-level system has different polarization than in the
two-level system described further above. As is illustrated
in Fig. 1(b), the biexciton state has the energy ωB =
2ωX − B , where B is the biexciton binding energy.
The dipole matrix elements are nonvanishing only for the
ground-state-to-exciton transition and the exciton-to-biexciton
transition and are given by
∗
M0X = MXB = 12 f (t)eiωL t , MX0 = MBX = M0X
.

Mνν  |νν  |,

(1)

νν 

where |ν are the electronic basis states with corresponding
energies ων . The matrix element Mνν  describes the coupling
between the QD and the classical laser field using the
common dipole and rotating wave approximations. In the first
part of the paper we will restrict ourselves to a two-level
system consisting of the ground state |0, for which we
set ω0 = 0, and a single exciton state |X with energy
ωX as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The two-level approximation
is valid when considering circularly polarized light with a
single polarization orientation and the exchange interaction is
negligibly small. The exchange interaction strongly depends
on the QD geometry [36] and can be close to zero, as it is
favorable for, e.g., entangled photon creation [10]. In this case,
the nonzero matrix elements of the light-matter coupling are
given by
M0X = 12 f (t)eiωL t ,

(5)

∗
MX0 = M0X
,

(2)

where f (t) is a real pulse envelope function, which in the
following is referred to as field strength. The field strength
f (t) is related to the electric field E(t) with frequency ωL and
the QD dipole matrix element d by −d · E(t) = 2 f (t)e−iωL t .
A very useful picture for strongly driven few-level systems,
which we will employ to analyze our results, is the dressedstate picture. The dressed states are the eigenstates of the
coupled light-matter Hamiltonian in a frame rotating with the
laser frequency [37]. For the two-level system driven by a laser
field with a fixed field strength f and a detuning  they are
given by the expressions
|ψup  = + cos()|0 + sin()|X,

(3a)

|ψlow  = − sin()|0 + cos()|X,

(3b)

where  is the mixing angle defined by tan() =
 is the Rabi frequency given by

 = (f )2 + 2 .

f
+

and
(4)

(6)

Here, we have assumed both dipole elements to be equal as it
is approximately justified in the limit of small quantum dots
with a strong confinement [38,39].
Let us now focus on the coupling of the QD to the phonon
environment. We model the electron-phonon interaction by
a pure-dephasing Hamiltonian as it is commonly done for
strongly confined quantum dots [40]. Together with the free
phonon Hamiltonian it has the form


Hdot-ph =
ωq bq† bq +
nν (γq bq + γq∗ bq† )|νν|. (7)
q

qν
†

The operators bq (bq ) create (annihilate) a phonon with wave
vector q and linear dispersion ωq = cs |q|, where cs denotes
the longitudinal sound velocity. nν counts the number of
excitons present in the state |ν. The coupling constants γq
are chosen specific for the deformation potential coupling to
longitudinal acoustic phonons, which has been shown to be
dominant for typical self-assembled GaAs QDs [17,41]. As
described in more detail in Ref. [41], the coupling constants
γq depend on the electronic wave functions e(h) as well as
on the deformation potential constants De(h) for electrons (e)
and holes (h), respectively. For simplicity, we assume the wave
functions to be the ground-state solutions of a spherically sym2
metric harmonic potential, i.e., e(h) (r) ∝ exp[−r 2 /(2ae(h)
)],
and refer to ae as the QD radius. The characteristics of the
exciton-phonon 
coupling can be expressed by the spectral
density J (ω) = q |γq |2 δ(ω − ωq ), which under the above
assumptions reads as [41]
J (ω) =

ω3
4π 2 ρcs5

[De e−ω

2 2
ae /(4cs2 )

− Dh e−ω

2 2
ah /(4cs2 )

]2

(8)

with ρ being the mass density. For our present calculations,
we use material parameters specific for GaAs taken from
the literature [42] ρ = 5370 kg/m3 , cs = 5110 m/s, De =
7.0 eV, and Dh = −3.5 eV. The QD radius is assumed to
be ae = 3 nm roughly corresponding to a diameter of the
QD that is on the order of the typical layer thickness of
GaAs-based quantum dots. The effective phonon coupling
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strength is mostly determined by the QD extension in the
direction of the strongest confinement. We set ae /ah = 1.15
assuming equal potentials but taking into account the different
effective masses of electrons and holes for GaAs. The spectral
density for these parameters is shown in Fig. 1(c) where it can
be seen that J (ω) exposes a clear maximum at ω = EJmax ≈ 2
meV. Despite the fact that self-assembled quantum dots often
have a shape that is closer to a disk than a sphere, a very
good agreement with spherical models was found in recent
experiments [32,43]. This is due to the fact that the important
characteristics of the spectral density do not strongly depend
on the dot geometry [44].
The electron-phonon interaction leads to a polaron shift δph
of the exciton and biexciton energy, such that when driving the
exciton-to-ground-state transition the resonant excitation is on
the shifted exciton energy ω̃X = ωX − δph . In this paper,
we are mostly interested in detuned excitations and define the
detuning as the difference between the laser energy and the
polaron-shifted exciton energy, i.e.,
 = ωL − 
ωX .
To study the time evolution of the electronic QD occupations under excitation with the laser field, we employ an
implementation of a real-time path-integral approach [45].
This method allows a numerically exact treatment of the above
model despite the infinite number of LA phonon modes and
yields the dynamics of the reduced electronic density matrix
of the QD including arbitrary multiphonon processes and
taking into account all non-Markovian effects. We assume
the QD to be initially in a product state of the electronic
ground state and a thermal equilibrium of the phonon modes at
temperature T = 1 K.
III. RESULTS

We start by analyzing the phonon-induced relaxation using
continuous excitation that is switched on instantaneously.
Then, we will apply short pulses with different pulse shapes
to analyze the influence of the adiabaticity of the dressing and
undressing process in view of high-fidelity state preparation.
For this analysis we will also visualize the system trajectory
on the Bloch sphere. Finally, we will demonstrate the selective
addressing of all three states in the exciton-biexciton system
using the phonon-assisted state preparation protocol.
A. Phonon-induced relaxation

The phonon-induced relaxation can be best analyzed by
considering a continuous excitation of the QD with a constant
field strength. Further, the laser field shall be circularly
polarized such that our model can be restricted to two
electronic levels, as we explained in the previous section.
Generally, for a weak coupling between the electronic states
and the phonon environment the standard expectation for the
driven QD dynamics is that the Markovian approximation is
well justified and that in the long-time limit the relaxation
leads to a thermal occupation of the dot-photon dressed states
[34,46] [cf. Eq. (3)]. In a very good approximation, this has
been shown to hold also true for the two-level model of the
QD with standard GaAs-type parameters considered here [27].

FIG. 2. (a) Exciton occupation CX as a function of time for
different field strengths f = 0.5 ps−1 , 1.0 ps−1 , and 1.5 ps−1 . (b)
Time τ after which the time average of the oscillations of CX has
reached 99% of CX∞ (see text) as a function of the field strength f .
Inset of (b): CX∞ as a function of the field strength f . The detuning is
 = 1.0 meV.

For very low temperatures, the system ends up mainly in the
lower dressed state |ψlow , which corresponds to an exciton
occupation of



1
∞
2
CX ≈ cos () =
.
(9)
1+ 
2
2 f 2 + 2
Figure 2(a) shows the simulated temporal evolution of the
exciton state under constant excitation for a detuning of
 = 1.0 meV and three different field strengths f . Here, the
laser field is switched on instantaneously at t = 0 ps. The
occupations perform damped Rabi oscillations around a mean
value that approaches a constant value. For a decreasing field
strength, the stationary exciton occupation rises as can also be
seen in the inset of Fig. 2(b) where CX∞ given by Eq. (9) is
shown as a function of f for  = 1.0 meV. Most importantly
for phonon-assisted exciton preparation, the stationary exciton
occupation is very close to one and only limited by the finite
temperature for sufficiently small field strengths. Larger values
of f , however, strongly reduce CX∞ .
On the other hand, when we look at the time required to
reach the final state, we find that for small field strengths
f , the time to reach the final state becomes longer. This is
quantified in Fig. 2(b), where we have plotted the time τ it
takes for the mean value of the oscillations to reach 99% of the
exciton occupation expected for a thermal distribution of the
dot-photon dressed states CX∞ as a function of the field strength.
For example, at f = 0.5 ps−1 a relaxation time of several
hundred ps is required, which might exceed the time until other
relaxation processes occurring on longer time scales than the
phonon-induced relaxation, such as the radiative decay, which
is not considered here, come into play. Therefore, such a low
driving strength does not yield a sufficiently fast relaxation
for phonon-assisted state preparation. Indeed, we find that for
f → 0 the time needed for the state preparation diverges.
To understand the varying relaxation times for different
driving strengths, one has to keep in mind that the pure
dephasing type phonon coupling does not induce direct transitions between the electronic states, but the phonon-induced
relaxation is only enabled by the laser field. Transitions
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between the QD states only take place due to a nonvanishing
overlap of both of the photon dressed states with the exciton
state, which in turn is coupled to the phonon environment.
For an efficient relaxation also the Rabi splitting , i.e., the
difference between the two dressed-state energies, needs to
be close to typical phonon energies and ideally matches the
maximum of the spectral density of the phonon coupling J (ω)
[cf. Eq. (8)]. Both of these properties of the relaxation rate
are also captured by a simple application of Fermi’s golden
rule, which yields a relaxation time between the upper dressed
state without phonons and the lower dressed state with one
phonon of

−1
π
2
.
(10)
τrelax =
sin (2) J ()
2
Here, it can be seen that the mixing angle  as well as the
spectral density evaluated at the Rabi splitting J () enter the
relaxation rate. According to the simulations, the maximal
relaxation for the detuning  = 1.0 meV used here occurs
for a field strength around 2.7 ps−1 , which is reflected by
the position of the minimum of the time needed for an
almost complete relaxation plotted in Fig. 2(b). In a good
approximation, this is expected from the rough estimation in
Eq. (10). Despite the short relaxation time at the optimal field
strength, which is below 20 ps, such a strong driving field is
not applicable for high-fidelity state preparation either because
the achieved final occupation of below 0.8 is too far from the
desired fidelity of one.
Looking at our results, it becomes clear that the maximum
exciton occupation for a given detuning can only be realized
for almost vanishing field strengths where, on the other hand,
it takes arbitrarily long times to complete the relaxation
process. Therefore, we conclude that when only the phonon
relaxation process of the preparation takes place, there is a
tradeoff between reaching the targeted state with high fidelity
and realizing fast preparation times, which implies that the
phonon-assisted state preparation on a short time scale can not
be explained solely by the phonon-induced relaxation.

FIG. 3. Dynamics for an off-resonant excitation of the QD with
rectangular pulses (left) having a length of 40 ps and Gaussian pulses
(right) with a FWHM of 20 ps. The pulse areas are α = 10π (green),
20π (blue), and 30π (red). (a), (b) Exciton occupation CX ; (c), (d)
occupation of the energetically lower dressed state Clow ; (e), (f)
instantaneous energy of the upper and lower dressed state Eup/low ;
(g), (h) pulse envelopes. The detuning is  = 1 meV.

B. Dressing and undressing

In the previous section, the switch-on of the laser field has
been taken to be instantaneous. This implies that a sudden
transformation of the photon-dressed states occurs at the
beginning of the pulse. Similarly, when switching off the laser
field the photon dressed states are transformed back to the
pure ground and exciton states. To understand the importance
of these dressing and undressing processes in terms of fast and
high-fidelity phonon-assisted state preparation, we now look
at excitations with different pulse shapes. First, we compare
an excitation of the two-level system with rectangular and
Gaussian pulses. Later, we approximate the Gaussian pulse
using a rectangular pulse with softened edges. Choosing these
different pulse shapes allows us to systematically make a
distinction between the effects of the pure relaxation process
and the influence of the dressing and undressing processes on
the QD occupations.
Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution under excitation for
the rectangular (left) and Gaussian (right) pulses including
(a), (b) the exciton occupation; (c), (d) the lower dressed-state

occupation; (e), (f) the instantaneous dressed-state energies;
and (g), (h) the pulse envelopes of the electric field. The length
of the rectangular pulses is chosen as 40 ps, which is twice the
full width of half-maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian pulses,
which is set to 20 ps. The pulse length has been chosen similar
to what is realized in state-of-the-art experiments exploiting
coherent QD excitation to produce indistinguishable single
photons and photon pairs [11,20].
All calculations are performed for a detuning
 ∞ of  =
1.0 meV and for three different pulse areas α = −∞ f (t)dt
with α = 10π (green curves), 20π (blue curves), and 30π (red
curves).
Let us start with the rectangular pulse (left panels in Fig. 3).
The laser pulse sets in instantaneously at t = −20 ps and aside
from damped Rabi oscillations, there is an overall increase of
the exciton occupation that depends on the strength of the
pulse [Fig. 3(a) and see also Fig. 2(a)]. In the dressed-state
picture, this behavior can be understood as follows: When
there is no laser pulse, the dressed states are equal to the
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bare states where for a positive detuning the ground state
corresponds to the upper dressed state Eup and the exciton
state corresponds to the lower dressed state Elow . Note that
in this picture the energies of the photons needed for the
excitation are counted as part of the dressed-state energies.
As soon as the laser pulse sets in, the dressed states become a
mixture of ground and exciton states [cf. Eq. (3)] with shifted
energies shown in Fig. 3(e), i.e., the bare QD states become
dressed by the laser field. Due to their overlap with the ground
state, both dressed states instantly become occupied, which is
reflected by Rabi oscillations in the bare states [29]. Phonons
induce transitions between the dressed states [12,21] and at
low temperatures, transitions to the lower dressed state, that
correspond to phonon emission, outweigh. Therefore, during
the pulse the lower dressed state becomes more and more
occupied as it can be seen in Fig. 3(c). This also means that
the exciton occupation successively approaches its stationary
value CX∞ , which depends on the exciton contribution to the
lower dressed state but is above 0.5 for all field strengths
and positive detunings [cf. Eq. (9)]. When the laser pulse is
switched off at t = 40 ps, the exciton occupation [Fig. 3(a)]
keeps the value it has right before the switch-off. At the same
time, the dressed states are abruptly transformed back to the
bare QD states due to the sudden stop of the rectangular pulse,
which means that the undressing takes place instantaneously.
This is reflected by a steplike drop of the occupation of the
lower dressed state that can be seen in Fig. 3(c). For the
weakest pulse (α = 10π ), the final state is not reached within
the time window of 40 ps, while for the higher pulse areas,
the relaxation process is mostly completed. Either way, the
final exciton occupation stays below 0.9 for all of the three
rectangular pulses and, in fact, no matter which rectangular
shape is assumed for pulse lengths of a few tens of ps, one
never achieves a final value close to one due to the tradeoff
situation described in the previous section.
The situation is quite different for the Gaussian pulses
shown in the right column of Fig. 3. In this case, no oscillations
of the exciton occupation are visible and instead CX smoothly
rises to its final value that for pulse areas α = 20π and 30π
is considerably higher than for the rectangular pulses and
practically reaches 1.0 as it can be seen in Fig. 3(b). Like
for the rectangular pulses, a phonon relaxation process takes
place from the upper to the lower dressed state yielding a
steady increase of the occupation of the lower dressed state
in Fig. 3(d). However, because the field strength for Gaussian
pulses is time dependent, the bare QD state contributions of the
dressed states change during the pulse. This is also reflected
by the time dependence of the dressed-state energies shown
in Fig. 3(f), which can be used to extract the Rabi splitting
at a given time. For the weakest Gaussian pulse shown here
(α = 10π ), and similar to the case of the weakest rectangular
pulse, the phonon-induced relaxation is too weak to complete
the relaxation process within the duration of the pulse. This is
because the Rabi splitting is well below the maximum of the
phonon density at energy EJmax ≈ 2 meV [cf. Fig. 1(c)] even
at the maximum of the pulse where the Rabi splitting reaches
its maximum value of approximately 1.4 meV [cf. Fig. 3(f)].
In contrast, for the higher pulse areas α = 20π and 30π , the
relaxation is more effective and leads to a full occupation of the
lower dressed state. At the pulse maximum, the Rabi splitting

for the 30π pulse already becomes larger (3.0 meV) than EJmax
temporarily leading to a weakening of the relaxation which is
visible by a reduced gain of the lower dressed-state occupation
[red curve in Fig. 3(d)] around t = 0 ps. Most interestingly,
the phonon-induced relaxation is practically complete around
t = 10 ps while the exciton occupation obtained by the
stronger pulses is still far from its final value and therefore
the remaining increase of CX cannot be attributed to the
relaxation. The final value of CX is only reached within a
second phase of increase that takes place while the pulse
is switched off. This is only possible because during the
switch-off the dressed states are adiabatically undressed, i.e.,
adiabatically transformed back to the bare QD states. In this
process, the ground-state component of the then almost fully
occupied lower dressed state is reduced to zero which yields
a drastic increase of the exciton occupation. Importantly, a
necessary precondition for this increase is that the undressing
takes place slow enough such that the system can follow
the transformation of the dressed states adiabatically and
the occupation stays in the lower dressed state. This is the
case if the field strength changes slowly on the time scale
of the effective Rabi frequency. A similar precondition [47]
is necessary when using adiabatic rapid passage protocols
that also rely on an adiabatic transformation between dressed
states. On the other hand, the precondition is not fulfilled for
the instantaneous undressing in case of the rectangular pulses
discussed earlier where the lower dressed-state occupation
experiences a steplike drop at the end of the pulse [Fig. 3(c)]
that does not occur for Gaussian pulses [Fig. 3(d)].
As it turns out, the adiabatic undressing towards the end
of the pulse is in fact essential for a successful fast exciton
preparation. The absence of the adiabatic ending prevents the
phonon-assisted state preparation protocol from working with
high fidelity for short rectangular pulses and any other pulse
shapes with too fast switch-off times.
Having seen that aside from the phonon-induced relaxation
the temporal evolution of the dressing and undressing also
plays a crucial role, we investigate in more detail the role of
the switch-on and switch-off phases. To this end, we choose a
special pulse shape that is designed to highlight the important
role of these two processes on the preparation process. The
thermalization of the dressed states is obviously achieved best
by a constant part of the pulse that is chosen such that the
coupling to the phonon environment is maximal (f = 2.7 ps−1
for the parameters chosen here) and that is sufficiently long
to complete the thermalization. In our case, the duration of
this part of constant driving is chosen to be 40 ps. In order to
systematically study the influences of the switch-on (switchoff) characteristics we add the left (right) half of a Gaussian
pulse with FWHM τon (τoff ) before (after) the constant part
of the pulse envelope as illustrated in Fig. 4(e) [(f)]. Here, we
compare a strictly rectangular pulse with τon/off = 0 ps (green)
with pulses of different switch-on/-off times τon/off = 1 ps
(black), 3 ps (blue), and 5 ps (red). The first row [Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b)] shows the corresponding evolution of CX , while the
lower dressed-state occupation is plotted in the second row
[Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] and the pulse envelopes are shown in the
third row [Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)].
Looking at the left panels of Fig. 4, we find that a longer
switch-on time does not alter the resulting exciton occupation
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phonon-induced relaxation is and therefore can be minimized
when the field strength is such that the strength of the phonon
coupling is maximal. Therefore, in this phase a constant
field strength corresponding to the maximal relaxation rate is
optimal to achieve a complete thermalization with a minimal
pulse length. Second, the pulse must be switched off slowly
enough to allow for an adiabatic undressing of the QD states.
Although a Gaussian pulse shape does not meet these
requirements in an optimal fashion it still works surprisingly
well, mostly because the optimum for the ideal field strength
at which the dressed-state relaxation is maximal is not a sharp
maximum, but rather a broad peak as it can be seen from
Fig. 1. Therefore, even though a Gaussian pulse does not have
a constant plateau, a sufficient relaxation takes place during
most of the time of the pulse provided a reasonable value of
the pulse area is chosen. Most importantly, deviations from the
Gaussian pulse shape that go towards faster switch-off times,
as they might be induced by a pulse-shaping setup, can be
harmful to the efficiency of the phonon-assisted preparation
protocol.
C. Interpretation on the Bloch sphere

FIG. 4. Time-dependent exciton occupation CX under pulsed
excitation detuned by  = 1.0 meV for different (a) switch-on (b)
and switch-off times (see key). (c), (d) Corresponding occupations of
the energetically lower dressed state Clow and (e), (f) corresponding
pulse envelopes.

after the pulse, which is about 0.75 for all three cases. However,
we find a significant reduction of the Rabi oscillations, which
almost disappear for τon = 5 ps. The insensitivity of the final
occupation with respect to the switch-on dynamics is related to
the irreversible nature of the relaxation process which, in case
of a complete relaxation, leads to a complete loss of memory
of the initial state. We thus find that the first phase, i.e., the
dressing, is necessary to start the relaxation process, but for a
sufficiently long relaxation phase the details of the switch-on
are irrelevant for the final fidelity.
In contrast, as demonstrated in the right panels of Fig. 4,
a slower switch-off gives rise to a further gain of exciton
occupation when the field strength is reduced to zero. This
effect is considerably less pronounced if the switch-off time
becomes too short and does not occur at all if the pulse stops
instantaneously. For example, for τoff = 5 ps (red curve) CX
increases by more than 0.2 during the switch-off, while for
τoff = 1 ps (black) the increase is below 0.05. Thus, to yield a
high-fidelity state preparation the transformation of the dressed
states into the bare QD states needs to happen slow enough
such that an adiabatic evolution takes place, i.e., the undressing
needs to be adiabatic.
To sum up, for an efficient and fast phonon-assisted state
preparation there are basically two features of the pulse
envelope that are significant: First, there has to be a phase of
the pulse where the QD thermalizes in the dressed-state
basis, which must be long enough to complete the relaxation.
This phase can be chosen the shorter the stronger the

Another interesting aspect not highlighted so far is that
the incoherent phonon scattering can result in a pure state,
which even can be transformed to a bare QD state. This is best
illustrated using the Bloch vector picture [48]. In this picture,
the projection of the Bloch vector on the z axis represents
the inversion, i.e., the difference between the occupations
of the upper and the lower levels of the two-level system, while
the in-plane component reflects the polarization. Resonant
lossless driving of a two-level system is reflected by the
Bloch vector moving at the surface of the Bloch sphere taking
the shortest path from one pole to the other corresponding
to the well-known coherent Rabi oscillations. Preparing the
exciton state using a π pulse then means going from the
lower pole corresponding to the ground level to the upper pole
corresponding to the excited level. A detuned excitation leads
to a tilted oscillation, which starting from the lower pole does
not reach the upper pole. If the system is fully coherent, the
Bloch vector stays on the surface, i.e., its length is constantly
one. If decoherence takes place, the length of the Bloch vector
is decreased. Clearly, the phonon-assisted preparation involves
an incoherent phonon-induced relaxation, but as we have seen
it can still eventually lead to an almost perfect exciton state.
To analyze this in more detail, we have calculated the
trajectory of the Bloch vector of the driven QD system, which
is shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) alongside the time evolution
of the length of the Bloch vector presented in Figs. 5(c) and
5(d) for an excitation with Gaussian pulses (left panel) and
for rectangular pulses with softened switch-on or switch-off
(right panel). The corresponding pulse shapes can be seen in
Figs. 3(h) and 4(e) and 4(f).
Let us first look at the Gaussian pulses in the left column.
When the pulse is switched on, the Bloch vector leaves
the surface of the sphere for all pulse areas in Fig. 5(a)
[α = 10π (green), α = 20π (blue), and α = 30π (red)]. The
corresponding vector length shown in Fig. 5(c) decreases as
it is expected as the result of the pure-dephasing phonon
coupling. Indeed, the loss of coherence turns out to be as
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FIG. 5. (a), (b) Illustration of the system trajectory on the Bloch
sphere and (c), (d) length of the Bloch vector as a function of time
for (a), (c) a Gaussian excitation with pulse areas α = 10π (green),
20π (blue), and 30π (red) and (b), (d) a rectangular excitation with
different switch-on/-off times τon = 5 ps; τoff = 0 ps (blue) and τon =
0 ps; τoff = 5 ps (red). The detuning is  = 1 meV.

high as 95%. The time to reach the minimal Bloch vector
length depends on the pulse area and is shorter for the stronger
pulses where the relaxation is more efficient. The vector
length would vanish at the minimum in the ideal case of a
completely adiabatic dressing process and provided that the
phonons realize a fully incoherent occupation transfer between
the dressed states. In that case, the electronic density matrix
would stay diagonal in the dressed-state basis all the time and
coherences between the dressed states would neither build up
due to the laser driving nor due to the phonons. The continuous
occupation transfer from the upper to the lower dressed state
would then necessarily lead to a zero of the Bloch vector
length at some point in time. In our case, however, the minimal
Bloch vector length has a small but finite value because the
Gaussian pulses used in the simulations already induce some
small coherences between the dressed states (not shown).
Subsequently, the coherence between |0 and |X is restored to
a large degree and the Bloch vector length approaches 1 for the
two stronger pulses as the phonon-assisted transitions result in
an almost complete occupation of the lower dressed state which
is again a pure state lying on the surface of the Bloch sphere.
For the weaker pulse α = 10π (green), the trajectory ends
inside the Bloch sphere and the vector length stays well below
0.5 because due to the insufficient pulse strength, the relaxation
does not complete. For the stronger pulses, the dressed states
transform from a superposition of ground and exciton states
into the pure exciton state during the adiabatic undressing,
which corresponds to a motion of the Bloch vector on the
surface towards the upper pole. It thus becomes obvious that
the laser-driven QD evolution describes a way through the

Bloch sphere to the upper pole, which is very different to the
motion along the surface in the case of an inversion yielded by
applying a resonant π pulse.
A similar analysis can be done for the Bloch vector
trajectory for rectangular pulses where the switch-on or the
switch-off edge is softened. The red curve in Figs. 5(b) and
5(d) has a sharp switch-on and a smooth switch-off with
τoff = 5 ps, while the blue curve corresponds to a smooth
switch-on with τon = 5 ps and a sharp switch-off. When the
switch-on is instantaneous (red curve), we see that the Bloch
vector trajectory exhibits a spiral movement within the Bloch
sphere reflecting the damped Rabi oscillations. In agreement
with the essentially complete relaxation, the spiral ends up on
a point close to the surface of the Bloch sphere. For τon = 5 ps
(blue curve), the oscillations are less pronounced and the
motion goes roughly along the axis of the spiral movement.
The spiraling will eventually vanish for even larger values of
τon , but the end point after the relaxation will be the same.
If the laser pulse is switched off rapidly (blue curve), the z
component of the Bloch vector stays constant after the end
of the pulse and performs a circular motion. In contrast, for
τoff = 5 ps, an adiabatic undressing takes place during the
switch-off and the Bloch vector approaches the upper pole.

D. Selective state preparation in the exciton-biexciton system

The clear understanding of the different phases of the
phonon-assisted relaxation mechanism worked out so far turns
out to be highly valuable to predict in an easy way the QD
state that can be obtained by pulsed off-resonant excitation
for arbitrary initial states and also for the exciton-biexciton
system illustrated in Fig. 1(b). To this end, it is required as
before that during the switch-off phase of the pulse the system
evolves adiabatically. When the pulse duration is sufficiently
long such that the relaxation all the way to the lowest dressed
state is fully completed, the prepared state at the end of the
pulse is determined exclusively by the energetic order of the
dressed states in the limit of vanishing pulse strength. Recalling
that the dressed states are defined with respect to the rotating
frame, the prepared state can technically be determined by
subtracting from the energies of the QD states without light
coupling the energy of the corresponding number of photons
needed for reaching that state and looking at the resulting
order of the states. More specifically, zero photons have to be
subtracted for the ground state, one photon for an exciton state
and two photons for the biexciton state. The resulting state
lowest in energy will be occupied predominantly at the end of
the preparation process.
For example, in the two-level system, subtracting the
laser energy from the laser-free QD state energies yields
dressed-state energies that are in the limit of vanishing field
strength separated by the detuning between the laser and
the polaron-shifted QD transition. For a positive detuning,
the energy of the excitonlike dressed state will be below the
corresponding ground-state-like dressed-state energy in the
rotating frame and, consequently, the phonon-assisted preparation protocol with adiabatic undressing prepares the exciton
state. On the other hand, a negative detuning reverses the order
of the dressed-state energies and at low temperatures where
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FIG. 6. Occupations of the electronic levels |0 (green), |X
(blue), and |B (red) after optically exciting the exciton-biexciton system with a Gaussian pulse of pulse area α = 20π and FWHM = 20 ps
as a function of the detuning  for a (a) positive biexciton binding
energy B = 2.0 meV and (b) negative biexciton binding energy
B = −2.0 meV. The black dashed lines indicate the two-photon
resonance between |0 and |B. (c), (d) Corresponding energies of
the QD states in the rotating frame.

there is mostly phonon emission the protocol prepares the QD
ground state independent of the initial state [30].
In the case of an exciton-biexciton system subtracting the
energy of the corresponding photons gives the energies of
the QD states in the frame rotating with the laser frequency
as E0 = 0, EX = −, EB = −B − 2. Thus, the energetic
ordering depends also on the biexciton binding energy and we
will consider both cases with positive and negative biexciton
binding energies, which can both be realized depending on the
QD geometry [49]. In the following, we will refer to the dressed
state that in the limit of vanishing field strength transforms into
the |0 [|X, |B] state as |0  [|X , |B  ].
Let us first discuss the most commonly encountered
situation of a QD with a positive biexciton binding energy
B = 2 meV. Figure 6(a) shows the final occupation after
excitation with a detuned Gaussian pulse with a FWHM of
20 ps and a pulse area of α = 20π as a function of the
detuning, while Fig. 6(c) shows the corresponding energies
in the rotating frame. It can be seen that for detunings below
the two-photon resonance (indicated by the black dashed
line), i.e.,  < −B /2 = −1 meV, the occupation remains
in the ground state (green curve). This is consistent with the
energetic order of the states since E0 is the lowest energy
in this parameter region. At  = −1 meV the energetic
order of the dressed states changes because for detunings
above the two-photon resonance, EB is the lowest energy.
This leads to a significant drop of the final ground-state
occupation in favor of the biexciton occupation (red curve),
which approaches its maximum close to one at  ≈ −0.5 meV.
At the one-photon resonance at  = 0, the energetic order
changes once again and for all positive detunings |0  is the
highest-energy dressed state, while EB remains being the
lowest energy. For sufficiently long pulses, all the occupation
would, of course, end up in the lowest branch resulting in the
preparation of the biexciton. However, for  > 1 meV, the
energetic splitting EX − EB > 3 meV exceeds the maximum
of the phonon spectral density EJmax lying around 2 meV by
far, which results in a very inefficient relaxation to the |B  

state, which is not completed in the time window set by
the pulse length. Therefore, instead, we observe a gain of
the exciton occupation (blue curve) as soon as EX crosses
E0 . The maximal exciton occupation of about 0.8 is reached
around  = 2 meV, where the energy splitting E0 − EX =
2 meV agrees with EJmax . Therefore, it turns out that for a
system with more than two states like the one considered
here, an incomplete relaxation can also be advantageous for
preparation purposes if a preparation of a QD state that in the
rotating frame is not the lowest-lying state, like in our case
the exciton, is intended. An even higher exciton occupation
is possible for a larger biexciton binding energy which favors
transitions to |X  because the coupling to the lowest dressed
state |B   in this case gets even more out of resonance. It also
follows that whether the prepared state is the exciton or the
biexciton can in principle be selected by suitably adjusting
the pulse length for all positive detunings because the final
state depends on whether the relaxation completes during
the pulse or whether the intermediate level corresponding to
the exciton is still predominantly occupied when the pulse
is switched off. Detunings higher than 2.0 meV lead to a
decrease of both the final exciton and the biexciton occupations
because the phonon-induced relaxation becomes weaker and
weaker as the phonon environment becomes more and more
out of resonance. Finally, for very large detunings above
 = 4.0 meV the energetic splittings between the dressed
states are so large that for the given pulse length practically no
relaxation takes place and the QD remains in the ground state.
The case of a negative biexciton binding energy of B =
−2 meV is shown in the right column. Figure 6(b) shows the
final occupations and the corresponding energies are plotted
in Fig. 6(d). Similar to the case of positive biexciton binding
energies, the system remains in the ground state up to a
detuning of 0 since E0 is the lowest energy. Between  = 0
and 2 meV, |X  is the dressed state with the lowest energy.
This energetic order appears exclusively for negative biexciton
binding energies, resulting in a broad region where a complete
preparation of the exciton occurs. This finding is somewhat
surprising because the two-photon biexciton resonance at
 = 1 meV also lies within this interval and driving the QD in
the vicinity of the resonance one might expect the preparation
of the biexciton, instead of an efficient preparation of the
exciton state, but the results can easily be understood in the
context described here. At  = 2 meV, the energetically lowest
state changes a second time and notably a sharp transition of the
prepared state from the exciton to the biexciton occurs within
a small detuning interval. However, for  > 2.5 meV, the
energy splittings between the dressed states that are connected
to the excitonic states and |0  already become too large for
a complete thermalization to take place during the length of
the pulse. This leads to a significant reduction of the biexciton
occupation for higher detunings, and above  = 5 meV the
QD does not get affected by the pulse anymore staying in
the ground state. Importantly, also in the case of a negative
biexciton binding energy the targeted state can be derived
from the energetic order shown in Fig. 6(d), demonstrating
the correctness of the description found for the dynamics of
the phonon-induced preparation process also in the case of the
exciton-biexciton system.
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As we have seen, to selectively address a state in an
exciton-biexciton system by phonon-assisted state preparation,
the biexciton binding energy needs to be considered carefully,
while the detuning  and the pulse length can act as control
parameters to choose the targeted state. Interestingly, the QD
state that gets selected when driving close to the two-photon
resonance strongly depends on the sign of the biexciton
binding energy.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the dynamics of an optically driven
semiconductor QD coupled to longitudinal acoustic phonons
for different off-resonant excitation conditions focusing on
two main questions: (a) What are the requirements for a fast
state preparation using off-resonant driving, and (b) how is
the prepared state selected? We demonstrated that a fast highfidelity preparation process not only relies on the previously
discussed efficient phonon-induced relaxation between the
dot-photon dressed states, but also on a successful adiabatic
undressing of the states, which also turned out to be important
to answer both questions. To separate the influence of the
adiabatic undressing from that of the relaxation we compared
the exciton occupations produced by Gaussian and rectangular
pulse shapes and systematically studied the influence of the
switch-on and switch-off times. This analysis revealed that
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We demonstrate ultrafast incoherent depopulation of a quantum dot from above to below the transparency
point using LA-phonon-assisted emission stimulated by a redshifted laser pulse. The QD is turned from a weakly
vibronic system into a strongly vibronic one by laser driving which enables the phonon-assisted relaxation between
the excitonic components of two dressed states. The depopulation is achieved within a laser pulse-width-limited
time of 20 ps and exhibits a broad tuning range of a few meV. Our experimental results are well reproduced by
path-integral calculations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.161407

The exciton-phonon coupling in semiconductor quantum
dots (QDs) has attracted much interest due to its importance
both in fundamental physics and in semiconductor-based
quantum technologies [1–4]. It has been known for some
time that QDs can be excited by phonon-assisted transitions
when the laser is detuned within the phonon sideband [5].
Very recently, it has been shown that population inversion
can be achieved under these incoherent pumping conditions
in the strong driving regime [6–13]. However, the opposite
process in which an exciton in an inverted QD is de-excited
with the assistance of longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons has
yet to be investigated. This process could be important for the
development of tunable single QD lasers [14,15] or of QD
single-photon sources in cavities with improved timing jitter
[1,16,17].
The significance of the LA phonon-assisted de-excitation
process can be appreciated by comparing it to the conventional understanding of inverted two-level systems. Consider
a quantum dot in which population inversion has been
created as shown in Fig. 1(a). A resonant laser pulse that
is short compared to the spontaneous emission time, but
long compared to the coherence time will only drive the
system towards the transparency point, never crossing it due
to the equal cross sections of stimulated emission (SE) and
absorption [see Fig. 1(b)]. However, if the dot is coupled to
the lattice, stimulated emission can be induced by a redshifted
pulse via phonon emission, provided that the temperature is
low enough that phonon absorption is weak [see Fig. 1(c)].
The decoupling of stimulated emission and absorption enables
depopulation of the inverted two-level system to below the
transparency point before spontaneous emission occurs, which
is impossible for exactly resonant excitation in the incoherent
limit. This process is fundamentally different to conventional
vibronic systems—e.g., Ti:sapphire [18]—in that the phonon
coupling is weak at low light intensities and only becomes
effective at high optical powers during a strong laser pulse. In
this sense, the new mechanism can be regarded as de-excitation
by dynamic vibronic coupling.
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In this Rapid Communication, we demonstrate the LAphonon-assisted stimulated emission (LAPSE) process by
using a redshifted laser pulse to incoherently de-excite an
inverted quantum dot to below the transparency point. The
time dynamics indicate that the depopulation occurs in 20 ps,
limited by the laser pulse width. We show that the process
occurs over a broad tuning range of ∼4 meV (in contrast to
the fixed frequency of resonant excitation) and that the results
are in good agreement with path-integral calculations [19].
The new mechanism provides a route to ultrafast reset of an
excited quantum dot, which should be important for quantum
photonic systems incorporating dots as the nonlinear element.
Our experiments are performed on a device consisting
of InGaAs QDs embedded in the intrinsic region of an
n-i-Schottky diode. The sample is held at T = 4.2 K in a
helium bath cryostat. The excitation laser pulse is derived by
spectral shaping of the output from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser with repetition rate 76.2 MHz. The spectral FWHM is
0.2 meV for the π pulse in all measurements and 0.2 or
0.42 meV for the redshifted laser pulse, corresponding to a
Fourier transform limited pulse duration τL of 16.8 or 8 ps.
τL is defined as the FWHM of the electric field envelope.
The exciton population created by the circularly polarized
laser pulse is determined by measuring the photocurrent (PC)
generated when a reverse bias voltage is applied to the diode
[20]. More details of the sample and experimental setup can
be found in Refs. [21–23].
A phenomenological description of the LAPSE process is as
follows. Assume a QD is initially in the exciton state. A strong
laser pulse redshifted relative to the exciton state by  leads to
the recombination of the exciton and the emission of a phonon
and photon illustrated by thick down arrows in Fig. 1(c). To
fully understand the underlying mechanism, we use the dressed
state picture [see Fig. 1(d)]. In the rotating frame, the crystal
ground state |0 and the incident laser field are treated as one
state: |0R . The exciton state |X and the laser field with one
photon less are treated as |XR . The relative energies of the
two states are shown by the dashed/dotted lines in Fig. 1(d) as
a function of the laser detuning  = (ωX − ωL ), where ωX
and ωL are the angular frequencies of the exciton transition
and laser, respectively. Since |0R  and |XR  are admixed by
the laser field, the eigenstates of the system become two new
optically dressed states: |α and |β, split by the effective
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FIG. 1. (a)–(c): Difference between resonant incoherent pumping
and redshifted incoherent pumping. (a) A two-level system is initially
inverted (C2 > C1 ). Ci denotes the population of the ith state. (b)
Resonant incoherent pumping induces absorption and SE with equal
cross sections (σ12 = σ21 ), moving the system towards transparency
(C1 = C2 ). σ denotes the absorption/stimulated emission cross
section. (c) If pumped by redshifted incoherent excitation, C2 can
be almost completely depleted as the redshifted laser mainly induces
LA
LA
 σ21
). Absorption hardly occurs due to the lack of
SE (σ12
additional phonons at low temperature. (d) The mechanism of the
LA-phonon-assisted SE and absorption explained in the dressed-state
picture. |0R , |XR : uncoupled ground state and exciton state viewed
in the rotating frame. |α, |β: optically dressed states split by the
effective Rabi energy  .


is the Rabi
Rabi energy  (t) =  2 + (t)2 , where
frequency for resonant excitation proportional to the electric
field amplitude E. The dressed state energies are shown by the
thick solid lines in Fig. 1(d) and the color gradient illustrates
the excitonic contribution to the corresponding states. Owing
to their excitonic components, |α and |β are coupled by
LA-phonons via the deformation potential [24].
In the LAPSE process, the QD is initially in the |XR 
state. By applying a redshifted laser pulse ( < 0), the
phonon-assisted relaxation channel is activated and the system
relaxes from the higher-energy more excitonlike state |α to
the lower-energy more ground-state-like state |β by emitting
phonons with an energy of  [see red arrow in Fig. 1(d)].

If the phonon relaxation is fast enough, the system will
reach thermal equilibrium between the two dressed states
during the laser pulse. At low temperatures (kB T   ) the
lower dressed state |β will be occupied predominantly and
approaches |0R  when the laser field is switched off [26].
Inverting the sign of the laser detuning  leads to the
opposite process: the creation of an exciton by absorbing a
photon and emitting a phonon [7,10–13] [see blue arrow in
Fig. 1(d)]. Here we note that LAPSE is fundamentally different
from existing depopulation schemes, such as coherent control
schemes [20,27] and adiabatic rapid passage protocols [28–30]
in which exciton-phonon coupling is usually a hindrance,
whereas LAPSE is enabled by the exciton-phonon interaction.
To demonstrate the depopulation of a QD from above to
below the transparency point, we first resonantly pump the QD
to the exciton state at t = 0 using a laser pulse with
pulse area
 +∞
= π [see Fig. 2(a)].
is defined as (μX /) −∞ E(t)dt
and was determined from a Rabi oscillation measurement
at  = 0 meV [24,31–33]. μX is the optical dipole matrix
element for the |0 → |X transition. The black line in Fig. 2(b)
shows a PC spectrum measured as a function of the detuning
of the π pulse. The peak at zero detuning corresponds to
the |0 → |X transition. Its amplitude P CπX corresponds
to an exciton population of 1. Next, we apply a strong
redshifted pulse ( = −0.7 meV, = 5.25π ) to depopulate
the inverted QD. In the text below, we call this redshifted
laser pulse the “LAPSE pulse.” To maximize the efficiency of
LAPSE, the width of the LAPSE pulse should be spectrally
broad to cover as many phonon modes as possible, whereas
the pulse duration τL needs to be long enough for the dressed
states to complete the phonon-assisted relaxation. To fulfill
both conditions, consistent with theory, we set the FWHM and
τL of the LAPSE pulse to 0.42 meV and 8 ps. The red line
in Fig. 2(b) shows the PC spectrum measured in the presence
of the LAPSE pulse. The peak at  = −0.7 meV is due to
the interference between the π pulse and the LAPSE pulse.
X
The reduction of the amplitude of the exciton peak P C2pulse
X
relative to P Cπ directly demonstrates the depopulation of the
exciton state. In the PC measurement, the total population of
the ground state and exciton state CTotal drops to 0.88 at the
arrival of the LAPSE pulse due to the electron tunneling out
from the QD during the delay time τdelay = 7 ps; therefore the
transparency point defined as CTotal /2 is shifted to 0.44 [see
X
details in Ref. [24]]. The fact that P C2pulse
< 0.44P CπX proves
that the inverted QD is depopulated below the transparency
point.
Figure 2(c) shows the remaining exciton population
obtained after the LAPSE pulse versus the pulse area . In
order to improve the spectral resolution and the signal to noise
ratio, in the following measurements we reduce the FWHM of
the LAPSE pulse to 0.2 meV. It can be seen that CX decreases
with the increase of
as predicted by the simulation in
Fig. 4(b) and crosses the transparency point at > 6.25π .
The minimum CX measured here is limited by the laser power
available in our setup. The efficiency of the LAPSE process
strongly depends on the pulse area because the laser detuning
and power determine the effective Rabi splitting  that
needs to be in resonance with the phonon environment for an
efficient phonon-assisted relaxation to occur [34]. Figure 2(c)
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FIG. 2. (a) Scheme of the two-pulse measurement. The QD is excited to the |X state by a π pulse at t = 0 and then depopulated by a
redshifted laser pulse (LAPSE pulse) after τdelay . (b) Black: PC spectrum measured only with a π pulse (FWHM = 0.2 meV, τL = 16.8 ps). Red:
Two-pulse spectrum measured in the presence of a −0.7 meV detuned LAPSE pulse (FWHM = 0.42 meV, τL = 8 ps, = 5.25π , τdelay = 7ps).
X
denote the amplitude of the exciton peak in the single-pulse and two-pulse spectra, respectively. The background of the PC
P CπX and P C2pulse
spectra have been removed. (c) Remaining exciton population CX after the LAPSE pulse versus the pulse area . LAPSE pulse:  = −0.7
X
/P CπX ), where τe is the
meV, FWHM = 0.2 meV, τL = 16.8 ps, τdelay = 8 ps. CX is deduced according to: CX = e−τdelay /τe − (1 − P C2pulse
electron tunneling time [see details in Ref. [24]]. Inset: Calculated exciton-phonon coupling spectral density J ( ).

inset shows the calculated exciton-phonon coupling spectral
density
J as a function of the effective Rabi splitting: J ( ) =

2
q |γq | δ( − ωq ), where γq is the exciton-phonon coupling
and q is the wave vector of bulk LA phonons [see details
in Ref. [24]]. Here it becomes clear that the QD can be
dynamically turned from a weakly vibronic system into a
strongly vibronic one by laser driving when  approaches
2 meV.
We next investigate the time dynamics of LAPSE by
X
/P CπX versus the delay time between the
measuring P C2pulse
π pulse and the LAPSE pulse [see red circles in Fig. 3].
At negative delay time, the LAPSE pulse arrives before
the exciton is created by the π pulse and therefore cannot
depopulate the exciton. The signal (∼0.9) is not exactly 1 as

FIG. 3. Time dynamics of the LAPSE process. Red circles:
X
/P CπX measured as a function of τdelay under the same
P C2pulse
condition as Fig. 2(c). τdelay = tLAPSE − tπ , where tLAPSE and tπ are the
arrival times of the LAPSE pulse and the π pulse. The pulse area of
the LAPSE pulse is 5.25π . Black line: Numerical simulation. Inset:
Excitation scheme.

the redshifted LAPSE pulse can also create excitons with very
small probability by absorbing phonons at T > 0. When the
X
π pulse overlaps with the LAPSE pulse, P C2pulse
decreases to
a minimum from τdelay = −10 to +10 ps, indicating that the
LAPSE process can be as fast as 20 ps. The signal then slowly
recovers due to the electron tunneling before the arrival of the
LAPSE pulse. The electron tunneling time (55 ps) is measured
using inversion recovery techniques [23]. The depopulation
time is determined by the laser pulse width and in principle can
be further reduced by using shorter laser pulses which however
can diminish the efficiency of the LAPSE process when there is
not enough time for the phonon-assisted relaxation to complete
[10,13]. In Ref. [10] it is found that a pulse duration of about
10 ps is sufficient for the QD to reach thermal equilibrium
between the two dressed states [see Fig. 1(d)].
To further verify our understanding of the time dynamics of
LAPSE, we have performed path-integral calculations based
on a model of a laser-driven QD coupled to LA phonons [see
details in Ref. [24]]. The electron tunneling occurring during
the PC measurement is integrated as a Lindblad-type relaxation
term into the path-integral approach without taking away the
numerically complete treatment that includes all multiphonon
processes and non-Markovian effects. The calculation (black
line) well reproduces all the features observed in the experiment, proving that the decrease of the PC signal is indeed
caused by LAPSE.
By contrast to the fixed frequency of stimulated emission
under resonant excitation, LAPSE can occur within a broad
tuning range. To demonstrate this tunability, we measure the
decrease of exciton population caused by a LAPSE pulse as
a function of the laser detuning  [see Fig. 4(a)]. In this
measurement, a π pulse creates a reference PC level [dashed
line in Fig. 4(a)] by resonantly pumping the QD. The reference
level corresponds to an exciton population of 1. Then we apply
a LAPSE pulse to depopulate the exciton state and measure
the PC signal as a function of the laser detuning. To isolate the
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FIG. 4. Tunability of the LAPSE process. (a) Differential photocurrent spectra measured by pumping the QD resonantly with a π
pulse and then depopulating the exciton by applying a LAPSE pulse
at different detunings and pulse areas. To isolate the signal of the
target QD from other QDs in the same sample, a reference spectrum
where only the LAPSE pulse is applied is subtracted. τdelay = 17 ps.
Solid black lines: simulation. (b) Calculated phonon sideband without
taking into account the electron tunneling and the subtraction of the
reference spectra.

Although the shape and amplitude of the sidebands shown
in Fig. 4(a) are primarily determined by the spectral dependence of the exciton-phonon coupling shown in the inset in
Fig. 2(c), the differential spectra P C are also slightly influenced by the exciton depopulation due to electron tunneling
and the shape of the subtracted reference spectra [24]. To
obtain more insight into the spectral dependence of LAPSE,
we calculate the remaining exciton population obtained after
the LAPSE pulse without taking into account the electron tunneling and subtraction of the reference spectra. This simulation
directly shows how the probability of LAPSE depends on the
laser detuning [see Fig. 4(b)]. Furthermore the simulation for
= 7.35π clearly shows that the inverted QD is depopulated
to below the transparency point at  ∼ −0.7 meV.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the ultrafast depopulation of a QD from above to below the transparency point
using redshifted incoherent excitation via LA-phonon-assisted
stimulated emission. The depopulation time (∼20 ps) is
determined by the laser pulse width, making it possible to reset
a QD exciton much faster than the speed limitation imposed
by the exciton lifetime. Due to the broadness of the phonon
sideband, this scheme can occur in a tuning range of a few
meV and may form the basis of tunable single QD lasers.
Additionally, it can be potentially used for ultrafast optical
switching [27,35–39], semiconductor optical amplifiers [40],
and precisely controlling the emission time of a single photon
source in cavities [1,16,17].

signal of the QD under study from other QDs in the sample,
a reference spectrum is measured with only the LAPSE pulse
and subtracted [24]. The colored lines in Fig. 4(a) are the
differential spectra P C measured at different pulse areas.
The dip at zero detuning corresponds to the resonant transition
between |X and |0. The reduction of the PC signal at negative
detuning originates from the LAPSE process. The broad tuning
range (∼4 meV) is clearly demonstrated by the negative
sidebands. The good agreement between the experimental
result and the path-integral calculations (black lines) supports
our interpretation.
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I.

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF A DRIVEN QD

To model the optically driven quantum dot (QD) coupled to longitudinal accoustic (LA) phonons we use the
Hamiltonian [1]:
H = HQD−light + HQD−phonon ,

(S1)

where
0
HQD−light = ~ωX
|XihX|+

(S2)

~Ω(t)
[|0ihX|eiωL t + |Xih0|e−iωL t ],
2

(S3)

and
HQD−phonon =

X

~ωq b†q bq +

q

X
q


~ γq bq +γq∗ b†q |XihX|.

(S4)

0
~ωX
denotes the transition energy between |0i and |Xi states. Ω(t) denotes the Rabi frequency proportional to the
electric field envelope of a circularly polarized laser pulse. We refer to the difference between the laser frequency ωL
0
and the exciton energy by ∆ = ωL − ωX , where ωX is the frequency of the single exciton resonance deviating from ωX
by the polaron shift resulting from the dot-phonon coupling in Eq. (S4). b†q and bq are the creation and annihilation
operators for a LA phonon with wave vector q and energy ~ωq . A linear dispersion relation ωq = cs |q| is assumed,
where cs denotes the speed of sound. The phonons are coupled to the QD via the deformation potential and the

De Ψe (q) − Dh Ψh (q) , where ρ denotes the mass density of
exciton-phonon coupling is expressed by γq = √ |q|
2V ρ~ωq

the crystal, V the mode volume, De/h the deformation potential constants, and Ψe/h (q) the form factors of electron
and hole, respectively. We assume the system to be initially in a product state of a thermal phonon-distribution
at 4.2 K and a pure ground-state of the electronic subsystem. For bulk LA phonons coupled via the deformation
potential we obtain for a parabolic confinement [2]:
J(ω) =

h
i2
ω3
(−ω2 a2e /4vc2 ) − D e(−ω2 a2h /4vc2 ) .
D
e
h
e
4π 2 ρ~vc5

(S5)

We use the same material parameters given in ref. 1 for GaAs, which are: ρ = 5370 kg/m3 , cs = 5110 m/s,
De = 7.0 eV, and Dh = −3.5 eV. The electron and hole confinement lengths ae/h are used as fitting parameters
obtained from ref. 1: ae = 4.5 nm, ah = 1.8 nm.
To also take into account the electron tunneling during the photocurrent (PC) measurements in the time-dependent
path-integral simulation, we add to the two QD levels |0i and |Xi a third electronic level |hi accounting for the hole
state remaining after an electron tunnels out from the QD. The hole tunneling time is significantly longer than the
measurement time and therefore does not need to be included. This third level is hence only coupled to the exciton
state |Xi and the relaxation from |Xi to |hi is modelled as it is done in the Lindblad master equation approach [3].
The relaxation rate is given by the measured electron tunneling time of 55 ps. Details of the incorporation of the
Lindblad relaxation within the path integral approach will be given elsewhere. When the simulation time is sufficiently
X
long to complete all relaxation processes the measured PC signal P C2pulse
and P CπX [see Fig. 3 in the main text] can
be directly compared with the occupation of the |hi state, because it is a direct measure for the electrons tunneling
out of the QD and hence must be proportional to the induced PC.

2
II.

DETERMINING THE PULSE AREA BY RABI OSCILLATION MEASUREMENT

Photocurrent (pA)

The pulse area Θ of the laser pulse can be determined from the Rabi oscillation measurement. Fig. S1(a) shows the
PC spectra of a QD measured as a function of the laser detuning. The peak at 0 detuning corresponds to the neutral
exciton transition. Then we measured the PC as a function of the laser power at detuning = 0 meV. The data in
Fig. S1(b) shows the Rabi oscillation of the exciton population after subtracting a PC background increasing linearly
with the laser power. The laser power at the first maximum of the Rabi oscillation corresponds to a π pulse. The
peak amplitude of the PC spectrum of the QD measured with a π pulse corresponds to an exciton population of 1.
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FIG. S1: (a) PC spectrum of a QD measured as a function of the π pulse detuning. (b) Rabi oscillation measured as a function
of the square root of the laser power at detuning = 0 meV.

III.

EFFECT OF ELECTRON TUNNELLING ON MEASURED VALUES OF CX

In the two-pulse measurement shown in Fig. 2 in the main text, the remaining exciton population CX obtained
after the red-shifted laser pulse (LAPSE pulse) is deduced in the following way. At t = 0, the π pulse creates an
exciton population of 1. Then the exciton population decays exponentially since the electron tunnels out from the
QD with a tunneling time τe . The hole tunnelling and exciton radiative recombination are neglected because the hole
tunnelling time τh (few ns) and the exciton radiative lifetime (∼ 600 ps) [1] is significantly longer than τe (55 ps)
and the delay time τdelay (7-17 ps) between the π pulse and the LAPSE pulses. At t = τdelay when the LAPSE pulse
arrives, the exciton population is reduced from e−τdelay /τe to CX by the LAPSE pulse via phonon-assisted stimulated
emission. Since the amplitude of the measured PC signal is proportional to the time-integrated exciton population
created by the two pulses, the change of the exciton population ∆C induced by the LAPSE pulse is proportional to
X
the reduction of the PC signal P C2pulse
measured in the presence of the LAPSE pulse relative to P CπX measured with
only a π pulse [see Fig. 2(b) in the main text]:
X
/P CπX .
∆C = e−τdelay /τe − CX = 1 − P C2pulse

(S6)

X
/P CπX ).
CX = e−τdelay /τe − (1 − P C2pulse

(S7)

Hence we obtain:

The transparency point CTP (t) of the QD at t = τdelay is defined as half of the total population of the ground state
and exciton state, thus we have CTP (t = τdelay ) = e−τdelay /τe /2.

3
IV.

DIFFERENTIAL PHOTOCURRENT MEASUREMENT
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The differential PC spectra ∆P C shown in Fig. 4 in the main text were measured in two steps. In the first step,
a two-pulse spectrum is obtained by pumping the QD to the |Xi state using a circularly polarized resonant π pulse
and then measuring the PC as a function of the detuning of a strong laser pulse (LAPSE pulse) applied after a delay
time τdelay . The exciton prepared by the π pulse is expected to be deexcited via LAPSE when the depopulation pulse
is negatively detuned (∆ < 0). This can be seen in Fig. S2(a) which shows the simulated exciton occupation of a
single QD obtained after the two pulses. However, in practice the phonon sideband in the negative detuning region
is overlaid by the PC signal from nearby QDs in the same sample (not shown). In order to isolate the PC signal of
the dot under study from that of the other QDs, in the second step a reference spectrum was measured by scanning
the detuning of only a LAPSE pulse. The calculated exciton occupation is shown in Fig. S2(b). Since the signals
from the other QDs are present in both the two-pulse spectrum and the reference spectrum, they can be removed by
subtracting the two spectra from each other. Fig. S2(c) shows the measured differential PC spectrum (red line) and
the simulated spectrum (black line) obtained by subtracting the reference spectrum from the two-pulse spectrum.
The calculated exciton population can be directly compared with the measured differential PC spectra by multiplying
the exciton population with the amplitude of the exciton peak P CπX measured with a π pulse as shown in Fig. 4(a)
in the main text. The sideband feature in the negative detuning region corresponds to the deexcitation of the exciton
by the LAPSE process.

(meV)

FIG. S2: (a) - (c): Simulated single-QD spectra illustrating the steps of the differential PC measurement. (a) Exciton occupation
as a function of the detuning of the LAPSE pulse which is applied after a resonant π pulse and a delay time τdelay ; (b) Exciton
occupation obtained by scanning the detuning of only a LAPSE pulse; (c) Differential spectrum obtained by subtracting the
spectrum in (b) from that in (a). Red line: measured differential PC spectra. Θ = 7.35 π. τdelay = 17 ps.
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The electron–phonon coupling in self-assembled InGaAs quantum dots is relatively weak at low light intensities,
which means that the zero-phonon line in emission is strong compared to the phonon sideband. However, the
coupling to acoustic phonons can be dynamically enhanced in the presence of an intense optical pulse tuned
within the phonon sideband. Recent experiments have shown that this dynamic vibronic coupling can enable
population inversion to be achieved when pumping with a blueshifted laser and for rapid de-excitation of an
inverted state with red detuning. In this paper we confirm the incoherent nature of the phonon-assisted pumping
process and explore the temperature dependence of the mechanism. We also show that a combination of blueshifted and redshifted pulses can create and destroy an exciton within a timescale of ∼20 ps as determined by the
pulse duration and ultimately limited by the phonon thermalization time. © 2016 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (320.7130) Ultrafast processes in condensed matter, including semiconductors; (300.6470) Spectroscopy, semiconductors.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOSAB.33.00C115

1. INTRODUCTION
Vibronic sidebands are observed in the optical spectra of many
solid-state materials [1], with Ti:sapphire [2] and nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond [3–5] being good examples.
The key point about a vibronic transition is that it involves
the simultaneous absorption or emission of a photon and a
phonon (or phonons) as the electron jumps between two
electronic states. The sideband spectra are continuous bands,
although substructure can frequently be identified due to
the involvement of specific phonon modes, especially at
low temperatures. For example, in the case of NV centers in
diamond, clear structure can be identified that corresponds
to the coupling of the electronic state to the A1 mode
(ℏω  65 meV), giving rise to resolved side peaks in both
absorption and emission at integer multiples of the phonon energy [3,4]. The coupling to the vibrational modes is so strong
that only a few percent of the emission occurs in the zerophonon line, with most of the photons emitted from the
sidebands [5]. The relatively weak intensity of the zero-phonon
line has serious consequences for practical applications of NV
centers in optical quantum information processing.
The reason that the phonon sidebands in materials like diamond NV centers and Ti:sapphire are so strong is that both the
0740-3224/16/07C115-08 Journal © 2016 Optical Society of America

electronic and vibrational modes are strongly localized on length
scales similar to the unit cell size. This means that the overlap
between the electronic wave functions and the phonon modes
is large, and, hence, the vibronic coupling is strong. By contrast,
InGaAs quantum dots (QDs) have envelope wave functions
localized on much larger length scales that are determined by
the size of the dot, i.e., ∼10 nm. This means that the coupling
to phonons is relatively weak, with the dominant interaction
being to longitudinal-acoustic (LA) phonons via deformational
potential scattering. The weak vibronic coupling in these dots
gives rise to very strong emission in the zero-phonon line, with
only ∼8% in the sideband at cryogenic temperature [6,7]. This
makes InGaAs QDs excellent single-photon sources [8]. It also
ensures that the light–matter coupling is strong, with optical
dipole moments typically in the range of ∼30 Debye
(∼1 × 10−28 cm) [9]. Moreover, the relatively weak electron–
phonon coupling leads to long coherence times that are
ultimately limited only by the radiative lifetime [10], which facilitates their application in coherent control experiments [11–14].
This contrasts with bulk and quantum well samples, where the
coherence time is only a few picoseconds at best [15–17].
The vibronic sideband in InGaAs QDs manifests itself in a
number of important experimental situations. One example is
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Fig. 1. Calculation of the dynamics of the dressed states when excited with a 16.8 ps laser pulse centered at t  0 with ℏΔ  1 meV
and Θ  8.5π. (a) Energies of the dressed states (green lines) jαi and
jβi plotted against time. At t → −∞, the states are split by the laser
detuning ℏΔ. During the passage of the pulse, the states are admixed
and the splitting becomes ℏΛ as shown by the shift centered at t  0.
This enables relaxation from jαi to jβi (blue arrows) by emission of an
LA phonon with energy ℏΛ. (b) Plot of the admixing angle θ (black
line) and the population of the dressed state jβi (blue line) against
time. θ also follows the envelope of the laser pulse and, as expected,
relaxation into jβi occurs only when the states are admixed.

the emission of photons from a nanocavity when the dot and
cavity are out of resonance, with the emission involving either
the absorption or emission of a phonon depending on the sign
of the detuning [8,18]. Another case is the observation of QD
emission when pumping in the phonon sideband in a resonance fluorescence geometry [19]. The difference in the frequency of the pump laser and the QD exciton line
facilitates spectral selection of the QD photons [20] and can
be exploited for stabilizing the frequency of the zero-phonon
line [21]. The sideband also appears in four-wave mixing
experiments [22].
A key point about the experiments described above is that
the optical pumping is relatively weak, so that the QD–laser
system is in the weak-coupling limit. In this paper we explore
the other limit where the QD–laser coupling is strong, such
that a dressed-state picture is appropriate. This limit was addressed in a theoretical paper in 2013 by Glässl et al., where
it was predicted that strong driving in the phonon sideband
could lead to exciton populations approaching full inversion
[23]. The predictions of the theory were confirmed independently by three experimental groups in 2014–2015, both for
pumping of the neutral exciton and the biexciton [14,24,25].
Most recently, it has also been demonstrated that the process
works in reverse, so that an inverted system can be rapidly depopulated by pumping with a laser with red detuning relative to
the exciton [26]. In these experiments the phonon coupling
becomes strong when an intense laser field is present. The pulse
durations in the experiments are short, and so the vibronic coupling is turned from weak to strong and back to weak again on
picosecond timescales. We therefore call this process dynamic
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vibronic coupling (DVC). The DVC is fundamentally different
from conventional excitation schemes, such as coherent Rabi
oscillation [27–29] and adiabatic rapid passage protocols
[30,31] where exciton–phonon coupling is usually an obstacle.
In this paper we first review the process underlying the DVC
and summarize the results from our previous experiments
[24,26]. After discussing the experimental methods in
Section 3, we then present Ramsey interference data to demonstrate that the mechanism of DVC is incoherent, i.e., that
the exciton created by phonon-sideband pumping is incoherent
with the pumping laser (Section 4). We next consider the temperature dependence of the DVC in Section 5, comparing the
population generated at ∼15 K to that at base temperature
(4.2 K). Finally we show in Section 6 how we can combine
pumping with a blue-detuned and a red-detuned pulse to create
and destroy an exciton within ∼20 ps. Section 7 gives the
conclusions and outlook.

2. MECHANISM OF DYNAMIC VIBRONIC
COUPLING
The starting point for DVC is the coupling of excitons to the
acoustic phonon bath by the deformation potential [32,33]. In
the absence of a laser field this leads to nonexponential pure
dephasing of the excitonic dipole [22]. The behavior of the
coupled system becomes more interesting, however, when a
strong laser field is applied. We consider a laser pulse with energy detuning ℏΔ and area Θ:
Z ∞
ΩR tdt;
(1)
Θ
−∞

where ΩR t is the time-dependent Rabi frequency determined
by the optical dipole moment and the time-varying electric field
amplitude of the pulse. Using the rotating wave approximation,
the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame becomes time independent and one can thus define the dressed states of the laser–QD
states as the corresponding eigenstates. These are given by
jαi  sinθj0i  cosθjX i

(2)

jβi  cosθj0i − sinθjX i;

(3)

where θ is an admixing angle defined by
tan2θ  −ΩR ∕Δ;

0 ≤ 2θ ≤ 180°:

(4)

The energies of the dressed states are given by
ℏ
−Δ  Λt;
2
where Λt is an effective Rabi frequency defined as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Λt  ΩR t2  Δ2 :
E 

(5)

(6)

The significance of these dressed states is that, in the presence
of a driving laser such that θ > 0, both eigenstates of the system
contain an excitonic component and may couple to the acoustic
phonon bath. This enables phonon-mediated relaxation from
jαi to jβi. However, this relaxation is possible only when the
states are admixed by the laser, giving rise to the dynamic nature
of the vibronic coupling.
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Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the energies of the dressed states jαi and
jβi plotted against detuning Δ at a fixed time. The bare QD states in
the frame of the laser are plotted for reference as dotted black lines. At
Δ  0, the states anti-cross with a splitting of ℏΩR . It can be seen that
jαi is dominated by the ground state at Δ > 0, leading to phononassisted excitation of the exciton. Conversely, jαi is primarily excitonic
in character at Δ < 0, and thus phonon-assisted de-excitation of
the exciton occurs. The blue arrows illustrate the relaxation process
corresponding to the emission of an LA phonon, while the red
arrows show the competing phonon absorption process. (b)–
(e) Phenomenological energy level diagrams of the phonon emission
and absorption processes for both positive and negative detunings. For
simplicity, the phonon relaxation is incorporated as a virtual state
(dashed lines).

Figure 1 illustrates the dressed state energies (green lines),
admixture angle θ (black line), and occupancy of jβi (blue line)
against time during the passage of a Θ  8.5π pulse with
ℏΔ  1 meV. The pulse has a temporal FWHM of 16.8 ps
and is centered on t  0. The figure illustrates that the dressed
state splitting rises and falls in line with the envelope of the laser
pulse [34], and that the admixing angle follows it. The transfer
of population into jβi occurs only while the states are admixed,
tuning the system from weakly to strongly vibronic and back
again in approximately 20 ps.
The transfer between the dressed states shown in Fig. 1 can
be exploited to achieve ultrafast incoherent excitation and deexcitation of the exciton by detuned laser pulses. Beginning
with excitation, in the case of Δ > 0 the higher energy dressed
state jαi is dominated by the crystal ground state, while the
lower energy state jβi is primarily excitonic in character, as illustrated to the right in Fig. 2(a). During the passage of the laser
pulse, admixing of the states allows relaxation to occur from jαi
to jβi by emission of an LA phonon (Γ
ph —blue arrows).
For a sufficiently strong pulse, most of the population relaxes into jβi and the exciton-dominated nature of jβi means
that the population of the exciton state after the passage of the
pulse is high. Figure 2(b) shows a phenomenological level diagram of the phonon-assisted excitation process, while Fig. 2(c)
illustrates the competing process whereby a phonon is absorbed
(Γ−ph —red arrows) and a photon emitted (purple arrow). The
latter process is weak at low temperatures.
In the case of Δ < 0, the main difference is that the characteristics of the dressed states are now exchanged. During the
passage of the laser pulse, relaxation by phonon emission again
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Fig. 3. Plot of the exciton–phonon interaction strength Jω as determined by fitting data measured in Ref. [24]. The interaction
strength peaks at a cutoff of around 2 meV and rolls off rapidly beyond
this.

occurs into the jβi state. However, as this state is now dominated by the crystal ground state, the effect of the relaxation is
instead to de-excite the exciton with most of the population
left in the ground state after the passage of the laser pulse.
Figure 2(d) shows an illustrative schematic of this process with
the emission of a photon (purple arrow) accounting for the rest
of the energy difference. This emission is stimulated by the laser
and, hence, the process is termed LA-phonon stimulated emission (LAPSE). Figure 2(e) illustrates the competing phonon
absorption process.
The physical factors that determine the efficiency of phonon-assisted excitation and de-excitation may be considered
by analyzing the parameters that enter Eq. (4). The degree
of admixing increases by increasing the driving strength
(ΩR ) or decreasing the detuning (Δ) (noting that Δ should exceed the laser linewidth to exclude resonant coherent driving),
leading to more efficient relaxation. However, both of these
dependencies are modified by the properties of the phonon
bath. The exciton–phonon interaction strength is characterized
by the function Jω, which increases with ω at first due to the
rising phonon density of states, and then rolls off rapidly beyond
a cutoff frequency, which is typically around 1–2 meV [12]. The
physical origin of this cutoff is the point at which the phonon
wavelength is comparable to the spatial FWHM of the carrier
wavefunction. As a result, the cutoff frequency depends strongly
on the height of the QD, and phonon sideband measurements
may be used to probe the confinement potential. A plot of Jω
derived from fitting data measured in Ref. [24] is shown in
Fig. 3. The form of Jω modifies the detuning dependence
of the DVC and also weakens the exciton–phonon interaction
for very strong driving where the effective Rabi frequency Λ exceeds the cutoff frequency (although this regime has not been
reached in the present experiments).
The processes of interest for DVC both rely on phonon
emission rather than phonon absorption and are, therefore,
highly sensitive to temperature. Increasing the bath temperature increases the phonon occupation, leading to a higher probability of phonon emission and thus faster relaxation. However,
the probability of phonon absorption generally increases
more than that of emission. As illustrated by the red arrows
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4. COHERENCE AND SPIN PERSISTENCE
OF DYNAMIC VIBRONIC COUPLING

Fig. 4. Experimental arrangement. A femtosecond pulsed laser
beam is split into two paths. The wavelength, FWHM, arrival time,
and polarization of the two pulses are controlled independently by the
pulse shapers, delay stage, and wave plates (WP). Finally the two
beams are combined and sent to the sample, which is kept in a variable
temperature liquid-He cryostat. The exciton created by the laser pulse
is measured by detecting the PC generated from the QD.

in Fig. 2(a), phonon absorption (Γ−ph ) causes the opposite population transfer between the dressed states to phonon emission
(Γ
ph —blue arrows) and results in a lower final occupation of
jβi. As such, DVC processes are generally optimized by low
bath temperatures to maximize the difference between phonon
emission and absorption rates. The influence of temperature on
phonon-assisted excitation is studied both experimentally and
theoretically in Section 5.
It is only by combining all of these influences that the full
spectral and power dependence of the DVC emerges. Analytical
approximations do not accurately predict these dependencies;
hence, numerical methods such as path integral calculations
[23,24] or the master equation formalism [14] are employed.
The result of such calculations is a broad (few meV) spectral
sideband feature that appears at high driving strengths and
persists until the Rabi splitting exceeds the cutoff energy for
phonon coupling.

In Ref. [24], Quilter et al. demonstrated the DVC by creating a
QD exciton using a slightly blueshifted laser pulse via emitting
an LA phonon. Since it involves emission of a phonon, in
theory the DVC should be incoherent, namely, the phase of
the exciton is random relative to that of the blueshifted laser
pulse. The exciton coherence time in this case is limited by
the phonon relaxation time (a few picoseconds [37]). To demonstrate the incoherent nature of the DVC, we performed
Ramsey-like interference measurements [38–40] using an
unstabilized interferometer.
The QD is pumped with a blue-detuned pulse with ℏΔ 
1 meV at t  0. The pulse area (8.4π) is chosen to give an
exciton population of C X  0.5. (Note that this is slightly
higher than in Ref. [24] due to different laser detunings.)
Once the QD has been excited, the state is then probed by
a π∕2 pulse resonant with the exciton at t  τdelay . The relative
phase between the pump and probe is proportional to τdelay . If
the system is coherent, the probe pulse drives the QD to either
C X  0 or 1 depending on the phase of the exciton with respect to the probe. The degree of coherence can then be determined by measuring the visibility of the Ramsey fringes
as a function of τdelay . In our experiment, the relative phase
between the pump and probe is unstabilized, and so the final
state fluctuates randomly within the visibility envelope.
Figure 5 shows the time-integrated PC signal versus τdelay .
The red squares show the results for phonon-sideband pumping with ℏΔ  1 meV. A flat line is observed, with no
Ramsey-like fringes, indicating that the phase of the exciton
is random relative to the probe pulse. The slow increase of
the PC signal in time is most probably related to the decay
of the exciton population created by the pump via electron/
hole tunneling before the arrival of the probe. By contrast,
the black dots show the results measured when the pump pulse
is tuned to resonance (Δ  0) and the pulse area is set to
π∕2. In this fully resonant situation, Ramsey-like fringes are

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Figure 4 gives a schematic diagram of the apparatus used in the
experiments. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with 76 MHz
pulse repetition rate is passed through two pulse shapers to obtain independently tunable pulses from within the ∼10 meV
bandwidth of the ∼100 fs pulses [35]. The spectral FWHM is
selected to be either 0.2 or 0.42 meV corresponding to a
Fourier-transform-limited pulse duration of 16.8 or 8 ps.
Both pulses pass through wave plates to permit independent
control of their polarizations, and one of them follows a variable
path length controlled by a delay stage to enable pump–probe
experiments with precise relative time control.
The pulses are incident on the sample in a variable temperature liquid He cryostat with piezo actuators for precise positioning of the sample relative to the focused beams. The sample
consists of a layer of InGaAs QDs embedded in a Schottky
diode. The exciton created by the laser pulses can be measured
by detecting the photocurrent (PC) from the QD when a reverse bias is applied to the diode [11]. Further details of the
experimental methods may be found in Ref. [36].

Fig. 5. Comparison of Ramsey-like fringe data on the exciton for
pumping in the phonon sideband (red) and at the exciton (black)
at T  4.2 K. In both cases, the second π∕2-pulse is resonant with
the exciton. The pulse area Θ of the 1 meV detuned pump pulse is
set to be 8.4π to generate C X  0.5. The dashed line is a guide to
the eye.
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observed provided τdelay is shorter than or comparable to the
exciton coherence time. The exciton coherence time of ∼40 ps
can be estimated from the dashed line envelope and is limited
by the electron tunneling rate [40]. The incoherent nature of
the DVC is clearly demonstrated by the absence of the fluctuations in the PC signal in the red data compared with that in
the black data. Our result is consistent with that reported by
Weiler et al. [19], showing that the coherence properties of the
emitted photon created via DVC is much worse than resonant
CW excitation. However, Bounouar et al. [25] demonstrate
that the photons generated by quasi-resonantly pumping the
biexciton state using pulsed excitation show similar coherence
properties as measured in the resonant two-photon scheme.
The relation of the coherence properties of the emitted photon
and exciton prepared via DVC is still unclear and require further investigation.
It should be noted that the fact that the DVC process is
incoherent does not imply that the exciton spin is random.
The results published in Ref. [24] clearly show in the phonon-assisted excitation process that the spin of the exciton is
the same as that of the photon in the blueshifted laser pulse.
In theory, the spin of the emitted photon in the LAPSE process
should also be the same as that of the laser photon, since the
phonon-assisted excitation and de-excitation are two opposite
processes in the dressed state picture [see Fig. 2(a)].
Directly demonstrating the spin-preserving nature of the
LAPSE process is beyond the scope of this paper, but it has
been observed that the LAPSE process occurs only when the
spin of the exciton and the redshifted laser pulse are the same.
This spin selectivity of the LAPSE process can be demonstrated
by preparing a spin-up exciton using a σ  circularly polarized π
pulse and then comparing the effects of co- or cross-polarized
redshifted pulses. In the text below, we call this redshifted pulse
the “LAPSE pulse.” Figure 6 shows the results of such a comparison as a function of the detuning of the LAPSE pulse. The
first π pulse creates a reference PC level corresponding to an

Fig. 6. Demonstration of the spin selectivity of the LAPSE process.
(a), (b) Differential PC spectra ΔPC were obtained by preparing an
exciton in the QD using a circularly polarized π pulse and then measuring the PC as a function of a co-/cross-polarized LAPSE pulse. To
isolate the PC signal of the QD under study from other QDs in the
same sample, a reference spectrum measured with only a redshifted
laser pulse is subtracted. The pulse area Θ of the redshifted laser pulse
is (black) π or (red) 7.35π. The delay time between the π pulse and the
redshifted pulse is 17 ps. X X : biexciton.
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exciton population of 1. This reference level is calibrated by
ΔPC at ℏΔ < 0 measured with a weak (Θ  π) LAPSE
pulse [see the black line in Fig. 6(a)]. In this spectrum, no
phonon-assisted de-excitation occurs since the exciton–phonon
coupling in the weak driving regime is negligible. However, in
the case that a strong (Θ  7.35π) co-polarized LAPSE pulse is
applied, efficient de-excitation occurs, as shown by the negative
sideband relative to the reference level at ℏΔ < 0 [see the red
line in Fig. 6(a)]. By contrast, no negative sideband occurs in
the cross-polarized case [see the red line in Fig. 6(b)]. (The peak
and weak positive sideband in Fig. 6(b) at around ℏΔ 
−1.96 meV can be attributed to the resonant and phonon-assisted excitation of the biexciton.) The absence of the negative
phonon sideband in the cross-polarized differential spectrum
unambiguously proves the spin selectivity of the LAPSE process. Based on this observation and the fact that the spin is
preserved during the emission of the LA phonon as demonstrated in Ref. [24], we conclude that DVC is incoherent,
but spin-preserving.
5. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DYNAMIC
VIBRONIC COUPLING
In previous studies, DVC processes have mainly been studied at
T  4.2 K [14,24,25], the temperature of liquid He. It is interesting, however, to consider the influence of temperature on
the mechanism. Increasing the temperature increases the strength
of the exciton–phonon interaction, observed, for instance, by
stronger damping and frequency renormalization of excitonic
Rabi rotations [12]. As discussed in Section 2, this increases
the rate of phonon relaxation between the dressed states, and,
for relatively weak excitation, increases the resulting exciton population as more population relaxes during the pump pulse. This
is shown by the higher population observed at positive detuning
for T  15 K (red triangles) compared to T  4.2 K (black
circles) in Fig. 7(a) and also by the steeper initial gradient for
higher temperatures observed in the calculations of Fig. 7(b).
However, this does not illustrate the complete picture. At
higher bath temperatures, the increased number of phonons
increases the probability of the competing process at positive
detuning, namely, the annihilation of an exciton by absorption
of a phonon [see Fig. 2(c)]. This is shown in our measurements
by the reduced detuning asymmetry of the phonon sidebands at
T  15 K in Fig. 7(a). The origin of the negative detuning
signal is the creation of exciton population by phonon absorption, illustrating the increased probability of the competing absorption processes discussed in Section 2. As such, the reduced
asymmetry in the phonon sidebands can be considered equivalent to the reduced difference between the probability of
phonon emission and absorption.
The consequence of this competition is that, for driving that
is sufficiently strong to allow complete relaxation [i.e., in the
plateau region of Fig. 7(b)], the final occupancy of the exciton
state is in fact lower at higher temperatures owing to the thermalization of the dressed states. This is illustrated by the reduced maximum exciton population attained at higher bath
temperatures in Fig. 7(b). In summary, a higher bath temperature will lead to a faster rise with pulse area, but a lower maximum population transfer by DVC. As such, increasing the bath
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equally detuned (ℏΔ  0.7 meV) from the exciton. At negative delay times, the excitation pulse creates a certain exciton
population corresponding to the background PC level. The
de-excitation pulse arrives before excitons are created, and
therefore does nothing. When the two pulses overlap, the PC
signal decreases to a minimum within 20 ps, as shown in Fig. 8.
This occurs due to erasure of the exciton created by the excitation pulse by the de-excitation pulse. The PC signal then
slowly recovers due to the electron tunneling out from the
QD before the de-excitation pulse arrives [26]. The increase
of the PC signal at ∼ − 10 ps is most probably related to the
phonon-assisted excitation of the biexciton by a very small portion of imperfectly circularly polarized light in the excitation/
de-excitation pulses. Figure 8(b) shows the calculated exciton
population with parameters similar to those of Fig. 8(a). The
phase relation between the two pulses has been assumed to be
random, and we show the average of multiple repetitions of the
simulation. The numerically complete path-integral method
takes into account the electron tunneling in the PC experiment
by incorporating it as a Lindblad-type relaxation term [26].
Before the arrival of the pulses, the QD is assumed to be in
the ground state and the phonon modes follow a thermal distribution. This model well reproduces the de-excitation of the
QD and the subsequent recovery of the PC signal. The oscillation of the exciton population at ∼5 ps is not clearly visible in
the measured data in Fig. 8(a) due to the limited time
resolution of the experiment.

Fig. 7. (a) Exciton population versus laser detuning (Δ) at 15 K
(red triangles) compared to 4.2 K (black circles) for excitation with
pulse area Θ  4.4π. The dashed line indicates a detuning of
ℏΔ  0.83 meV. (b) Calculated variation of the exciton population
versus pulse area (Θ) for T  4.2 K (black), T  15 K (red), and
T  25 K (blue) for positive detuning of ℏΔ  0.83 meV. The
dashed line shows Θ  4.4π.

temperature may provide a means to enhance DVC processes
when the driving is relatively weak, as in Fig. 7(a).
6. PICOSECOND TIMESCALE EXCITATION AND
DE-EXCITATION
The three first experimental observations of DVC in QDs
[14,24,25] focused on the LA-phonon-assisted excitation process [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Recently Liu et al. have demonstrated the reverse process—LA-phonon-assisted de-excitation
[see Fig. 2]—by observing the reduction of the exciton population of an excited QD by a redshifted laser pulse [26]. A
combination of the LA-phonon-assisted excitation and deexcitation processes allows us to create and destroy an exciton
within picosecond time scales, enabling ultrafast incoherent optical switching with a single QD much faster than the exciton
radiative lifetime (a few nanoseconds [24,41]).
To demonstrate this, a two-color pump–probe experiment
is performed with a blueshifted (excitation) and redshifted
(de-excitation) pulse with the same pulse area. The pulses are

Fig. 8. (a) PC signal measured with positively and negatively detuned
control pulses as a function of the delay time τdelay  t OFF − t ON ,
where t OFF and t ON are the arrival time of the de-excitation and
excitation pulses, respectively. ℏΔ  0.7 meV; Θ  5.25π;
FWHM  0.42 meV; Pulse duration  8 ps. Inset: pulse sequence.
(b) Exciton population calculated in the two-color pump–probe
measurement using parameters similar to those of Fig. 8(a).
ℏΔ  0.7 meV; Θ  5.25π; pulse duration  10 ps.
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The ∼20 ps excitation/de-excitation time in our experiment
is determined by the laser pulse duration. The ultimate limit is
set by the phonon thermalization time (a few picoseconds
[37]). We note that, in contrast to the optical switching scheme
employing resonant coherent excitation [15], our scheme is robust against the fluctuation of laser power and detuning [23].
Furthermore, the incoherent nature of the phonon-assisted relaxation process determines that no phase locking is needed, in
contrast to fully coherent excitation schemes.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In summary, we have investigated the dynamic vibronic coupling in a single InGaAs QD. The DVC enables the population
inversion and ultrafast depopulation of a QD by incoherent
quasi-resonant excitation with the assistance of phonons
[24,26]. We prove that the DVC is an incoherent process
by performing Ramsey-like interference measurements. The
temperature dependence study shows that, at high temperature,
the phonon-assisted absorption induced by both the blueshifted and redshifted laser pulses are enhanced, and the strong
asymmetry of the phonon sidebands observed at low temperatures disappears. Furthermore, we demonstrate that it is possible to create and destroy an exciton within a pulse-width
limited picosecond time scale by combining a blue-detuned
and a red-detuned pulse, opening the door to ultrafast incoherent optical switching with a single QD [15,42,43]. The DVC
may also be used to reduce the timing jitter of single/entangled
photon sources [8,44] or make tunable single QD lasers [45].
Compared with resonant coherent excitation, one factor
that limits the potential applications of DVC is the high laser
power required to achieve an efficient phonon-assisted excitation/de-excitation. This problem may be solved by incorporating the QD into a nanocavity with a small mode volume where
the light–matter interaction is strongly enhanced [8,46]. When
cavities are involved, the knowledge of phonon interactions in
the strong QD–phonon coupling regime becomes an essential
requirement for a full understanding of the behavior of optically driven QDs. Various recent studies have shown new
physical phenomena that arise from this coupling [47–51].
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We study experimentally the influence of temperature on the emission characteristics of quantum dotmicropillars in the strong coupling regime of cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED). In particular, we
investigate its impact on the vacuum Rabi splitting (VRS) and we address the important question of the temperature
stability of the coherent coupling regime in a semiconductor system, which is relevant in view of both fundamental
study and future applications. To study the temperature dependence we investigate an unprecedentedly large number of strong coupling cases (89) in a wide temperature range from 10 up to 50 K, which constitutes a good basis
for statistical analysis. The experiment indicates a statistically significant increase of the VRS with temperature
in contrast to an expected decrease of the VRS due to the dephasing induced by acoustic phonons. From the theoretical point of view, the phonon-induced renormalization of the VRS is calculated using a real-time path-integral
approach for strongly confined quantum dots (QDs), which allows for a numerical exact treatment of the coupling
between the QD and a continuum of longitudinal acoustic phonons. The absence of the expected decrease of the
VRS with temperature in our experimental data can be attributed to a unique optical property of laterally extended
In0.4 Ga0.6 As QDs used in this study. Their electronic structure facilitates an effective temperature-driven increase
of the oscillator strength of the excitonic state by up to 40% in the given temperature range. This leads to enhanced
light-matter interaction and overcompensates the phonon-related decrease of the VRS. The observed persistence
of strong coupling in the presence of phonon-induced decoherence demonstrates the appealing possibility to
counteract detrimental phonon effects in the cQED regime via engineering the electronic structure of QDs.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.92.245403

PACS number(s): 78.67.Hc, 63.20.kk, 78.55.Cr, 42.50.Pq

I. INTRODUCTION

The first experimental observations of strong coupling
between a single exciton (X) and a single photon realized
in semiconductor microcavities [1,2] have triggered enormous
research activities in the important field of cavity quantum
electrodynamics (cQED). The huge interest in quantum dot
(QD)-microcavity systems is motivated by their relevance in
both the study on fundamental aspects of quantum optics [3]
as well as possible applications in quantum technology. The
strong coupling regime is of particular interest because it could
pave the way for the implementation of quantum networks
[4] or quantum computation schemes [5,6], and to couple
its building blocks via flying qubits. In order to implement
such complex systems relying on the strong coupling regime,
it is crucial that the light-matter interaction rate exceeds
dissipative loss rates, which puts stringent requirements on
the device technology. At low temperatures cavity photon
losses are still the main source of dissipation, despite the
significant optimization of fabrication techniques which has
led to a strong increase of the quality (Q) factors of microand nanocavities [7,8]. The situation can change significantly
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at elevated temperatures when phonon-related dissipation sets
in, which is of particular importance for possible applications.
In fact, a strong influence of phonons on cQED phenomena
has been predicted theoretically [9–16], but the few existing
experimental observations are rather limited [17–19].
In this work we focus on investigating the influence of
temperature on the vacuum Rabi splitting (VRS) in a strongly
coupled QD-microcavity system. The experimental studies
have been performed on high-Q low-mode volume micropillar
cavities with a single layer of self-assembled In0.4 Ga0.6 As QDs
as the active medium. Within a statistical approach, 89 strong
coupling cases with different resonance temperatures have
been studied to establish the temperature dependence of the
VRS. It should be noted that the temperature range from 10 to
50 K covered by our investigation of coupled QD-micropillars
is by a factor of 4 larger than in a previous study on a single
QD-nanocavity system by Ota et al. [17].
The obtained experimental results were compared and
contrasted with a model of the QD-micropillar accounting
for the influence of acoustic phonons and photon losses on
the VRS in the case of strongly confined QDs. To this end
we used a hybrid approach combining a numerically exact
microscopic calculation of phonon-related pure dephasing
[20] with a phenomenological treatment of the cavity photon
losses [21]. We thus present a comprehensive theoretical study
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on the influence of the properties of both the emitter as
well as of the cavity (QD size, cavity Q-factor, and lightmatter coupling constant—g) on the vacuum Rabi splitting
renormalization.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II introduces the
investigated structures and the experimental setup. Section III
describes and justifies the applied statistical approach. In
Sec. IV the experimental results are presented. Section V
addresses theoretically the VRS behavior under influence
of acoustic phonons and comprises a comparison with the
experimental results. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. EXPERIMENT

The systems under study are QD-micropillar cavities. The
planar microcavity consists of a GaAs λ cavity with high
reflectivity AlAs/GaAs distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs)—
26 (30) λ/4 pairs on the top (bottom) side, respectively. The
micropillars are defined by high-resolution electron beam
lithography and patterned by plasma etching of the planar
microcavity [7]. In this way high Q-factor (13 000 on average)
microcavities with a nominal diameter of 1.8 μm (mode
volume: 0.43 μm3 or 10( λn )3 , where λ is a cavity resonance
wavelength in vacuum and n is the effective refractive index of
the cavity material), are fabricated. The active medium consists
of a single layer of large In0.4 Ga0.6 As QDs featuring a more
than a factor of 2 higher oscillator strength (OS) if compared
to smaller strongly confined QDs in the same material system
[1,22–25]. To differentiate the QDs investigated here from
typical strongly confined QDs we refer to them as “large” QDs.
The typical dimensions of these nanostructures are: (20–30)
nm in width, (20–50) nm in length, and (5–7) nm in the
vertical direction (including wetting layer). The increase in
the lateral size in the strain-based Stranski-Krastanow growth
mode was possible due to lowering the strain via decreasing
the amount of indium in the InGaAs alloy compound [26]. This
has been proven to be a very effective method of enhancing the
oscillator strength of QD transitions, leading to the observation
of the strong coupling in the single X–single photon regime
in QD-micropillar cavities [1]. It turns out that the structures
described above are a perfect choice for our statistical study on
the temperature influence on VRS in a wide temperature range
since up to 50% of the investigated QD-micropillars allow for
the observation of strong coupling.
The spectroscopic studies were performed by means of
high-resolution microphotoluminescence (μPL) spectroscopy.
The QD-micropillars were excited nonresonantly with a
frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm operating in
continuous wave mode. The measurements were performed in
the low excitation regime (typical excitation power: 10 μW),
i.e., well below saturation of the QD X, to prevent excitation power-induced dephasing of the excitonic system.
The excitation was focused on the chosen micropillar via a
long working-distance (20 mm) microscope objective (0.4
numerical aperture) which is simultaneously used for the
detection. The spatial resolution of the optical setup is about
3 μm, which enables addressing individual micropillars—
the distance between adjacent micropillars is 10 μm. The
sample was mounted in a continuous-flow helium cryostat
enabling temperature variation in the range of 5–340 K. The

emission was spectrally resolved using a 0.75-m-focal-length
spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled Si-CCD
detector providing an overall spectral resolution of about
25 μeV.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY:
STATISTICAL APPROACH

Previous experimental reports on the temperature dependence of the Rabi splitting were restricted to low temperatures
below 15 K, very narrow temperature ranges (12 K at most)
[17,19] and standard strongly confined InAs QDs. In the low
temperature regime (below 10 K) the dominating effect is the
influence of the imbalance between phonon absorption- and
emission-assisted processes on off-resonant QD-cavity coupling. Additionally, a monotonic decrease of VRS up to 14.8 K
attributed to the phonon-induced reduction of the light-matter
coupling strength was observed. Up till now the latter has
not been investigated experimentally at higher temperatures.
In Ref. [19] the Rabi splitting of a coherently driven QD
has been investigated and the decrease of the Mollow-triplet
sidebands splitting with increasing temperature was observed
and attributed to phonon-induced renormalization of the Rabi
splitting. This study was also limited to temperatures below
15 K and without involving cavity effects. Theoretical reports
in the high temperature regime predict a decreasing tendency
in renormalized VRS as a function of temperature (for 10,
50, and 100 K) in the case of g values typical for coupled
QD-microcavity systems and a reversed trend for much larger
coupling strength—typical for laser-driven QDs [21].
Hereby we present an alternative, statistical approach to
investigate the influence of the temperature on the emission
characteristics of a strongly coupled QD-microcavity system.
The comparatively high surface QD density of 1010 /cm2 leads
to a spectral density of approximately five single QD emission
lines per meV near the fundamental cavity mode (CM) of
a micropillar with dc = 1.8 μm diameter. For this reason
and because of high sample quality, we find on average two
Xs per micropillar coupling strongly to the fundamental CM
which constitutes a good basis for our statistical approach. We
used temperature as a tuning parameter to shift the single
QD X emission line into resonance with the fundamental
CM [Fig. 1(a)]. Therefore, we are limited to QDs with a
spectral separation below 1 meV from the CM and are
thus probing only a very small subset of the whole QD
ensemble which shows an inhomogeneous broadening of
62 meV [26]. As a consequence the investigated QDs are
similar in both their vertical size and their In content, which
are the crucial factors determining the emission energy. Due
to spectral differences in the initial (low-temperature 10 K)
separation between the CM and the X transition energy, the
resonance conditions are reached for various temperatures.
For each QD-micropillar, the vacuum Rabi splitting and the
resonance temperature can be determined (we restricted our
study to perfect spectral matching, i.e., zero detuning between
the energy of the X transition and the CM). Therefore, a
comprehensive examination of many strong coupling cases
should allow for an observation of the temperature dependence
of the VRS. The essential condition for this approach to be
successful is that the scattering of the experimental data related
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Experimental data for a strongly coupled single In0.4 Ga0.6 As QD X and a CM of a 1.8 μm diameter micropillar
exhibiting a VRS of 71 μeV. (a) Emission energy dependence of the QD X (red dots) and the CM (black squares) on the temperature with
characteristic anticrossing on resonance (coupling regime indicated by open symbols) with insets showing exemplary spectra for different
detunings between the CM and the QD X (10, 15.8, and 22 K). (b) Temperature dependence of the QD X (red dots) and the CM (black squares)
linewidth with characteristic crossing on resonance with the coupling regime indicated by open symbols.

to individual differences between the investigated systems is
smaller than the temperature influence. We have good evidence
that this is the case for the chosen QD-micropillar system,
which will be explained further in this section.
Before we discuss our experimental findings, we first
introduce all the factors that can lead to the differences in
VRS between various QD-micropillar systems at a given
temperature (equal resonance temperatures). If the strongly
coupled QD microcavity is simply described as a system of
two coupled oscillators and the presence of phonon-induced
dephasing is not taken into account, the on-resonance splitting
between the two modes depends on the light-matter coupling
constant g and the cavity- and exciton-related losses described
by the respective linewidths γC and γX , and is given by [1]

(γC − γX )2
.
(1)
E = 2 g 2 −
16
However, for our present systems the homogeneous
(lifetime-limited) broadening of the excitonic line γX , which
at low temperatures is in the range of a few µeV reflecting the
relatively short X lifetime of about 350 ps [22,27], is negligible
in comparison to the cavity linewidth γC , which is up to two
orders of magnitude larger for an average Q factor of 13 000
(Fig. 3). In the data post-processing we can restrict ourselves
to the pillars exhibiting Q-factors within a specified range to
post-select only strong coupling cases in which CM featuring
similar γC are involved, which allows our ensemble to be
homogeneous in terms of this loss mechanism. Additionally,
the light-matter coupling constant g itself may vary between
the different strong coupling cases due to various properties of
the QD-micropillar system, which we shall discuss now. The
coupling constant depends on both QD and cavity properties:

fosc
gmax ∝
,
(2)
Vm
where fosc is the oscillator strength of the X transition and
Vm is the CM volume. A possible variation of Vm can be
neglected as the study is restricted to only one pillar size. A

nominal diameter of dc = 1.8 μm has been chosen as optimal
for the realization of strong coupling because pillars with
this diameter exhibit a maximum Q/dc ratio which is the
technological figure of merit for the observation of strong
coupling [1]. Due to negligible variations of the mode volume,
the light-matter coupling strength is therefore determined by
the oscillator strength. In the case of large QDs the oscillator
strength is governed mainly by the in-plane size of the QD
[28] which, according to structural data, varies in the range
of (20–30) nm in width and (20–50) nm in length. This
variation results from a local strain at the position where the
QD is formed, which is in our case determined by the In
concentration. Our previous magneto-optical study [22] on a
series of Inx Ga1−x As QD structures showed that increasing
the In content from 0.3 to 0.6 leads to a reduction of the
mean lateral extension of the wave function from 15 to 7 nm
and consequently the OS is also reduced from 50 to 10. This
indicates that a significant variation of the In content is needed
to affect the OS. Therefore, the question arises how strongly
the In concentration varies within the ensemble of QDs under
study. For the structures used here the emission energy can
be used as an indicator for the In concentration, because it
has been shown that a variation of the In content leads to a
significant change of the QD transition energy [29], which can
even overcome the influence of the variation in QD height.
Most importantly, this means that the OS and light-matter
coupling strength is expected to be similar for all studied QDs.
Beyond the simple approximation of Eq. (1), different
QD-micropillar systems can be subjected to different phononinduced dephasing leading to different renormalization of
the VRS at a given temperature. The strength of the Xphonon coupling is typically determined by the size of the
smallest extension of the electronic wave function, because
this corresponds to the largest contribution of phonon modes
in k space [30,31]. As we discussed above, the relevant QD
height distribution is expected to be very narrow and therefore
also the phonon effects are expected to be similar for all QDs
in the probed ensemble.
So far our analysis was restricted to the case of the QD
being perfectly matched to the CM. Deviations from this
ideal situation will cause a lowering of the coupling constant
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which can lead to further differences between the investigated
systems. The spectral mismatch (detuning) is not relevant for
our discussion, because we limit ourselves to QDs in resonance
with the CM. The light-matter coupling is also affected by the
dipole direction relative to the electric field as well as by the
position of the QD with respect to the center of the cavity, i.e.,
the distance of the QD to the antinode of the electromagnetic
field distribution of the fundamental CM. This is reflected by
the formula g ∝ d E, i.e., the light-matter coupling constant
is proportional to the dot product between the dipole moment
of the QD transition d as well as the electric field E at the
emitter location. As far as the linear polarization directions
are concerned, we can, within a first approximation, assume
that the QD polarization axes are elongated in crystallographic
[1-10] and [110] directions due to the preferential elongation of
the nanostructures in [1-10] direction, as proved by structural
studies [26]. On the other hand, the polarization of the cavity
modes is related to a slight unintentional deviation from the
circular cross section which lifts the degeneracy of the two
fundamental modes. The nondegenerate modes are linearly
polarized perpendicular to each other and tilted on average by
45 deg with respect to the QD elongation direction [7,32].
Even though distinguished optical axes are present in our
system, local strain and piezoelectric field distributions can
still lead to deviations from the crystallographic directions
described above. The largest deviations observed in the case
of self-assembled QDs without rotational symmetry are up to
20◦ [33], which still translates into only 6% variation in the
coupling constant. On the other hand, the spatial mismatch
between the QD and the CM can vary in a broad range from
the QD being located in the very center of the micropillar and
at its edge. The maximal coupling constant expected in the
investigated micropillars for a QD perfectly matched to the CM
equals 56 μeV [1]. The minimal coupling constant relevant
in our case is related to the transition to the weak coupling
regime. A simple estimation based on Eq. (1) for a typical
cavity linewidth of 100 µeV gives gmin ≈ γ4C ≈ 25 μeV, which
translates into a difference of almost 50% in the coupling
constant. This brings us to the conclusion that the random
spatial mismatch between the QD position and the antinode
of the electromagnetic field distribution at the center of the
cavity will most probably be the main source for scattering
of the measured VRS in our set of experimental data points
for a given temperature. Assuming that the QD distribution
within the cavity is spatially homogeneous on the scale of
the micropillar cross-section area, the distribution of the
light-matter coupling constants g for a given temperature
is therefore expected to be alike the electric field E radial
distribution of the fundamental HE11 CM described by the
Bessel function J [0,r] [34] weighted with the probability of
the QD being located at a certain distance from the micropillar
center. In the ideal case of an isolated system without any kind
of losses, this would also be reflected in a similar distribution
of the VRS according to Eq. (1). However, as argued above,
imperfect matching of the QD to the CM is not expected to
lead to a systematic temperature dependence.
Besides temperature-independent changes of the VRS due
to the different properties of the strong coupling cases with the
same resonance temperature, the temperature itself influences
the physics of a single QD-micropillar system in a way that

affects the VRS. For example an increased temperature leads to
stronger phonon effects, and it is well known that this implies
a distinct decrease of the VRS with rising temperature, which
is in sharp contrast to the previously described unsystematic
temperature-independent scattering when looking at different
strong coupling cases. On the other hand, the maximal VRS for
a given temperature should certainly correspond to QDs that
are spatially matched to the CM. As a result, looking at the
envelope function of the experimental results, i.e., extracting
the maximum VRS observed for each temperature, should
allow us to extract the temperature-dependent behavior independently of the possible differences between the investigated
QD-micropillar systems.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed statistical approach has been utilized to
experimentally study the influence of phonons on the vacuum
Rabi splitting. A large and statistically significant number
(89) of strong coupling cases from a single sample was
experimentally studied by temperature tuning and the respective resonance temperatures were determined based on the
energy vs temperature dependence [cf. Fig. 1(a)]. Each of the
strong coupling cases was verified by the observation of the
characteristic mode anticrossing in the energy dispersion as
well as by crossing in the linewidth dependence on temperature
[Fig. 1(b)], indicating an exchange in character between the
CM and the X and the formation of polaritonic states on
resonance. The results of the measurements are summed up in
Fig. 2 where the extracted VRS is presented as a function of the
resonance temperature. At first glance no clear tendency can be
observed due to the scattering of the experimental data, which
can be attributed predominantly to the varying QD positions

FIG. 2. (Color online) VRS as a function of the resonance temperature for all (89) measured strong QD-micropillar CM coupling
cases (black squares) and for cases with Q-factors in the range of
11 000–15 000 (empty symbols) with respective linear fits—black
solid line for full statistics and red dashed line for the Q-factor limited
statistics. Each experimental data point represents a strong coupling
case for a different QD-micropillar system.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The histogram of Q-factors for investigated micropillar cavities with the range of Q-factors used in the
post-selection process for Q-factor limited statistics marked in red.

with respect to the maximum of the mode field distribution
in the systems under study. For the same reason, the envelope
of the measured dependence is not well defined. The simplest
least-squares linear fit to the experimental data (solid black
line) exhibits a slope of 0.36 μeV/K, but a quantitative
statistical analysis is needed to evaluate the significance of this
tendency. We performed a standard analysis of variance using a
statistical F-test to evaluate the goodness of the fit with the null
hypothesis being that there is no tendency in the experimental
data (which would be the case if the VRS is constant as a
function of the temperature). This would mean that the slope of
the linear fit is a result of random scattering of the experimental
data. The p value calculated for the experimental data equals
0.049, which means that the probability that the null hypothesis
is true is as low as 4.9%. While for strongly confined QDs
one would expect a temperature-dependent decrease of the
VRS due to the increasing phonon induced dephasing of the
system, we find that for the large QDs studied here there
is a 95.1% probability that the experimental data shows an
increasing trend. To exclude possible variations of the VRS
due to different cavity Q factors we employed a post-selection
scheme and restricted the data to micropillars with Q factors
within one standard deviation of 2 000 from the mean value of
13 000 (Fig. 3). Such a limited statistics is presented in Fig. 2
(empty symbols). The slope of the linear fit to the experimental
data (0.36 μeV/K) does not change in comparison to the full
statistics (Fig. 2 red dashed line) and the probability that
the trend is increasing is equal to 90.1%. This supports the
hypothesis that there is an additional effect that counteracts
the temperature-dependent phonon-induced decrease of the
VRS, which was not observed in the case of strongly confined
QDs.
Naturally the question arises what physical reason can lead
to such an increase of the VRS as a function of temperature,
counteracting the phonon influence. The differences between
the QD-micropillars can only lead to a substantial scattering of
the experimental data for a given temperature as was described
in the previous section, but not to an experimentally observed
distinct dependence. In particular, one cannot explain the

increase of the VRS if all the relevant parameters influencing
the splitting are scattering randomly for the different QD
micropillars. Thus, to explain the experimentally observed
positive trend, we either have to conclude that the commonly
expected phonon-induced decrease of the VRS with temperature does not apply to our systems or one of the parameters
exhibits a temperature dependence that we did not consider
so far. The strength of the phonon coupling depends on the
deformation potential constants and the extension of the wave
function in the direction of the strongest confinement (the
growth direction in our case)—for neither of these parameters
has a temperature dependence been reported so far, nor is it
expected. Moreover, Eq. (1) indicates that the VRS depends on
the losses in the system and the light-matter coupling constant.
The properties of the cavity are only slightly affected by the
temperature. The length of the cavity changes due to thermal
expansion and the refractive index of the cavity material is
modified which slightly changes the resonance frequency of
the cavity as can be seen in Fig. 1, but the cavity losses are
not temperature dependent. On the other hand, the excitonic
losses increase with temperature due to the activation of
nonradiative recombination channels as well as increased pure
dephasing due to acoustic phonons [35–39]. The increase of
the X homogeneous linewidth translates into a decrease of the
second term in Eq. (1) which can indeed result in the increase
of the Rabi frequency with temperature. The strength of this
effect can be estimated based on the measurements of the
temperature-induced changes in the homogeneous linewidth
performed for QDs in the same material system [35]. One
has to keep in mind that the QDs in this reference paper are
smaller than the investigated ones and stronger dephasing is
expected for smaller QDs, which means that the estimated
effect would be the absolute upper limit for our case. Bayer
et al. reported an increase of the homogeneous linewidth
from 2 up to 30 μeV at 60 K. Assuming a constant cavity
linewidth of 100 μeV typical for our experiments, this would
only lead to a change in the VRS below 2%, which is much
weaker than the predicted phonon-induced renormalization.
As far as the light-matter coupling constant is taken into
account, we have to consider the oscillator strength of the
X transition and the mode volume [Eq. (2)]. As discussed
above, the mode volume is not altered significantly with
temperature, but the oscillator strength which is determined
by the overlap of the electron and hole wave functions as
well as the wave function extension [40] might in principle be
temperature dependent. In fact, a previous study on larger QDs
in the same material system In0.3 Ga0.7 As/GaAs proved that the
wave function extension of the state from which the emission
takes place can actually undergo changes [29] that can be attributed to a temperature-induced carrier redistribution within
the closely spaced electronic sublevels related to possible
confining potential fluctuations within large QDs. Similar
effects have been observed in the case of quantum dashes [41]
featuring an even larger nanostructure volume in the range of
4.5 × 20−30 × 100−150 nm3 . The strength of this effect can
be estimated based on available magneto-optical experimental
data [29]. As the QDs in the above reference are larger
than the ones investigated in this work, this estimation will
constitute an upper limit of the expected
changes. The lateral

mean wave function extension 2 ρX2  can be experimentally
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FIG. 4. Experimentally obtained temperature dependence of the
diamagnetic coefficient (left axis) for a single In0.3 Ga0.7 As QD (from
Ref. [29]) and oscillator strength normalized to its low-temperature
value (right axis) determined based on this measurements. The black
line represents a square root fit to experimental data for T > 11 K
and constant value for T < 11 K.

probed via the diamagnetic coefficient κ according to the
relation
√
 
2 8μκ
2
,
(3)
2 ρX =
e
where μ is the reduced effective mass of the exciton and e is the
elementary charge. This means that the temperature-induced
change of the diamagnetic coefficient from (29.6 ± 0.6) to
(40.9 ± 1.5) μeV/T2 (as shown in Fig. 4 for an exemplary
single QD–QD1 from Ref. [29]) corresponds to a change of the
lateral wave function extension from (15.7 ± 0.8) to (18.4 ±
2.2) nm. This increase of the wave function extension by a
factor of 1.17 in the temperature range from 7 to 35 K (Fig. 4),
translates into a similar increase of the light-matter coupling
constant through its square root dependence on the oscillator
strength [Eq. (2)]. In the case of an isolated system without
losses (γC = γX = 0) also the VRS should increase by a factor
of 1.17. This effect provides a possible qualitative explanation
of the experimentally observed tendency of an increasing VRS
as a function of temperature.
V. THEORETICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
WITH THE EXPERIMENT

In this section the modeling of a strongly coupled QDmicrocavity system is presented and the phonon influence on
the coherent dynamics in terms of the VRS is discussed. The
QD is modeled as an electronic two-level system consisting
of the ground state and an X state, which are resonantly
coupled to a single quantized CM making the details of

the cavity design and absolute emission energy irrelevant.
The Jaynes-Cummings type light-matter interaction preserves
the excitation number of the system, which therefore can
be restricted to the X state without cavity photons and the
QD ground state with a single photon. However, because the
Jaynes-Cummings model does not account for cavity losses it
has to be extended accordingly, as will be explained further
below. Furthermore, we include the coupling of the excitonic
system to a continuum of longitudinal (bulk) acoustic phonons
via the deformation potential, which is the dominant coupling
mechanism in nonpolar materials without permanent dipole
moments. We assume the QD confinement potential to be
spherically symmetric and adjusted to the expected vertical
dimension of the QDs in the sample, which is justified because
this is the direction of the strongest confinement of the QD
and is therefore responsible for the restriction of the phonon
wavelengths, which can effectively couple to the electronic
system. Furthermore, we assume electrons and holes being in
the harmonic ground state implying Gaussian wave functions.
Material specific effective mass differences are included and
translate into a fixed ratio between the localization lengths
of the electron and hole. Therefore, in this model the spatial
extension of the electron wave function, which we refer to as
the QD size, is the only parameter determining the strength
of the X-phonon coupling besides material parameters, which
are the same for all QDs in the sample such as the deformation
potential constants, mass density, etc. More details of the
described model are given in Ref. [12]. It should be noted
that this kind of modeling has been proven to quite accurately
describe the dynamics of self-assembled InGaAs/GaAs QDs
observed experimentally [42–44]. To calculate the dynamics of
this coupled system we use a previously developed real-time
path-integral approach [12,20], which is especially suitable,
because it allows for treating the carrier-phonon coupling
in a numerically exact way. As we pointed out earlier,
besides the coupling to phonons, also cavity losses have to
be included in the model due to the different Q-factors of the
micropillars. However, within the path-integral approach this
is very challenging and might not be practical, because of the
increased number of paths required when taking into account
more states with different photon numbers. Instead, the cavity
losses can be described within a hybrid approach proposed in
[21] which uses the exact results of the microscopic model
of phonon-induced pure dephasing described so far as input
parameters for a phenomenological rate model describing the
remaining loss channels (cavity losses and radiative decay)
within the Lindblad formalism.
The results of our calculations for the phonon-induced
renormalization of the VRS are presented in Fig. 5. It shows the
temperature dependence of the VRS for two different values
of the light-matter coupling constant of 56 μeV (the maximum
value expected in the investigated QD-micropillar ensemble)
and 25 μeV (the minimal coupling constant for which the
strong coupling regime is maintained) and various QD sizes,
respectively. These calculations have been performed without
taking photon losses into account. The presented results show
that the phonon coupling leads to a strong decrease (down to
50%) of the VRS in the experimentally accessible temperature
range of 5–60 K. The decrease is linear for low temperatures
(up to 20 K) and followed by sublinear behavior resulting
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Calculated acoustic phonon-induced temperature dependence of the VRS for two light-matter coupling
constants of 25 μeV (dashed lines) and 56 μeV (solid lines) as well as
for various QD sizes: 3.0 nm (blue, the thinnest line), 4.5 nm (green),
6.0 nm (red), and 7.5 nm (black, the thickest line).

FIG. 6. (Color online) Calculated acoustic phonon-induced temperature dependence of the VRS of a 4.5 nm QD for two light-matter
coupling constants of 25 μeV (dashed lines) and 56 μeV (solid lines)
as well as for various cavity Q-factors in the experimentally relevant
range from 9 000 to 18 000.

from the subsequent occupation of all phonon states that can
effectively couple to the electronic system and an equalization
of the probability for phonon emission- and absorptionassisted processes at elevated temperatures. The decrease is
stronger for smaller QDs. The light-matter coupling constant
slightly changes the slope of the observed dependences, but
most importantly it changes the initial (low-temperature) value
of the VRS by even more than a factor of 2. This is very
important for the comparison with the experiment, because the
phonon-free case is not accessible experimentally and the value
of the light-matter coupling constant would have a striking
effect on the observed dependence and as a result would be the
most important source of scattering in the experimental data.
In the next step, another possible difference between individual QD-micropillars, namely the photonic losses described
by means of the Q-factor, are included. In Fig. 6 the Q-factor
is varied in the experimentally relevant range from 9 000 to
18 000 (Fig. 3) for two extreme values of the light-matter
coupling constant (25 and 56 μeV). For large g, the Q-factor
variation introduces a very slight change of the slope of the
VRS dependence on temperature, which is more pronounced
for larger Q factors. The Q factor also influences the initial
value of the VRS and, in the extreme case, i.e., for Q = 9 000,
can change it by 25%, which is on a similar scale as the impact
of a variation of the coupling constant g. Looking at the low
g case, the decrease of the Q-factor can lead to a transition
from the strong to the weak coupling regime when the losses
overcome the coupling strength and the cavity is not able to
store the photon for long enough (indicated by a VRS equal to
0 in Fig. 6).
All previous considerations predict a decreasing trend
in the VRS dependence on temperature which cannot be
clearly seen in the experimental results. However, modeling
a possible temperature-induced redistribution of the carriers
over several electronic sublevels related to confining potential
fluctuations that might lead to higher OS, microscopically

is clearly beyond the scope of this work. It cannot simply
be included in the path-integral calculations as extending
the involved electronic states beyond the two-level system
is already very challenging and models with more than four
levels have not been addressed so far. However, the effect can
be addressed in the calculations in a phenomenological way
by considering a temperature dependence of the light-matter
coupling constant based on a fit to the experimental data shown
in Fig. 4 taken from Ref. [29]. The OS and its dependence on
temperature have a complex microscopic origin and cannot
be described analytically. In the present case, the fosc (T )
dependence can be described phenomenologically to a good
approximation by a square root dependence reproducing well
the data in Fig. 4 above 10 K. The associated light-matter
coupling constant is calculated according to Eq. (2) assuming
that the light-matter coupling constant at low temperature
g(T = 7 K) = gmax = 56 μeV, where gmax is the maximal
achievable value estimated for investigated QD-micropillars.
For temperatures exceeding 35 K (i.e., beyond the available
experimental data) we estimated a lower and upper bound
of the fosc (T ) dependence and extracted the relevant g(T)
to use it as an input for the calculations of the VRS vs
temperature for the two extreme cases. As a lower limit,
g is assumed to be constant and equal to the g value for
35 K. This estimation is based on the assumption that the
light-matter coupling constant does not increase substantially
for T > 35 K, which is supported by the expected saturation
of g(T) due to abovementioned QD size limit. An upper limit
is obtained by extrapolating the square root fit to the fosc (T )
dependence in Fig. 4 (black solid line) beyond 35 K. In this
way the increase of the OS with temperature is likely to be
overestimated as the expected saturation is not accounted
for because only experimental data points below saturation
are extrapolated. The associated VRS calculated for a low
temperature coupling constant equal to 56 μeV, a Q-factor of
13 000 and QD sizes of 4.5, 6.0, and 7.5 nm is presented
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Comparison of the experimental dependence of the VRS on the resonance temperature (black squares,
cases with VRS exceeding 80 μeV marked with empty symbols)
with theoretical calculations of acoustic phonon-induced changes of
the VRS for a cavity with Q-factor equal to 13 000 and QD size of
4.5 nm with (red solid line) and without (red dotted line) temperature
dependence of the light-matter coupling constant included. For the
case of a temperature-dependent coupling constant calculations for
QD sizes of 6.0 nm (green dash-dotted line) and 7.0 nm (dashed
blue line) are also presented. For each QD size a lower [assuming
g = g(T = 35 K) = const] and upper bound [g(T ) obtained by extrapolating the square root fit to the experimental fosc (T ) dependence
in Fig. 4] of the temperature dependence of the VRS above 35 K is
presented.

in Fig. 7. For comparison the red dotted line also shows
the simulated temperature dependence of the VRS for a
constant value of g for the 4.5-nm-sized QD as it is expected
for typical strongly confined QDs. Indeed, in agreement
with our experimental observations, the increase of the OS
strength overcompensates the temperature-induced decrease
of the VRS due to the phonon coupling, yielding a roughly
constant value of the VRS. Although for higher temperatures
the experimental temperature-dependent light-matter coupling
strength is not available in the present experiment (Fig. 4),
it is clear that at some point g will saturate and therefore
for very high temperatures the VRS is expected to decrease
due to the dominating phonon-induced dephasing. As shown
in Fig. 7 the difference between the upper and lower bound
of the VRS dependence on temperature for a given QD size
is limited to 10% range only. When making a comparison
between the calculations and the experimentally observed
statistical ensemble data one has to keep in mind that the
variations of the light-matter coupling strength that are due
to the random positions of the QDs inside the micropillars
are not included in the simulations and we therefore have
to concentrate on the QDs that are positioned close to the
center of the cavity where the coupling strength is maximal,
as described previously. To this end we selected the strong
coupling cases with a VRS exceeding 80 μeV, which is the
minimal VRS that is estimated based on the mode volume
and the OS when disregarding all loss channels and assuming

perfect spectral and spatial matching of the QD to the cavity
mode, and marked them with empty symbols in Fig. 7. For
this subset of the experimental data the VRS is increasing
with 55.5% probability. The reduction of the probability for
an increasing trend is related to the strong scattering of the
experimental data and the reduced number of data points
which impairs the significance of the statistics. The envelope
of the data points shows a behavior similar to the temperature
dependence expected from the theory when the temperature
dependence of the light-matter coupling constant is included
in the calculations.
The underlying effect of the temperature-induced change of
the state coupling most efficiently to the CM towards substates
with larger wave function extension is an inherent property
of large QDs and makes these systems very exceptional
and attractive. Not only does it allow for the realization of
the strong coupling regime on the single X–single photon
level, but also forces back phonon-induced decoherence by
compensating their detrimental influence. This effect has been
experimentally observed in a solid state system and can
pave the way for applications of strongly coupled systems
at elevated temperatures.

VI. SUMMARY

We have studied, both theoretically and experimentally,
the temperature dependence of the vacuum Rabi splitting. A
statistical approach, enabled by the superb sample technology,
has been utilized. It allowed for a temperature-dependent
study on 89 strongly coupled QD-micropillars in a wide
temperature range of (10–50) K. Our experimental results
indicate an increase of the vacuum Rabi splitting with
temperature. While for strongly confined QDs a decrease of
the VRS with temperature due to the dephasing induced by
acoustic phonons is expected, the large QDs studied here
show a temperature-dependent light-matter coupling strength
which seems to overcompensate the phonon effects in the
intermediate temperature range. The strong influence of the
wave function localization length in the growth direction,
the light-matter coupling constant, and the cavity losses on
the initial (low-temperature) value of the VRS as well as
its renormalization have been addressed theoretically. The
positive temperature coefficient of the VRS is an inherent and
unique feature of large QDs, which has been proven to maintain
the strong coupling in QD-micropillars up to temperatures as
high as 50 K. This shows that complex electronic structures,
like the large QDs discussed here, combining two-level system
behavior with additional properties, can be very advantageous
for cQED and possible applications in quantum information
technology.
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